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FOREWORD
This report was prepared by the Space Station Systems Division of Rockwell
International and the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration's Langley Research Center in accordance
with the requirements of Exhibit A of Contract NAS1-17633. The contract
directed a 12-month study of an Integrated Power and Attitude Control System
(IPACS) concept employing composite rotors and magnetic bearings as a potential
solution to the shortcomings of systems employing isotropic rotor materials and
ball bearings. The future Space Station was the specified application.
The IPACS system-level design analysis and trade studies were performed by
the Rockwell International team under the direction of Mr. Ronald E. Oglevie.
The IPACS component-level design analysis and trade studies were performed by
the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory under the direction of Mr. David B. Eisen-
haure, and under subcontract to Rockwell International. Acknowledgement is
given to the following study team members as well as many others who offered
valuable suggestions and comments:
Rockwell International
• IPACS configuration definition and system-level trade study w
Ronald Oglevie
• Electrical power systems definition and sizingmRex Moses
• Electrical power systems definition and sizingwJohn Q. Le
• Life-cycle cost analysis--Russell Morrissey
• Thermal control system--Fotis Georgatsos
Charles Stark Draper Laboratory
• Component system engineering and trades--David Eisenhaure
• System engineering and tradesmStephen O'Dea
• Composite rotor design analysis and trades--Patricia Burdick
• Magnetic bearings--James Downer
• Motor/generator and power electronics--Richard Hockney
• Motor/generator and power electronicswLaura Larkin
• Coordination, arrangements, and financialmRhonda Mariano
In addition, the valuable comments and suggestions received from Messrs.
James L. Williams, Nelson Groom, and Claude Keckler of the NASA/Langley
Research Center are gratefully acknowledged. Pertinent information related
to control moment gyro technology has been provided by the Sperry Flight
Systems Division, and by the Bendix Guidance Systems Division.
Use of trademarks or names of manufacturers in this report does not
constitute an official endorsement of such products or manufacturers, either
expressed or implied, by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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SUMMARY OF STUDY RESULTS
The most fundamental requirement for an IPACS wheel configuration is that
it be capable of simultaneously satisfying independent demands for energy
(power) and momentum transfer (torque), and do so with negligible interaction
between the respective outputs. Detailed trade studies for the Space Station
application resulted in the system illustrated below. The system features five
gimbaled IPACS units for the initial Space Station configuration, and nine units
for the growth configuration. The number of wheel units was determined by the
"fail-operational/fall-safe" (F0/FS) redundancy requirement. The system is
sized to provide rated energy storage and momentum transfer capacity after one
failure, and degraded performance after two failures (initial configuration
only). The power demands are satisfied by increasing (or decreasing) the rotor
speeds symmetrically. The attitude control torque demands are satisfied by
gimbaling (precessing) the rotors. The "planar" array illustrated in the
figure maximizes the momentum transfer perpendicular to the orbit plane, which
is the axis with the largest momentum transfer requirement.
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Summary of IPACS design features
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The advanced IPACS component design concept that resulted from the study
is shown below. This concept employs a composite rotor_ very efficient motor/
generator/electronics, and a new spherical large-angle magnetic bearing (LAMB).
The rotor employs a filament-wound boron epoxy composite rotor with an annular
shape and thin-wall design. This simple proven rotor design approach minimizes
development risk and cost relative to more complex rotor shapes. A conserva-
tive fatigue life derating of one million cycles (200 years) and a safety
factor of 1.56 have been employed in the rotor design to achieve hazard-free
operation over the 20-year design lifetime. A system energy density (including
all IPACS unique electronics) of 22 Wh/kg (i0 Wh/Ib) is achievable despite
design conservatism. This energy density can potentially be doubled with the
improvements in composite materials that are being tested today, and through
less conservative stress derating that can be achieved through actual rotor
design testing experience.
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Advanced IPACS unit design concept
A roundtrip energy conversion efficiency of 85% has been validated with
thorough analysis. This is achieved through the use of a permanent magnet
rotating back-iron motor/generator and metal oxide semiconductor field effect
transistor electronics.
The spherical LAMB is a new magnetic suspension approach that provides the
dual functions of a magnetic bearing and rotor gimbal system. The additional
bearing mass required to achieve the gimbaling function is quite small, partic-
ularly when compared to more conventional machine gimbal systems and single-axis
torquers. The more conventional gimbals and torquers can produce a mass penalty
that approaches the mass of the rotating element. The spherical LAMB can be
gimbaled up to approximately 20 degrees with only a small mass penalty (_3% of
rotating mass). This gimbal limitation constrains the momentum transfer
capacity. However, the IPACS rotor has an abundance of momentum, and the
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momentum transfer requirements in the Space Station application can be met with
gimbal angles within this range. The spherical LAMB concept is quite attractive
for other applications, such as an advanced momentum storage/transfer system for
unmanned space platforms and other spacecraft. The LAMB technology development
need not be tied to the IPACS technology development. However, the LAMB concept
synergistically complements the thin-wall composite rotor technology in that it
can be conveniently packaged within the rotor annulus, and permits appreciable
mass and volume savings in this application.
A summary of the characteristics of a typical IPACS component for the five-
wheel configuration is listed below. This particular design concept meets the
rated momentum transfer requirement with only 9 degrees of gimbai travel, but
requires that the IPACS components be physically realigned within the array to
accommodate wheel failures.
SUMMARY OF ADVANCED IPACS UNIT CHARACTERISTICS
ROTOR
Annular rlng material: boron/epoxy
Dimensions: O.D. = 1.148 m (3.77 ft); I.D. = 0.918 m (3.01 ft); height = 0.573 m (1.88 ft)
Spin axis inertia: 134 N-m-s 2 (98.8 ft-lb-s 2)
Operating speed: 5,000 to lO,O00 rpm
Stress: maximum (yield) = 1,324 MPa; operational (lO,O00 rpm) = 410 MPa
(includes conservative deratings for fatigue life and safety factor = 1.56)
Cycle life: >I05
Total energy capacity (75% DOD): 14.4 kWh
Momentum capacity (at half speed): 70K N-m-s (51.6K ft-lb-s)
Rotational element mass breakdown:
- Annular ring =.470 kg (I,036 Ib)
- Rotor/suspension attachment structure = 45 kg (99.2 Ib)
- Motor/generator rotor = 45 kg (99 2 Ib)
• I These mass items are redundant to those given
- Magnetic bearing rotors = 60 kg (132 Ib)
- Ground test bearing rotor = 12 kg (26.5 Ib) under "Motor/Generator," "Magnetic Spin Bear-
ing," and "Ground Test Levitation Magnetic
MOTOR/GENERATOR Bearing" below.
Type: three-phase wye, permanent magnet synchronous, rotating back-iron
Materials:
- Magnet: samarium cobalt, 20 Mega-Oersted energy product
Core: cold-rolled steel
- Stator: Litz wire and epoxy
Torque: 23.9 N-m (17.6 ft-lb)
Unit power rating: II.5 kW (motoring); 15 kW (generating)
Size: spherical radius = 16.1 cm (6.34 in.); magnetic path gap = 0.500 cm (0.197 in.)
Mass: stator = 5.0 kg (ll.O Ib); motor/generator rotor and support = 45 kg (99.2 Ib)
MAGNETIC SPIN BEARING
Type: Lorentz force
Materials:
- Core: vanadium permendur
- Magnet: neodymium-iron-boron
Dimensions: spherical radius = 26.2 cm (I0.3 in.); magnetic path gap= 1.3cm (0.512 in.)
Maximum torque capacity: 300 N-m (221 ft-lb)
Operating angular range: ±9 degrees
Mass: stator = 13 kg (28.7 Ib); rotor = 60 kg (132 Ib)
Power consumption/unit: 83 W @ nominal precession torque; 402 W, maximum control torque
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GROUNDTESTLEVITATIONMAGNETICBEARING
Type: spherical-facedarmaturelifting electromagnetMaterials: cold-rolledcarbonsteel
Forcecapacity: rotatingweight+ I0%
Operatingangularrange: ±9degrees
Mass:stator= 8 kg(17.6Ib); rotor = 12kg(26.5Ib)
ELECTRONICS
Mass:35kg (77.2]b)
Powerconsumption:30W,standby;60W,maximummotoring;IO0W,maximumgenerating
Circuit configuration:
- Motor/generator:three-phase,six-switchinverter/rectifier
- Spinbearings:5-degree-of-freedom,servo-positioncontrol
- Groundtest bearing: single-degree-of-freedomf rcecontrol
IPACSCOMPONENTPARAMETERS
Deliverable attitude control torque: 300 N-m (221 ft-lb)
Usable energy density (usable energy storage/total component mass):
Study design concept (conservative design): ]8.3 Wh/kg (8.3 Wh/Ib)
- More optimal conservative design (extrapolation from study results): 22.0 Wh/kg (lO Wh/Ib)
Extrapolated results using new graphite-epoxy rotor material that became available
late in study: 33 to 50 Wh/kg (15 to 23 Wh/Ib)
Power losses: motor/generator : 39 W, motoring; 57 W, generating;
spin bearing = 83 W (nominal precession); electronics = 30 W
Energy conversion efficiency: charge cycle = 0.933, discharge cycle = 0.911,
charge/discharge cycle = 0.850
IPACS component total mass (5-wheel system): 788 kg (1,737 Ib)
Mass of rotor vacuum housing: 95 kg (209 Ib)
The system-level trade studies show that the IPACS approach has numerous
advantages compared to the more contemporary nickel-hydrogen battery (NHB) and
regenerative fuel cell (RFC) systems. These advantages include lower mass,
complexity, cost, solar array drag makeup, and maintenance requirements. The
single factor that should dominate in design decision-making of this type is
life-cycle cost. Life-cycle cost data for the three energy storage systems
that were traded in this study are tabulated below. These normalized cost
data include all the significant interacting cost items including electrical
power, attitude control (control moment gyros), thermal control, drag makeup
propellant, transportation, and system maintenance over the assumed 20-year
life cycle. The IPACS approach is seen to offer appreciably lower cost, both
for the initial configuration and over the life cycle.
NORMALIZED COST DATA
CANDIDATE SYSTEM
REGENERATIVE FUEL CELL
NICKEL-HYDROGEN BATTERY
IPACS
INITIAL
SYSTEM COST
(IOC)
1.70
1.26
TOTAL LIFE-CYCLE COST
(LCC)
8.51 2.34
5.43 1.49
3.64 [_
#
NORMALIZED TO
IPACS COST
AT IOC
v
NORMALIZED
TO IPACS
LCC
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The advanced IPACS technology development risks may be categorized as
technical and schedule risks. The technical risks are deemed to be moderate
and approximately equal to the RFC. The technology employed in all elements
of the advanced IPACS unit has been demonstrated. The schedule risk for a
Space Station application is very high because a technology development program
for this purpose does not yet exist. The primary study recommendation is to
undertake an IPACS technology development program that will make it available
for future spacecraft.
ix
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INTRODUCTION
Integrated Power and Attitude Control System (IPACS) studies performed
over a decade ago established the feasibility of simultaneously storing
electrical energy in wheels and utilizing the resulting momentum for
spacecraft attitude control. It was shown that such a system possessed many
advantages over other contemporary energy storage and attitude control systems
in many applications. More recent technology advances in composite rotors,
magnetic bearings, and power control electronics have triggered new optimism
regarding the feasibility and merits of such a system. The focus of the
current study was to define an advanced IPACS and to evaluate its merits for
the Space Station application. A system and component design concept is
developed to establish the system performance capability. A system-level
trade study, including life-cycle costing, is performed to define the merits
of the system relative to two other candidate systems. It is concluded that
an advanced IPACS concept is not only feasible, but offers substantial savings
in mass and life-cycle cost.
The technical risks in developing the advanced IPACS technology presented
herein are found to be acceptable. An IPACS technology develoment program of
sufficient magnitude to meet the current Space Station technology readiness
need date (1987) does not currently exist. The major recommendation of this
study is that an IPACS technology development program be established that can
provide technology readiness for the next generation of spacecraft.
Basic IPACS Concept
Most long-duration spacecraft rely on solar power generation methods such
as photovoltaic solar arrays. It is generally convenient to provide energy
storage elements, such as batteries, to accommodate peak power transients and
periods of solar occultation. The Space Station, in its lowest orbital alti-
tude (476 km), can be in the Earth's shadow up to 39% of the time. The IPACS
concept is illustrated in figure i. It provides for the storage of electrical
energy as kinetic energy in mechanical rotors. Energy storage wheels can
generally be made to provide higher energy density than most other secondary
energy storage devices. When significant amounts of energy are stored in this
fashion, angular momentum is available. This momentum may be utilized for the
attitude control of the spacecraft. In order to accomplish this, the IPACS
wheels are configured to satisfy simultaneous energy (power) and momentum
(control torque) demands with negligible interaction between the two functions.
This is accomplished with wheel arrays that are similar in nature to momentum
wheel or control moment gyro attitude control systems. In a spacecraft
electrical power system, the IPACS units replace the function of batteries or
regenerative fuel cell energy storage devices.
Figure i.- Integrated powerand attitude control
system (IPACS) concept
Historical Backgroundand Study Motivation
The energy storage wheel historical legacy is rich with focused and
supporting technology developmentsthat are applicable to the developmentof
an advancedI PACS. This is particularly true for the advances in composite
rotors, magnetic bearings, and motor/generator/circuitry technology that have
occurred during the last 12 years. This section will review a small portion
of that historical development, and why it results in improved expectations
for the I PACSconcept.
A numberof pertinent IPACShistorical developments is given in references
i through 24. It is impossible to include all of the contributions madeby
manypeople, and apologies are offered for these omissions. The strongest
body of spacecraft-oriented work wasperformed over a decadeago and is
reflected in references i through 9. The most comprehensivespacecraft
application study is given in references 4 and 5. A summaryof the conclusions
of this work is given in Table i. The technical feasibility of the concept was
established for a variety of spacecraft applications, as well as performance,
weight, and cost advantages. Thework led to the developmentof an engineering
model of a bail bearing suspendedtitanium energy storage wheel for laboratory
testing at the NASALangley ResearchCenter (ref. 7). The results of the sub-
sequent laboratory testing are given in several of the references, including
pages 5 through 21 of reference 15.
TABLEI.-SUMMARYOFIPACSFEASIBILITYWORK(EARLYSEVENTIES)
• Design concepts developed for a variety of space applications:
modular space station, TDRS,earth observation spacecraft, research
and applications module,MJS planetary spacecraft, and extended-
duration orbiter.
• Cost and weight advantages for most missions.
• Typical energy densities approximately twice that of NiCd batteries.
• Advantages increase with numberof charge/discharge cycles.
• Readily adaptable to gimbaled and nongimbaledapplications.
• Substantial performance improvementshownwith conservative
technology advances.
• Dynamicsimulation of simultaneous energy managementand attitude
control; no significant performanceor dynamic interaction problems.
• Detailed design approach established.
• Rotating assembly employing titanium rotor developed and success-
fully tested.
• Modified constant stress rotor shape utilized.
• Technical feasibility, performanceand cost advantages established.
• Most applicable to spacecraft with larger energy and momentum
storage requirements and long life.
Reference i0 presents a summaryof an extensive amountof research
oriented to the developmentof composite material energy storage wheel
technology. This work was performedunder the sponsorship of the Department
of Energy (DOE)and focused on the achievementof high energy density for
terrestrial applications. The research yielded a valuable legacy of composite
rotor design techniques someof which are listed in the references of this
document. The research included laboratory verification of many rotor designs.
The NASAGoddardSpaceFlight Center has also pursued the developmentof
energy storage wheel technology for spacecraft as indicated in references ii,
12, and 14, and in the references of those documents.
Laboratory evidence of more recent advances in motor/generator/electronics
efficiency is available in reference 13. Test results demonstrated that a
round-trip charge/discharge cycle efficiency of 90%is feasible for a limited
depth-of-discharge. This efficiency can be comparedwith the 60 to 65%that
was achievable a decadeago, and is a major factor in reducing the size (and
cost) of the overall spacecraft powersystem.
References 18 and 19 present descriptions of CombinedAttitude, Reference,
and Energy Storage Systems(CARES)employing magnetically suspendedenergy
storage wheels that perform the attitude sensing function as well as energy
storage and attitude control. Trade study results are presented that show
appreciable savings in overall system massas well as complexity relative to
other contemporaryenergy storage and attitude control systems concepts.
A recent study investigating the applicability of energy storage wheels in
the SpaceStation application is given in reference 20. It presents a very
knowledgeableand insightful treatment, particularly from an electrical power
system point of view. It illustrates the appreciable effect of high charge/
discharge cycle efficiency in reducing the overall electrical power system
mass. The overall conclusion is drawn that flywheel energy storage has the
potential to be superior to alkaline secondarybatteries and regenerative fuel
cells, and is in substantial agreementwith the current study.
References21 and 22 present a wealth of directly applicable IPACtech-
nology. This NASA/OASTsponsoredworkshop (ref. 22) produced the focused
concensusof 75 technologists regarding the current state of the energy
storage wheel technology, the technology shortfalls, and a prioritization of
the technology needs to rectify these shortfalls. This wealth of material and
the strong support of the workshopby the various governmentagencies and
industrial firms illustrate the strength of the I PACStechnology base
available in the United States today, and the conviction as to its
applicability in the future. Reference 21 presents an abbreviated summaryof
this workshop.
Reference 23 is particularly pertinent to the current study, and presents
trade study results of the IPACSapplication to the SpaceStation. The study
concludes that the IPACShas weight and cost advantages relative to battery
and regenerative fuel cell systems, both for the initial SpaceStation and its
resupply. Reference 24 presents early results from the current study.
A summaryof Annular MomentumControl Device (AMCD)references is
presented in references 25 through 32. The AMCDis a momentum
storage/transfer device, and consists of a magnetically suspendedannular
rotor of composite material. These references provide a valuable experience
base, particularly in the area of magnetic bearing design and testing.
As discussed above, substantial technology advanceshave occurred during
the last decadethat have an appreciable impact on the IPACSperformanceand
feasibility. The three basic technology areas that are the fundamental
componentsof an advancedI PACSare listed on the left side of figure 2.
Improvementsin power processing circuitry, magnetic materials, and magnetic
system design have increased the energy recovery efficiency (round-trip
charge/discharge cycle efficiency) from approximately 60%to over 85%. In a
spacecraft photovoltaic power system, this efficiency has a strong effect on
the overall system sizing (including the solar array).
During the last decade, magnetic bearing technology has gone from an
interesting laboratory curiosity to a proven technology with several flight
applications having operated successfully in orbit, and manymore applications
proven in the laboratory. Notable amongthese are a Soviet flight experiment
of a magnetically suspendedreaction sphere, the flight of a rotating scanner
with magnetic bearings by the Sperry Flight SystemsDivision, and the opera-
tional flight of Europeanreaction wheels with magnetic bearings. Also, the
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use of magnetic suspension for vibration isolation and high-accuracy pointing
have been thoroughly studied and proven in the laboratory. The merits of very
low friction losses, maintenance-free long life, and freedom from vibration
disturbances, for example, are very attractive. These suggest "leap-frogging"
past the use of ball bearings with the attendant problems of lifetime, vibra-
tion, maintenance, and the long-duration testing needed to validate bearing
design.
The composite rotor technology is the key to achieving higher energy
densities. The recent Department of Energy composite energy storage wheel
development and testing programs have provided a valuable legacy that was not
available a decade ago. Considerable data have been provided on various
materials, rotor shapes, composite rotor fabrication, and testing techniques.
In addition, advances in basic composite materials technology are continuing
to be made at a high rate.
The advances in the three technology areas described above suggest that an
advanced I PACS employing a composite structure rotor, magnetic bearings, and
advanced motor/generator/electronics might be a feasible and cost-effective
replacement for the systems used in the contemporary spacecraft of today.
Another factor was the emergence of the Space Station program. The Space
Station was conceived to have power, energy storage, and momentum storage
requirements that were approximately an order-of-magnitude greater than prior
spacecraft. The NASA baseline "Power-Tower" Space Station configuration is
illustrated in figure 3. During the Space Station Technology Workshop,
• ALTITUDE: 476 KM (257 NMI)
• INCLINATION:
28.5 DEGREES
• FLIGHT ORIENTATION:
- TOWER AXIS LOCAL
VERTICAL, SOLAR
ARRAY BOOM AXIS
PERPENDICULAR TO
ORBIT PLANE
• POWER DELIVERED AT BUS
(VALUES ASSUMED FOR
STUDY)
- INITIAL OPERATING
CAPABILITY (IOC):
75 kW
- GROWTH CAPABILITY:
150 kW
Figure 3.- Typical Space Station--
NASA "power tower" configuration
Williamsburg, Virginia, 28-31 March 1983, three different technology panels
recommendedenergy storage wheel (or IPACS)technology development. These
technology panels included: SystemsEngineering, Guidanceand Control, and
Electrical PowerSystems.
As a result of the motivational factors given above, the thrust of the
current study was: the definition of an I PACSapproach for Space Station,
developmentof an advancedcomponentdesign concept, and a definition of the
merits of the resulting system relative to other competing energy storage and
attitude control systems.
Study Objectives and Approach
The key factors that motivated the reconsideration of the I PACS concept
were the strong advancements in the supporting technology and the emergence of
the Space Station program which required an order-of-magnltude increase in
electrical power and attitude control capacity relative to earlier spacecraft.
Therefore, the major goal of the study was to investigate the incorporation of
these technology advances into a system that would "leap-frog" across the
limitations imposed by isotropic rotor materials, and ball-bearing technology
through the use of composite materials and magnetic suspension. The major
issues posed by this challenge were:
What is the preferred rotor design? Would it be a hoop
or a hub type design? What is the best approach for
incorporating the magnetic suspension system?
• What is the preferred magnetic bearing approach?
@ What are the preferred motor/generator/circuitry approaches to
maximize charge/discharge cycle efficiency?
• What is the preferred design approach to provide acceptable safety?
@ What is the preferred IPACS array to meet the requirements of Space
Station?
What are the preferred means of obtaining attitude control torques?
Would it be an IPACS or would it separate the energy storage and
attitude control functions? Should it employ gimbaled rotors or
nonglmbaled?, etc.
What are the relative merits of an energy storage wheel approach
relative to other contemporary energy systems, including nickel
hydrogen battery and regenerative fuel cell systems?
The study approach that was selected to address these issues is presented
in figure 4. The study inputs are given on the left side of the figure and
the major study outputs are given on the right. The task titles correspond to
those used in subsequent sections of this report.
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The IPACS Configuration Definition section develops the overall wheel
array configuration for the Space Station application, and results in IPACS
unit-level requirements. The Space Station System-Level Trades section
develops and compares the IPACS approach with two other competing energy
storage approaches (regenerative fuel cells and nickel-hydrogen batteries).
System sizing and life-cycle cost data are developed for comparative analysis.
Overall study results, conclusions and recommendations are summarized in the
Conclusions and Recommendations section of this report.
The advanced IPACS component design concept is developed in the following
manner. The Rotor (Appendices A and B by Patricia A. Burdick), Magnetic
Bearing (Appendix C by James R. Downer), and Power Conversion (Appendix D by
Richard L. Hockney and Laura Larkin) Design Analysis sections survey the
current state of the art, perform trades, and develop parametric design data.
The Integrated Component Design Trades section (Appendix E by Stephen R. O'Dea)
examines the interactive trades between rotor, magnetic bearing, and power
conversion elements to yield the proper design compromises and the IPACS design
concept. Sizing algorithms, to aid the system designer in the development of
spacecraft energy storage/attitude control systems, are presented in Appendix F
by Ronald E. Oglevie.
IPACSCONFIGURATIONDEFINITION
This section deals with the "system-level" considerations in developing an
IPACS configuration for the Space Station. It includes the development of
system requirements, wheel array configuration trades, wheel component-level
requirements, and a trade study comparison of the IPACS approach with systems
that employ separate energy storage and attitude control wheels. The system
synthesis approach employed utilizes trade study methodology and is illustrated
in figure 5.
CANDDATEI I
WHEEL ARRAY
CONFIGURATION I _ I
DEFINITION I I
• WITH AND WITHOUT
INTEGRATED
ATTITUDE CONTROL
• GIMBALED,
UNGIMBALED, AND
OTHERS
H DEVELOP
PRELIMINARY DETAILED
SCREENING TRADE DATA
AND EVALUATE
/
• EVALUATION CRITERIA
-- WEIGHT
-- VOLUME
-- POWER
-- COMPLEXITY
-- COST
Figure 5.- IPACS configuration definition trade study logic
System Requirements Definition
The overall system requirements derived in this section are summarized in
Table 2. They consist of a combination of given (study Request For Proposal)
and derived requirements. During the course of the study the Space Station
configurations and their related electrical power and attitude control system
sizing parameters varied in a very volatile manner. The configuration selected
as the reference for the requirements given in Table 2 is the "power tower"
version (fig. 3) which evolved from NASA studies very late in the study. The
bases for the derived requirements are presented in the material which follows.
Momentum Storage Requirements.-The momentum storage system (MSS) require-
ments are strongly related to the Space Station configuration, its orientation,
and the functions ascribed to be performed by MSS. A wide variety of configur-
ations evolved from the different design teams at several NASA centers and
industrial firms (for example, see the first column of Table 3). Contributions
to the MSS sizing budget can result from: aerodynamic and gravity-gradient
disturbance torques, attitude maneuvering, docking/berthing operations, dynamic
payload operations (such as manipulators moving a payload to or from the
Shuttle payload bay to the Space Station), crew motion,"unwinding"solar array
cables during orbital night, etc. Some of these functions may be ascribed to
either the MSS or the reaction control system (RCS) depending on their magni-
tudes and frequency. References 33 and 34 present more detailed discussions
of momentum storage sizing methodology.
PRECEDING-. PAGE BI_ANK NOT FILMB_
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TABLE 2 .-SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS FOR SPACE STATION
• Energy storage capacity compatible with bus power levels of
- Initial station (IOC), 75 kW
- Final station, 150 kW (via modular growth)
• Energy Storage Wheel (ESW) depth of discharge: 75%
• Control torque capacity: 300 N-m/unit (220 ft-lb/unit)
• Momentum transfer capacity
- Initial station, 36,600 N-m-sec (27,000 ft-lb-sec)
- Final station, 73,200 N-m-sec (54,000 ft-lb-sec)
• Maximum station slewing rates
- Magnetic bearings (normal and failure operations): _0.3°/sec
- Touchdown bearings (emergency survival operations): _5.0°/sec
• Torque noise levels: < TBD
• Design life: 20 years and 105 charge/discharge cycles
• Support overall attitude control system bandwidth: _0.05 Hz
• Redundancy criterion: fail-operational/fail-safe (FO/FS)
- Single failure--energy storage and control capability at rated capacity
- Fail safe--adequate energy storage and control capacity for crew sur-
vival and system recovery
• Automatic fault detection/annunciation/correction for flight-critical
functions
• Thermal control: interface compatible with station system
• Capable of one-g testing
To develop momentum storage requirements that would represent an industry
"concensus," the approach adopted was to take a broad based survey of these
requirements, as well as by making "bottoms-up" estimates. The survey results
are presented in Table 3. The broad variation in these momentum storage
sizing values is due to the wide variation in the parameters discussed above,
particularly those associated with the aerodynamic and gravity-gradient
disturbance torque. The momentum storage sizing requirements taken for this
study are given in figure 6. The requirements have been estimated on a
relatively conservative basis, and include the effects of tolerance buildup
and a 50% margin. They are based on the NASA "power tower" configuration. It
is expected that future technology advances in adaptive momentum management
policies will reduce these values rather than increase them.
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TABLE 3.-SPACE STATION MOMENTUM STORAGE REQUIREMENTS SURVEY
Homentum Storage Requirement
N-m-s (ft-lb-sec)
Configuration/ Orientation Station Only Orbiter Attached
Organization
Planar, 8/1983
(MSFC)
Building Block,
12/1983 (JSC)
Delta, 12/1983
(JSC)
Tee, 12/1983
(JSC)
Power Tower, 6/1984
(JSC)
Power Tower, 7/1984
(Rockwell)
Rockwell, 1/1983
Inertial LVLH
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
XRockwell, 1/1984
IOC Growth
19,600
(14,500)
20,600*
(15,200
12,200_ 16,900_
(9,000) (12,500)
12,200_ 48,800%
(9,000) (36,000)
17,600% 33,900%
(13,000) (25,000)
6,100% 8,100%
(4,500) (6,000)
9,400%
(6,900)
3 Skylab
CMG's
35,940
(26,500)
6 Sperry
M4500
11,400
(8,400)
13,200
(9,800)
lOC Growth
58,500
(43,100)
29,900*
(22,100)
108,0005
(80,000)
12,500%
(9,200)
4 Skylab
CHC's
48,810
(36,000)
8 Sperry
M4500
18,300 30,500
(13,500) (22,500)
29,000
(21,400)
39,200
(28,900)
"16,000 N-m-s allotted to unwind solar arrays at night.
_Design margins not included
_Gross extrapolation by study authors
Y (POP)__
o
..co-.o...T' ,.,T,.., O.OWT.r i
aMy 34,500 69,000 I __
(25,500) (51,000) \ 1//
_Hx . t, Hz 12,200 24,400 \ I-{ /
(9,000) (18,000) k I /
VECTOR SUM 36,800 73,200 _ /L_
(27,000) (54,000) _ / /_ FLIGHT
_ PATH
Figure 6.- Typical momentum storage envelope
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The three-dimensional distribution of the momentum storage envelope can
have appreciable influence on the MSS wheel array configuration selection. An
example momentum storage envelope is illustrated in figure 6. It may be seen
that the dominant component is along the y-axis (perpendicular to the orbit
plane). Again, this distribution can be altered depending on the selection of
momentum dumping/management approach employed.
Maximum Station Rotational Rates.-In an advanced IPACS that employs magnetic
bearings, it is pertinent to establish the maximum precession rates that will be
required of the rotor, since these rates will ultimately lead to some signifi-
cant weight/power penalty. To accomplish this the rates for normal attitude
hold, attitude maneuvering, and worst case emergency operations were established
(see fig. 7). The maximum attitude maneuver rate of 0.3 degree/second can be
the constraining requirement on the magnetic bearing precession rates, and the
worst case rate for emergency operations of 5.0 degree/second becomes the
touchdown bearing requirement. These values were selected as reasonable design
requirements for the purpose of the current study, and encompass all currently
known dynamic disturbance and attitude maneuver conditions.
RECOMMENDED ATTITUDE RATE LIMITS FOR
CMG DESIGN
NORMAL & FAILURE EMERGENCY
OPERATIONS OPERATIONS
o o _-"
0,02 0,05 011 0,2 0,3 0,5 1,0 5,0
ATTITUDE RATE (DEG/SEC)
Figure 7.- Space Station body attitude rates
IPACS Bandwidth Requirements.-To insure that the IPACS can provide adequate
attitude control stability and performance it is appropriate to establish a
bandwidth requirement. Figure 8 presents study estimates for a variety of
example frequencies from various dynamic phenomena. The overall rigid body
attitude control bandwidth requirement is less than 0.01 Hz and is not particu-
larly severe. If classical mechanical gimbaling is assumed it is estimated
14
STRUCTURAL
ELEMENTS
FREQUENCY
(HERTZ)
i
lO3-
CMG ROTOR SPIN SPEED
CMG MOUNTING STRUCTURE
CORE MODULE STRUCTURE
ORBITER ATTACHMENT STRUCTURE
,L_ 102_
--10--
-1.0 -
SOLAR ARRAY (BLANKETS & STRUCTURE)_, -O.l -
-0. Ol--
CONTROL SYSTEM
BANDWIDTH
_ATTITUDE REFERENCE DETERMINATION
PRECISION POINTING MOUNTS
CMG GIMBAL TORQUERS
MANIPULATOR SYSTEM JOINT SERVOS
SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE SERVOS
MAIN BODY ATTITUDE CONTROL
J BANDWIDTH (40.01Hz)
Figure 8.- Example structural and control frequencies
that torque command bandwidth greater than 1.0 Hz is easily achievable for
wheels of the size under consideration. For the large-angle spherical magnetic
bearing considered herein, much higher bandwidths are achievable. As may be
seen (fig. 8), these bandwidths not only provide a great deal of frequency sep-
aration relative to the rigid body control modes, but also provide fast enough
response for active damping of the structural bending modes should this
requirement arise. For these reasons the bandwidth requirement that was
adopted is that the IPACS be capable of supporting an overall attitude control
bandwidth of 0.05 Hz.
Unlimited Gimbal Travel.-Studies of advanced CMG requirements for Space
Station have suggested that unlimited gimbal travel was a desirable require-
ment. In anticipation that large-angle spherical magnetic bearings with
limited tilt/gimbal travel will be considered, it is pertinent to establish the
need for such a requirement. Limited gimbal travel will affect the deliverable
momentum but, as will be subsequently shown, is not a problem. Several other
considerations are given in Table 4. An examination of these considerations
indicates that there are no firm requirements for unlimited gimbal travel, and
that the merits of the large-angle bearing may well outweigh them. For these
reasons, no requirement is established for unlimited gimbal travel.
Other Miscellaneous Requirements.-The other requirements listed in Table 2
have been extracted from Space Station general system design guidelines or have
been included as a matter of good design practice. For instance, previous
studies as well as the current one, have indicated that an energy storage wheel
depth-of-discharge of 75% (wheel speed reduction of 50%) specified in the
contract statement-of-work is very near the optimum value.
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TABLE4.-GIMBALTRAVELISSUES
Issues
• Software?
• Slip/roll
ring need?
• Failure
Accommodation?
Limited Travel
Moresophisticated momentum
distribution control policy
(small penalty)
No, avoid with momentum
distribution policy (no
failures) or physical
stops/touchdown bearings(small penalty)
Physical stops/touchdown
bearings can accommodate
control failures
(even tumbling)
Unlimited Travei
Simpler momentumdistribu-
tion policy
Yes, small cost and
complexity penalty
Better failure
accommodation
CONCLUSION:o hard requirement for unlimited gimbal travel--
decision involves tradeoff of small penalties.
WheelArray Configuration Selection Trades
The purposeof this section is to present the system-level trades that lead
to a definition of the preferred energy storage wheel (ESW)array configuration.
This configuration will subsequently be employedin the system-level trades and
in the developmentof the component-level requirements necessary for the IPACS
componentdesign. In this section it will be assumedthat the attitude control
function will be performed with ESW's. The trade study that investigates the
advisibility of integrating the energy storage and the attitude control func-
tions is presented in a subsequent section.
In order to synthesize an I PACSwheel array, it is pertinent to understand
the mechanicsof momentumtransfer, how such systems are controlled, and what
typical wheel arrays might potentially meet the current requirements.
References 35 through 43 present a great deal of information that is helpful
in this regard. References35 through 37 describe the mechanicsof momentum
transfer and rationale for selecting different wheel arrays, with emphasison
CMG's. References38 through 41 develop control policies for CMG's,and give
insight into the use of these systems for attitude control. Reference 42
provides analytical sizing bases for the moremassive elements within a CMG,
and gives perspective into the design drivers and the relative massof these
elements. Relevant operational experience for the Skylab system is given in
reference 43.
The IPACSapplication to the current SpaceStation is significantly differ-
ent from the applications described in the above references and, thus, the
preferred wheel configuration is not intuitively clear. Therefore, it was
deemedappropriate to employa more fundamental approach for synthesizing the
wheel array. The approach employedutilizes the following sequenceof steps:
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• Identify a broad family of candidate arrays
• Screen the candidates and develop the trade data
Develop an evaluation criterion and select the preferred
system array
• Define the component-level performance requirements
Candidate Wheel Array Configurations.-The most fundamental requirement of
admissible candidate wheel arrays is that they be capable of simultaneously
satisfying the independent demands for energy extraction/addition and momentum
transfer, and do so with negligible interaction resulting from the two demands.
To facilitate subsequent discussion, this requirement will be referred to as
the "basic requirement." They must also meet the overall system-level
requirements identified above.
The number of configuration variables that must be specified is quite
large and includes:
• Number of rotors
• Momentum bias vs. zero nominal momentum attitude control
• Nominal momentum (spin) vector orientation of each wheel
• Gimbal axis orientation and Euler angle rotation order
• Gimbal mechanical design options
Energy storage with or without attitude control ("with" is assumed in
this section).
The number of variables and their subsets are large (figs. 9 and I0). In
order to deal with this myriad of variables, a number of prudent design assump-
tions and simplifications is possible. The simplifying assumptions employed
herein are shown in Table 5.
The second simplification warrants explanation. The single-degree-of-
freedom gimbal has the advantage of high "torque gain." When these torques
must be transmitted through the magnetic spin bearings, the primary penalty
for high torques is in the magnetic spin bearings and not the gimbal torquer.
Scissored-pair systems have the advantage of providing output torque along a
body fixed axis, thereby eliminating the need for a small amount of software.
With the computational capacity available from current flight computers this
mechanical complexity is unwarranted. The relatively large number of wheels
required to satisfy the fail-operational/fail-safe (FO/FS) redundancy require-
ment, and the larger development cost of systems with a hybrid variety of wheel
sizes and gimbal arrangements, make the hybrid approach less attractive. The
advisability of these simplifications will be examined again when the trade
study is complete and their validity can be judged in light of the trade study
results.
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Figure 9.- Gimbal design options trade tree (example)
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TRANSFER
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GIMBAL
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*SEE GIMBAL DESIGN OPTIONS TRADE TREE
Figure i0.- Energy storage wheel array candidate systems trade tree
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TABLE 5.-SIMPLIFICATIONS FOR FIRST-LEVEL TRADES
• Assume all energy storage wheel (ESW) units are identical, i.e., same
size and gimbaling
• Delete single-degree-of-freedom gimbal, scissored pairs, and other hybrid
multiple wheel/gimbaling arrangements
• Treat all gimbaling design options as second-level trades, and do after
first-level trades
• Growth from 75 kW to 150 kW accomplished modularly with units of same
capacity and functional capability
• Momentum bias system capable of momentum transfer in all three axes
(i.e., active 3-axis control required)
Armed with these simplifications, a substantial reduction in the complexity
of the trade study logic results. Figure I0 presents the ESW array trade study
logic tree. The trade study options listed under "nominal momentum vector
orientation" warrant further explanation. Figure ii presents a pictorial
description of these arrangements. They include a representative group of
configurations and, although it is possible to conceive of others, it is felt
that they closely represent many of the more practical ones. The number of
wheels in the figure is not intended to imply a specific number of units. Thus,
any number may be considered. For instance, the planar and conical arrangements
can accommodate additional wheels, which would be symmetrically arranged in the
plane or around the periphery of the cone. The nominal momentum vector arrange-
ments given (fig. ii) are appropriate to gimbaled and nongimbaled wheel config-
urations with the exception of the parallel and planar arrangements. These two
arrangements do not provide three-axis control for nongimbaled systems.
C
C_
ORTHOGONAL
PARALLEL
PLANAR
CONICAL
SKEW
._YMMETRIC
(MOMENTUM VECTORS
PERPENDICULAR TO
FACES OF REGULAR
FIGURE)
Figure ii.- Candidate momentum vector orientations
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Redundancy and Selection of Number of Wheels.-For each of the arrays
identified above, there is a minimum number of wheels that will permit the
array to satisfy the "basic requirement" for simultaneous and independent
energy and momentum transfer. In addition, more units must be added to meet
the FO/FS requirement. A more explicit definition of the minimum FO/FS
requirement is given at the top of Table 6. This table also illustrates the
impact of the FO/FS requirement on the number of wheels required for the
initial and final Space Station configurations.
TABLE 6.-THE FAIL-OPERATIONAL/FAIL-SAFE STORY
• One failure---_fail operational (FO), must meet rated energy storage and
attitude control requirements.
• Two failures----fail safe (FS), must provide sufficient energy storage
for emergency operations. Attitude control functions not required (use
RCS). Capable of recovery via maintenance.
Initial Station Final Station
Number of FO FS Number of
Wheels (One Failure) (Two Failures) Wheels
Prior to Case Case Prior to
Failure(s) Failure(s)
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
ii
12
N
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
ii
(N-l)
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
(N-2)
5
7
9
ii
13
15
17
19
21
23
2N-I
To explore the impact of these requirements on the number of wheels and the
oversizing (additional mass) resulting from the redundancy requirement, the
data in Table 7 were prepared. The table contains data for a variety of config-
urations, including those with and without an attitude control capability,
gimbaled and nongimbaled, momentum bias and zero nominal momentum configura-
tions, etc.
Table 8 presents a summary of the properties of some of the more attractive
arrangements from the tables above. These were selected on the basis that they
minimize the number of wheels as well as the oversizing needed to satisfy the
redundancy requirement. It may be seen that some of the configurations require
considerably more units than others.
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TABLE 7.-OVERSIZING PENALTY TO MEET REDUNDANCY REQUIREMENT
Energy Storage
Nominal Oversizing for Available with
Number of Single Failure Two Fallures
Wheels (%) (% of Rated) Co_nent
ENERGY STORAGE WITHOUT ATTITUDE CONTROL--CONFIGURATION: NONGIMBALED, PARALLEL ORIENTATION
i00
50
100
25
5O
17
INTEGRATED ENERGY STORAGE AND ATTITUDE
2 DOF GIMBALED,. CONICAL ARRAY
3 5O
4 33
5 25
6 20
7 17
0
5O
100
50
100
67
Minimum number of wheels
satisfying requirements
Attractive configuration
CONTROL--CONFIGURATION: MOMENTUM BIAS,
67
75
80
83
_k
Selected for example
INTEGRATED ENERGY STORAGE AND ATTITUDE CONTROL--CONFIGURATION: NONGIMBALED ORTHOCONAL ARRAY
3
6
9
12
50
50
20
5O
67
8O
Minimum number of wheels
Selected for example
INTEGRATED ENERGY STORAGE AND ATTITUDE
3
7
8
9
I0
ii
12
_33
_25
_20
INTEGRATED ENERGY STORAGE AND ATTITUDE
ORTHOGONAL ORIENTATION
CONTROL--CONFIGURA:'ION: NONGIMBALED, SKEW ARRAY
_67
_75
_80
Selected for example
CONTROL--CONFIGURATION: 2 DOF GI_ALING,
3 - *
6 20 80 Selected for example
9 12.5 88
12 8.3 91
INTEGRATED ENERGY STORAGE AND ATTITUDE CONTROL--CONFIGURATION: 2 DOF, GIMBALED, SKEW
ORIENTATION (ALSO REPRESENTATIVE OF PARALLEL_ PLANAR AND CONICAL CONFIGURATIONS)
3 5O
4 33
5 25
6 2O
7 17
0
67
75
8O
83
Hinlmum number of wheels meeting
"basic" requirement; selected for
example
_Does not meet "basic" requirement after two failures.
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TABLE 8.-SUMMARY OF REPRESENTATIVE ENERGY STORAGE WHEEL CONFIGURATIONS
Coil[ igurat ion
Euer Stora e without Attitude
Control
• Parallel wLleels
Attitude Coutrol, lute_rated
• Momentum bias
- Double-gimbaled conical
• No momentum bias
- Nongimbaled orthogonal
- Nongimbaled skew
- Double-gimbaled orthogonal
- Double-gimbaled skew, planar,
conical, or parallel
Number of Wheels
Initial Final
Station Station
5 9
4 7
12 24
8 15
6 12
4, 5, 6 7, 9, ii
Oversizing of
Initial System
for Single
Failure (%)
25
33
20
33
20
33, 25, 20
Storage
after
Two Failures
(% of Rated)
50
67
8O
75
8O
67, 75, 80
Wheel Array Configuration Evaluation.-To evaluate the wheel
configurations presented in Table 8, the evaluation criteria presented in
Table 9 were developed. A close scrutiny of them yielded the following
observations, and provided the basis for rejecting a number of the
candidates. For the nongimbaled cases, control torques must be derived in the
same manner as with reaction wheels. This requires that the control torques
be derived through the asymetric charging (or discharging) of wheels. In the
I PACS component design trades it is shown that for the smaller rotor
diameters, the control torque derived in this manner was insufficient to meet
the specified control torque requirements. On this basis, the nongimbaled
configurations were abandoned.
TABLE 9.-WHEEL ARRAY TRADES EVALUATION CRITERIA
• Does it meet basic performance requirements?
- Satisfy rated energy and momentum demands with one failed wheel?
- Satisfy emergency power requirements with two failed wheels?
• Delivered momentum
- Along axis perpendicular to orbit plane (POP)?
- Along other axes?
- With failed wheels?
• Ease of reconfiguring with failed wheels?
• Makes full use of redundant wheels for energy reserve?
• Adaptable to small gimbal angles?
• Number of wheels required?
• Mass penalty to meet redundancy requirements?
• Control law/software complexity?
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For the momentumbias configurations, the gimbaling required to maintain
the constant bias was found to reduce the amountof momentumthat could be
transferred for control. No intrinsic advantages relative to the other
configurations could be identified for the momentumbias approach, and it was
abandonedon this basis.
The parallel configurations were abandonedfor the samereason as the
nongimbaledconfiguration (insufficient control torque along the spin axis).
The gimbaled conical configurations are abandonedbecause, for small cone
angles, they have insufficient control torques along the axis of symmetry.
In addition, they possess no distinguishable merits relative to other systems,
such as the planar array.
The remaining array configurations are the orthogonal, planar, and skew
arrays. Table I0 presents a summaryof the evaluation criteria presented
above, as applied to these three configurations. For the planar and skew
arrays, data are presented for 4, 5, and 6 wheels. This was done becauseno
strong discriminators between themcould be found. The 4-wheel arrays provide
the minimumnumberof wheels, but require the use of reaction jet attitude
control after the two wheel failures. The 5-wheel array is selected since it
is the minimumnumberof wheels that still provides attitude control after two
failures. Although the IPACSis only required to provide attitude control
after one failure, the ability to accommodatetwo failures wasdeemedto be a
desirable attribute. It maybe seen that the planar configuration is superior
to all the others on virtually all counts, and is selected on that basis.
TABLEIO.-EVALUATIONOFREMAININGWHEELARRAYCONFIGURATIONS
Criteria
• Numberof wheels required
• Masspenalty to meet redundancy
requirements (%)
• Delivered momentumnormalized to
planar config. (%of Hmax)
- POPaxis
- Other axes
• Easeof reconfiguring after
wheel failure
• Utilization of redundant wheels
for energy reserve
• Adaptable for small gimbal angles
• Control law/software complexity
WheelArray Configuration
Orthogonal
20
_67
_67
Good
Planar
i00
67
Best
Skew
SELECTION:
_75
_75
Good
Good Good Good
Poorest Best Good
Good Best Poorest
Planar array is preferred on basis of virtually all criteria.
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Gimballng Technique Trades.-Having selected the nominal momentum vector
orientation for the gimbaled array, the gimbaling techniques will now be
considered. The various gimbaling options were identified in figure 9. Two-
degree-of-freedom gimbaling was previously selected. The spherical large-
angle magnetic bearing (LAMB) has a number of advantages relative to the more
traditional mechanical gimbaling approaches. These include:
More Compact Packaging.-The spherical bearing is an integral part of
the supporting spin bearing in the hub region of the rotor. This is
more compact than the use of separate "inside-out" torquers that are
incorporated in the hub region with the magnetic spin bearings. It is
considerably more compact and less massive than the classical
"outside-in" mechanical gimbals located around the outer periphery of
the rotor.
Reliability/Maintainability Advantages.-With the large-angle spherical
magnetic bearing, the complexity of the separate gimbal bearings,
torquers, and gimbal ring structure is replaced with a small increase
in the size of the magnetic spin bearing. The only mechanical moving
part is the rotor which has a very high reliability. All the
electronics are located external to the rotor and are maintainable as
line replaceable units (LRU's).
Long Life.-With the magnetic suspension there is no mechanical wear.
Long structural life is assured through conservative use of fatigue
life derating. The long-duration testing required to validate ball-
bearing design lifetime is not required.
Low Vibration/Noise/Jitter.-Orders-of-magnitude lower levels are
achievable with the magnetic suspension.
Very Wide Control Bandwidth.-Torque/force control bandwidths that are
orders of magnitude larger than conventional gimbaling are possible
with this type of suspension. This is a marked improvement relative
to the inherent bandwidth limitations of the classical Eulerian
gimbal suspension in the region of 3.0 Hz.
Adaptability to Active Structural Vibration Control.-Although no
specific requirement for active structural vibration control has been
established for Space Station, the wide bandwidth potential is attrac-
tive for this purpose. In addition to control torques, active trans-
lational control forces are possible. In this regard the magnetic
suspension is uniquely qualified as an active structural control
actuator (5-degree-of-freedom controller).
The principal disadvantages of the spherical LAMB are:
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Gimbal Angle (Tilt) Limitations.-The IPACS magnetic bearing design
studies (discussed in a later section) indicate that tilt angles of
i0 to 23 degrees are achievable with relatively little penalty. The
momentum transfer capability is 17 to 40% of that achievable from a
large-angle gimbal. IPACS configurations generally tend to have an
abundance of momentum and, as will be shown subsequently, the momentum
transfer requirement can still be satisfied with the LAMBfor the
current application. Another factor is the orbit rate torquing power
neededto precess the wheel array around with the Station body. A
system with unlimited gimbal travel does not have this requirement.
This addedpower is almost negligible with a properly designed
bearing. Also, the design penalties to achieve unlimited travel(slip rings and outside-in gimbal rings) are substantial.
Spherical LAMBTechnologyStatus.-Although the fundamental magnetic
bearing technology is well established, the detailed LAMBdesign has
not been developed and qualified, and this remains to be accomplished.
Based on the above considerations, the merits of the spherical LAMBappear
to outweigh its disadvantages. It further appears to complementsynergistic-
ally the advancedtechnology composite rotor IPACSapproach which is the
primary focus of this study. On this basis, the spherical LAMBis selected
as the baseline gimbaling technique.
Separate Energy Storage andAttitude Control Wheeis
Versus Integrated Systems
The trade studies above have assumedthat the energy storage and attitude
control functions should be integrated and employ the sameset of wheels. The
rationale for this assumption is basedon the logic presented in Table ii.
TABLE11.-SEPARATEVS. INTEGRATEDSYSTEMS
Approach: Evaluate on basis of weight and complexity
Simplified View:
Separate
ESW's + CMG's IPACS
X X
X 0
X X
• Energy storage
wheels
• CMG rotors
• Gimbals & torquers
Parametric View:
G = Gimbal and torquer mass
R = CMG rotor
CMG = R + G
IPACS = ESW + G
IPACS _ IPACS = IPACS < i
ESW + CMG ESW + R + G IPACS + R
CONCLUSION: IPACS approach saves CMG rotor mass
and substantial complexity
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The "simplified view" presented there illustrates that the Integrated Powerand
Attitude Control (IPACS)approach results in a savings approximately equal to
the control momentgyro (CMG)rotors. The "parametric view" presents the same
argument in an algebraic form, and concludes there is a weight and complexity
saving for the integrated approach relative to separate systems. To explore
this issue further the point design case data presented in Table 12 were
prepared. It is assumedthat the classical outside-in gimbal suspensions and
torquers are employedfor both the energy storage wheels and CMG's. The weight
and complexity savings for the integrated approach are evident despite the
conservatism of the assumptions employed. The use of the spherical LAMB
approach for gimbal suspension (developed in this study) will result in further
savings.
TABLE12.-SEPARATEVS. INTEGRATEDSYSTEMSIZINGDATA
Items
• Energy storage wheels and
Unit
Mass
(kg)
Number
of
Units
Mass (kg)
ESW's
+
CMG's IPACS
bearings (electronics
included)
• ESW gimbal structure
• ESW torquers
• ESW gimbal torquer
electronics
• CMG rotors
• CMG gimbals
• CMG torquers
• CMG electronics
Total
521
50
63.5
6
113
43
63.5
ii
6 3,126
6 0
12 0
6 0
6 678
6 258
12 762
6 66
4,890
3,126
3O0
762
36
0
0
0
0
4,224
Note: CMG estimates based on Sperry Model 4500
Other factors of concern in comparing the separate versus the integrated
approach are given in Table 13. It may be seen that none of the arguments
favor the separate approach, and the complexity issue favors the integrated
approach.
Based on the above considerations, the IPACS approach is preferable to
the separate systems concept, primarily on the basis of significant savings
in weight, complexity, and probable cost.
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TABLE 13.-OTHER FACTORS--SEPARATE VS. INTEGRATED SYSTEMS
• Complexity: Integrated energy storage and attitude control are
significantly less complex and less costly than separate systems.
• Software: Integrated saves CMG wheel speed control; otherwise
is very similar.
• Reliability: No major discriminators
• Testin$: Combined power and attitude control system testing is
significantly more complex, but will probably be less expensive
than independent system testing.
• Design compromises imposed by power and attitude control on
each other: No serious compromises noted in this study.
• Robust performance: Excess momentum frequently available with
integrated approach.
IPACS Component-Level Requirements
The above trade studies have yielded an overall I PACS configuration for
the Space Station application. To support the component level design trades
and analyses, the component level performance requirements have been developed
and are summarized in Table 14. A bus voltage level of 300 volts was selected
as representative of the high-voltage levels being considered in the Space
Station program.
TABLE 14.-COMPONENT-LEVEL REQUIREMENTS
Requirement s /Conf igurat ions
• Usable energy storage at
electronics output--k_qh
• Depth of discharge
• Charge/discharge cycle
efficiency:
• Rated maximum power output
(out of electronics)--kW
• Deliverable momentum (N-m-s)
• Control torque output (N-m)
• Rotor precession rates
- Normal operations (°/sec)
- Emergency operations (°/sec)
• Capable of one-g testing
• Support overall attitude control
Bandwidth (Hz)
• Rated voltage at bus (V)
4-_heel
17.6
75%
_0.85
29.2
13,500
300
0.3
5.0
0.05
300
System
5-Wheel
13.2
75%
>10.85
21.9
i0,I00
300
0.3
5.0
0.05
300
6-Wheel
10.5
75%
_0.85
17.5
8,100
300
_0.3
_5.0
>I0.05
300
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IPACS System Configuration Trade Study Conclusions
A methodical systems engineering trade study approach has been developed
and applied to the synthesis of an I PACS configuration for the Space Station.
It bridges the gap between top-level systems requirements and component-level
functional and performance requirements. Some of the more noteworthy
conclusions include:
Integrated energy storage and attitude control wheel systems (IPACS)
are preferable to systems that separate these two functions.
The preferred wheel array configuration for the initial Station is the
"planar" arrangement employing five double-gimbaled wheels. The
gimbaled planar wheel arrangement was selected over orthogonal,
parallel, conical, and skew symmetric wheel arrangements.
Nongimbaled and single-gimbaled wheels, scissored wheels, and momentum
bias configurations were considered and abandoned.
The spherical large angle magnetic bearing is selected as the baseline
gimbaling approach, and offers numerous advantages relative to the
more conventional gimbaling techniques. Although it will require
significant development work, it synergistically complements the
advanced composite material energy storage wheel, and can be nested
within the annulus of the selected hoop-type rotor.
The wheel configuration trade study results are focused toward Space
Station requirements, and are not necessarily valid for other
applications (such as unmanned spacecraft). The general synthesis
methodology can be adapted to other applications. For instance, it
can easily be applied to large unmanned space platforms.
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SPACE STATION SYSTEM-LEVEL TRADES
The purpose of this section is to present overall Space Station system-
level trade study results that compare the merits of the IPACS approach with
other competing energy storage systems. For the current study, photovoltaic
power generation is assumed. The competing energy storage systems have been
narrowed to those under serious consideration for Space Station at the incep-
tion of the study and were given in the contract statement-of-work. These
are the regenerative fuel cell (RFC) and nickel-hydrogen battery (NHB)
systems. To explore the impact of the various performance variables of these
energy storage devices on the complete system, it is necessary to consider
their interaction with:
• Solar array and circuit sizing
• Attitude control system (control moment gyro) sizing
Thermal control system sizing to reject the heat associated with the
different energy storage system efficiencies
Operational servicing requirements associated with different
components and their lifetimes.
The approach employed herein is to size the complete electrical power
system (EPS) and the portion of the other systems that interact with the
energy storage system (ESS) variables. The resulting systems data may then be
compared on conventional engineering bases and on the basis of life-cycle
costs.
Trade Data Development
This section presents the sizing bases and rationale for the various
interacting systems.
Electrical Power Systems (EPS).-The assumptions and rationale employed
in sizing the EPS to the study ground rules are presented in Table 15. These
are based on the best estimates of Space Station requirements as they existed
at the time of the study. Performance parameters are based on best estimates
of existing or near-term technology. IPACS performance is based on the
results of the current study.
Planar Silicon Solar Array Description.-Slnce the objective of this
study was to compare the energy storage wheel with other energy storage
systems, a planar silicon, deployable, flexible substrate solar array was
selected. The baseline solar array is the product of an evolutionary
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TABLE15.-ELECTRICALPOWERSYSTEMSIZINGASSUMPTIONSANDGROUNDRULES
Power Requirement
• 75 kW (initial) and 150 kW (growth)
Station Growth
• Growth configuration is achieved _5 years after initial configuration through modular
addition of functionally identical components
Orbit
• Altitude: 476 km (257 nmi) • Time in sun: 57 minutes
• Inclination: 28.5 degrees • Orbital period: 93 minutes
• Eclipse time: 36 minutes
Redundancy
• Energy storage system: 1/3 (4 units provided; 3 provide rated capacity)
• Solar arrays: None, numerous circuits lessen failure impact
Solar Array
• Planar silicon based on SEPS/PEP/PM deployable blanket designs
• End of life (at array interface): 8.92 m2/kW
• End of life (including solar array structure): 22.7 grams/watt
Resenerative Fuel Cells
• Sizing based on data from United Technology Corp. (Power Systems Division),
General Electric, and Life Systems, Inc.
• Electrical storage efficiency (electric to electric): 58%
• Life expectancy: 5 years, with more frequent servicing of accessory section
(pumps and separators)
Nickei-H_drosen Batteries
• Depth of discharge: 34%
• Electrical storage efficiency:
• Life expectancy: 5 years
74% • Mass estimates based on COMSAT/INTELSAT technology
Energy Storage Wheel System
• Depth of discharge: 75%
• Electrical storage efficiency: 85%
• Energy storage density: 22 Wh/kg (including processing circuitry and attitude control capability_
• Life expectancy: 20 years, random failures are assumed to require 5% changeout per year
Thermal Control
• Radiator sizing based on maximum temperatures in energy storage element of:
- Regenerative fuel cells--68.3°C
- Nickel-hydrogen batteries -4.4°C
- Energy storage wheels--65.6°C
Control Moment Gyros: Sperry Model 4500 assumed
technology growth spanning the solar electric propulsion system (SEPS), power
module (PM), and power extension package (PEP) design and development programs.
Under these programs, a lightweight full-scale wing (32.0 m x 4.06 m) was
fabricated and tested to demonstrate technology readiness. Additionally, the
solar array flight experiment (SAFE) flown as a Space Shuttle flight experi-
ment in September 1984, demonstrated the technology readiness of this
lightweight deployable blanket concept. The data base established by these
programs, particularly that for the PEP program (ref. 44), provides a basis
for sizing and weight estimation for the solar array system.
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The initial SpaceStation array is composedof eight wings as configured
in figure 12. The sizing shownis for the regenerative fuel cell energy
storage option. For the growth SpaceStation configuration, the numberof
blankets will be doubled. The array wing componentsare the extendible/
retractable extension mast, a dual blanket, two ascent support containment
boxes for the blankets, preloadable box covers, and a blanket tension/guide
wire system. The two array blankets, after the containment boxes are pivoted
into place, are deployed by a single continuous longeron coilable lattice
structure mast that can be extended or retracted from its storage canister to
full length or an intermediate length.
SOLAR CELLS
• 5.9 CM x 5.9 CM PLANAR SILICON CELL,
2 0HM-CM BASE RESISTIVITY WITH BACK
SURFACE REFLECTOR (BSR)
SOLAR ARRAY
• 37.5 KILOWATTS FOR
EACH OF TWO RESOURCE
MODULES
• TWO SOLAR ARRAY
PER RESOURCE MODULE
• FOUR BLANKETS PER
WING
63 PANELS/BLANKET
39.4 CM
.L
\5.9 CM x 5.9 CM PLANAR SILICON SOLAR CELLS I
4.62 M "_ !
Figure 12.- Solar array panel and cell layout
The array blanket construction consists of 63 hinged panels that are flat
folded for ascent and entry. The panel hinges provide panel stiffness and
tear resistance in addition to flat stiffness provided on the blanket panel
substrate. The printed circuit flexible substrate is a lamination of two
sheets of 1 mil Kapton with 1/2 mil of high temperature adhesive. The etched
copper interconnect is imbedded between the Kapton laminates. Prepunched
holes in the Kapton are precisely aligned to permit parallel gap welding of
the large area (5.9 cm x 5.9 cm) wraparound solar cells which forms the only
attachment for the solar cells.
The harness assembly folds up in the same manner as the array panels for
retraction and storage. Since the harnesses are placed at the edge of the
array, the solar cells are not subjected to stresses as would occur with the
harnesses placed behind the blanket.
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The selected generic cell design is the 2 ohm-cmback-surface-reflector
(BSR), 5.9 x 5.9 cm, 0.02 cm-thick, multilayer anti-reflective coating,
redundant contact wraparoundsilicon photovoltaic solar cell. This cell was
developed by the Applied Solar Energy Corporation in the "Large Area, Low-Cost
Solar Cell Developmentand Verification Program" funded by the NASA/JSC.
The selected design consists of a single series circuit of 612 solar
cells, 5.9 cmx 5.9 cm in size. This circuitry, with a nominal 254 volts,
creates the worst case hot spot for a single shadowedcell. The maximumcell
temperature was calculated to be 246°C (steady-state temperature) in the
absenceof any shunt diodes. Since welded contacts are expected to survive
260°Ctemperatures, the design would be satisfactory, especially since
shadowingof only one cell is highly unlikely except as a transitory event.
Whenmore than one cell is shadowedin a given string, the reverse bias
current heating is shared over a larger cell area with consequent reduction in
maximumtemperature.
The magnitude of the hot spot problems is greatly reduced by provision of
shunt diodes. Transient shadowingof portions of the solar array by Space
Station componentswill occur when the solar array is tilted for high beta
angles. Provision for shunt diodes every 18 to 24 cells will reduce the
transient power losses significantly as well as eliminate hot spots as a
serious problem.
Regenerative Fuel Cell (RFC)System.-There are two options for the regener-
ative fuel cell: (i) the alkaline electrolyte system, and (2) the solid polymer
electrolyte (SPE) system. The alkaline system has higher fuel cell efficiency,
has been flight-verified by SpaceShuttle, and will have lower development
costs. However, there are stringent reactant purity requirements and perform-
ance is sensitive to load cycle. The SPEhas a higher energy density, less
voltage variability, higher tolerance to reactants impurity, higher electro-
lyzer efficiency, and an electrolyzer which has been verified in U.S. Navy
programs. Disadvantagesare that the SPEfuel cell powerplant accessory
componentsare not developed and developmentcosts will be greater. Onthe
basis of technology readiness, the alkaline electrolyte systemwas selected
for this study. A five-year cycle life capability is expected.
The extensive experience derived from the Space Shuttle orbiter program
with the alkaline electrolyte fuel cell provides a technological basis for a
selection of the alkaline fuel cell unit. NASA/Lewisdesign studies indicate
that an RFCsystem with a life greater than eight years can be expected
(ref. 45) with present state-of-the-art technology. The systemwill require
more frequent servicing and changeoutof componentsthat fail randomly. For
the purpose of this study, the RFCservicing and maintenance are assumedto be
equivalent to a complete system changeout every five years.
Accessory section componentsare identified as requiring additional
development. The SPEelectrolysis cell (EC) unit is selected based on the
U.S. Navy operational units developed by General Electric. Life-cycle
capabilities of the electrolysis unit are expected to be the sameas for
the fuel cell.
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The RFCmoduledesign and configuration are based on providing one RFC
module for each of the four buses. TwoRFCmodulesare located in each of the
two resource modules (RM). EachRFCconsists of an alkaline fuel cell (FC)
unit, an SPEECunit, a water storage tank, a hydrogen storage tank, and an
oxygen storage tank. Figure 13 displays the RFCconcept.
Reasonableweight estimates for the fuel cell were obtained using the fuel
cell data from the SpaceShuttle orbiter fuel cells. Estimates for the
electrolysis unit were based on General Electric's experience in producing SPE
electrolysis units for the U.S. Navy program.
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Figure 13.-Regenerative fuel cell schematic
The RFC system is sized such that any three RFC's can provide the 75-kW
power requirement at the buses. A power flow diagram for the solar array/RFC
electrical power system is presented (figure 14). To provide this power, each
RFC must be capable of producing 29-kW at its interface. This takes into
account the power conversion and distribution inefficiencies. Also, each RFC
must be capable of producing enough 02 and H 2 during the 57-minute period
of sunlight during each orbit to power the Space Station during the 36-minute
dark period. The RFC includes water, hydrogen, and oxygen storage tanks to
store these fluids for closed-loop operation.
The baseline FC, rated at 29 kW continuous power output, consists of 170
individual cells electrically connected in series. This number is chosen due
to a requirement that the maximum open-circuit voltage of the FC must not
exceed the minimum dc bus voltage of 223 Vdc. With each cell producing a
nominal 1.22 Vdc at open-circuit, the FC voltage at its interface is 208 Vdc.
The FC unit operates at a nominal 414 x lO 3 Newton/meter2 pressure and 82°C
temperature. Figure 15 shows a schematic of an alkaline FC.
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The reactant control subsystemhas several specific functions. Theseare
delivering reactants to the cell stack on demand,providing purge capability
of the reactant passages, and circulating the moist hydrogen flow. The major
componentsof this subsysteminclude the reactant preheaters, coupled reactant
regulator, reactant purge valves, H2 pump/separator, and the condenser.
The baseline ECis rated at 25 kWcontinuous power input. The ECunit
consists of 155 individual cells electrically connected in series. At the
design current density of 1614A/m2, the individual cell voltage for an SPE
cell is 1.445 Vdc.
The operating pressure of the ECunit is 345 N/cm2 which deletes the
need for a compressor to raise the pressure of the reactants for storage.
average operating temperature of the ECis 82°C. Figure 16 showsa
schematic of the SPEECunit.
The
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Figure 16.- SPE electrolysis unit schematic
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The EC unit consists of four subsystems: the water feed, reactant
conditioning, thermal control, and electrical subsystems. The water feed
subsystem is a circulating feed system operated with the 02 side of each
cell supplied with process water in excess of that required for electrolysis
to facilitate waste heat removal. The major components of the water feed
system are the water storage tank, deionizer, 02 pump/separator, and the
water heat exchanger.
The reactant conditioning subsystem essentially takes the generated
reactants from the EC stack, removes the water and stores the reactants in
their respective tanks. The major components in this subsystem are the
pump/separators, the condenser, and the dehumidifiers.
The thermal control subsystem maintains proper temperature and humidity
control for the EC stack and removes any waste heat generated. The thermal
control subsystem circulates water through the 02 side of the EC stack to
remove the waste heat and transfer it to an external coolant loop. The major
components of this subsystem are the 02 pump/separator, water heat exchanger,
and a flow control valve.
The electrical control subsystem provides electrical power to the EC
stack, controls startup and shutdown, and monitors and transmits EC
instrumentation readouts. The major components include power cables, wiring
harness, start/sustainlng heaters, pump motors, solenoid valves, relays, and
an electrical control unit (ECU) which controls the startup and shutdown of
the EC by the actuation and deactivation of the pumps, heaters, and solenoid
valves.
The reactant and water storage system must store water and reactants for
closed-loop operation of the RFC. During the dark portion of the orbit, the
FC's are generating water which is stored in the water tanks. During the
sunlit portion, water from the storage tanks is electrolyzed into hydrogen and
oxygen which is stored in reactant tanks for use during the dark period. Each
RFC will have its own set of reactant and water storage tanks (four sets).
The maximum storage pressure of the system is 345 N/cm 2. The minimum
pressure is 69 N/cm 2. The tank sizing is based on a two-hour full power
operating time. Thus the reactant tanks are able to supply reactants to the
RFC's for two-hours at full power.
Nickel-Hydrogen Battery System.-Electrochemical batteries have been
identified as an energy storage option for use in the Space Station. A
nlckel-hydrogen battery with 50 ampere-hour individual pressure vessel (IPV)
cells has been selected, and has been developed to the point of operational
verification status. It has a higher energy density than the nickel-cadmium
battery currently in use in unmanned satellites. The potential exists for
additional weight savings by use of common pressure vessels (CPV) or bipolar
cells. However, these advanced cells are not yet state of the art.
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Extensive prototype cell life-cycle data (15,000 plus LEOcycles) have
been demonstrated (refs. 46, 47). However,continuing life-cycle testing of
IPV nickel-hydrogen batteries at 80%D0Dshowssignificant performancedegrad-
ation on somecells at only 5,000 cycles (ref. 48). Also, the nickel-hydrogen
batteries have not been actually employedin a low Earth environment. For
SpaceStation application, the cells preferably should be series-connected in
numbersrequired for a 120 to 200 V system, which has never been demonstrated.
Charge/discharge control and thermal control design for a nickel-hydrogen
battery system of this magnitude must also be proven. For these reasons,
nickel-hydrogen battery technology is not fully developed for the SpaceStation
application. In summary,the primary issues are system operational voltage,
charge control, and thermal conditioning. Cycle life capability continues to
be questionable, but a five-year capability probably can be met at the 34%
depth of discharge established for this study.
The nickel-hydrogen battery system is sized for a 34%depth of discharge
with no failures, and a 45%with one battery system failed. Without random
failures, this sizing might optimistically be expected to provide a lO-year
life. However, considerable uncertainty exists in the life-cycle capability
of these batteries. Applying the samelevel of design conservatism employed
throughout this study, and assuminga factor for maintenanceof random
failures, a system sized in this manneris expected to result in the
equivalent battery system lifetime of five-years. On this basis, the life-
cycle-cost trades assumethe equivalent of a complete battery system changeout
every five years.
Using a 74%battery electrical efficiency, the 75 kW initial SpaceStation
requires 93 kWbattery output with 65 kwh energy storage for eclipse
operations during one orbit (see powerflow diagram, figure 17). The usage of
a nickel-hydrogen battery system for excess storage capability beyond that for
eclipse period (0.6 hour) will be limited to a depth of discharge of 80%.
Consequently, requirements definition for someminimumenergy storage
capability beyond that for one orbital eclipse period could impact the nickel-
hydrogen size and weight.
The nickel-hydrogen battery systemfor the IOCSpaceStation consists of
four batteries, one for each of the four electrical buses. Eachbattery
consists of seven hundred fifty, 50 ampere-hournickel-hydrogen battery cells.
The 750 cells are wired in five parallel circuits, 150wired in series for
each circuit, which provides a total discharge battery voltage of 180 V. The
basic battery building block is a moduleconsisting of 30 cells, arranged as
shownon figure 18. Hence, each battery contains 25 battery modules. The
nickel-hydrogen battery cell weight used in determining the battery system
weight was derived from the Comsat/Intelsat battery technology (ref. 49).
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The effective life of the battery is extended by providing series
redundancy; i.e., including more cells than required in each series string.
Thereby, the loss of spare cells due to shorting will reduce performance but
not below rated performance. Each cell will be provided with diode bypass in
the forward direction so that the full discharge current can bypass any
defective cell. The diode bypass connection is illustrated below.
v v
+
By this arrangement, the open-circuit cell cannot be recharged, only
discharged. Individual cell voltages need to be recorded at critical times,
such as at end of discharge, to identify shorted or open-circuited cells. The
battery should be so constructed that each cell can be bypassed by astronauts
through the use of a simple cell shorting plug. Once the defective cell is
bypassed, then normal charge/discharge can be resumed. Series redundancy
provides significantly reduced weight, volume, and cost relative to redundant
parallel batteries.
Charging of the batteries can be accomplished by either a constant-current
or voltage-limited charge technique. A constant-current power regulation unit
will impact the peak power capability of the solar array system. The solar
array is cold at sunrise and can deliver substantially more power than when
the solar array has come to thermal equilibrium. If the power regulation unit
is not current-limiting, the peak power tracker can permit utilization of the
highest power capabilities of the solar array.
Normally, charging of a battery is accomplished in a temperature-
compensated, voltage-limited charge mode to provide a fully charged system
with minimum possibility of overcharge. The power regulation unit sets the
charging voltage so that operation at the array peak power point occurs. When
the battery voltages rises to the selected voltage-to-temperature ratio level
during charge, it is held constant by the power regulation unit.
In the current-limited charge mode, the power regulation unit maintains
charge current at a predetermined current level. Individual batteries are
removed from charge if their temperature exceeds 35oc.
Energy Storage Wheel System.-The energy storage wheel (ESW) system
assumed for this trade study is an I PACS concept that integrates the energy
storage and attitude control functions. A planar array employing four
gimbaled wheels is employed for the initial Station. Four more functionally
identical units are added to achieve the growth configuration. The
performance of the I PACS units is conservatively taken to provide an energy
density of 22.05 Wh/kg (i0 Wh/ib), and a round-trip energy conversion
efficiency of 85%. These values are corroborated by the work in subsequent
sections of this report. Further discussion of the design conservatism is
given there. For the initial Station configuration, the rated energy storage
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capacity is provided by three wheels with one wheel providing the necessary
"fail-safe" redundancy. Although a five-wheel configuration was ultimately
selected in the study, these trades were performed prior to that selection.
The use of a five- or six-wheel configuration will reduce the masspenalty for
redundancyand the trade study results maybe interpreted in this light.
The overall electrical power system (EPS) sizing is based on the energy
balance diagrampresented in figure 19. The required energy storage capacity
of 57.5 kWhis provided by three wheels. The fourth wheel provides 33 percent
additional energy storage capacity. This will permit the four-wheel system to
be operated at a reduced depth-of-discharge (DOD)which, in turn, will improve
the energy conversion efficiency by several percent. Conversely, the fourth
wheel maybe employedto simply provide an energy storage reserve. The energy
conversion efficiency of 85%is based on the rated DODof 75%and includes the
power processing electronics.
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The IPACS concept developed herein has only one moving part; namely, the
rotor. Since the rotor is a single structural element, its reliability is
quite high and it is, therefore, questionable that redundancy needs to be
applied to this element. The more failure-prone electronics can be made
redundant and serviced as line replaceable units (LRU). However, similar
arguments may be made for the RFC and battery systems, and the redundant IPACS
unit is included to provide a conservative but fair basis for comparison with
these systems.
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Attitude Control System (ACS).-The RFC and battery systems require the use
of separate control moment gyros (CMG's) for attitude control; whereas, the
IPACS system provides this function and does not require the CMG's. The
Sperry Model 4500 CMG is selected for this trade study and has appreciably
greater momentum density than the Skylab CMG's. It represents a reasonable
conservative design that is consistent with the technology level used in this
study. It is a double-gimbaled unit that provides 6100N-m-sec (4500 ft-lb-sec)
of momentum transfer and has a mass of 250 kg (550 ib) per unit (including
electronics). Based on the momentum transfer requirements developed in an
earlier section, six of these units are required for the IOC Station, and
twelve are required for the growth Station. The other elements of an ACS are
common to all three systems and are not included in subsequent trade data.
Thermal Control System (TCS).-The three energy storage systems being con-
sidered have varying heat dissipation requirements due to the different energy
conversion losses. To dissipate this heat, an active fluid pumped system with
external radiators is assumed. The IPACS is a candidate for a passive TCS
with its modest heat rejection needs, high heat rejection temperature, and
fairly large areas. However, the active TCS is assumed to insure a fair basis
for the trade study, and is illustrated in figure 20. For the trade study,
only the fraction of the TCS mass required to dissipate the energy storage
system heat is computed. The results and basis for the sizing are given in
Table 16. It may be seen that the TCS mass required by IPACS is much less
than for other systems. This is due to the combined effects of less heat to
be dissipated, and higher heat rejection temperatures. The IPACS electronics
are the most temperature-sensitive item requiring thermal control.
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Figure 20.- Typical coolant loop system (Primary only)
Additional assumptions include: an articulated radiator (pointed edge-on
to the sun) with surface absorptivity of 0.2 and emissivity of 0.78, single-
phase system, and ammonia coolant. The system mass includes the radiators,
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heat pipes for conduction out of the element, heat exchangers, ammonia,and
circulation pumps.
TABLE16.-THERMALCONTROLSYSTEMSIZINGSUMMARY
ITEM
• RADIATORTEMPERATURE,°C(°F)
• ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM MAXIMUM
TEMPERATURES, :C (°F)
• MAXIMUM HEAT REJECTION, kW
• RADIATOR AREA, m 2
• FRACTION OF TCS MASS FOR THERMAL
CONTROL OF ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM
kg*
SYSTEM PROPERTIES
NIH2
RFC BATTERIES
(_55) (40)
(_65) (5o)
68
74
61
71
56O
4.4
IO
25
84
75O
IPACS
66 (150)
71 (16o)
13
16
140
*MASSES FOR IOC STATION, DOUBLE FOR GROWTH VERSION
Reaction Control Propellant.-The propellant required for drag makeup will
vary for the three systems due to the differences in the size of the solar
array. The propellant quantity of concern here is the amount associated with
the solar array drag only, since the other drag areas will remain essentially
constant. The solar array areas required for the RFC, battery, and IPACS
concepts are 1810, 1650, and 1480 meters squared, respectively. These are
for the initial Station and are doubled for the growth Station. The average
annual propellant requirement for the RFC, battery, and IPACS designs is
2010, 1840, and 1650 kg. These are doubled for the growth Station. The
propellant is assumed to be hydrazine, and the average orbital altitude is
500 km. It should be noted that for lower altitudes and atmospheric density
extremes, these propellant consumption rates can be increased very substanti-
ally. However, these average consumption rates are most representative for
the purpose of computing long-term propellant consumption.
System Servicing and Maintenance Schedule.-To support the life-cycle
costing trades which follow, it is necessary to estimate the system mainten-
ance and servicing requirements. The schedule developed for the study is
presented in Table 17. To simplify the analysis, the schedule is broken into
five-year intervals. The treatment of the repair of random failures or
unscheduled maintenance is also simplified by lumping it in as a fraction of
the scheduled maintenance. This effectively results in a pessimistic assess-
ment of the scheduled maintenance. The percentages given in the table
indicate the amount of equipment that will be changed out in each time
interval. The change from the IOC Station configuration to the growth version
is assumed to occur by the five-year point. For example, 100% of the initial
solar array elements are added at t = O. At the five-year point, 25% of that
equipment is changed out and 100% of the growth equipment is installed. At
the 10-year point, the complete initial system is changed out and 25% of the
delta growth equipment is changed, etc. The simplifications and assumptions
employed here reduce a very complex life-cycle cost analysis to a relatively
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simple spreadsheet
personal computer.
analysis that can be accomplished in a few hours
TABLE 17.-SYSTEM SERVICING SCHEDULE
ITEM
ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM
• SOLAR ARRAY BLANKETS
• SOLAR ARRAY STRUCTURE
• CABLES
• GIMBAL DRIVES AND ROLL RINGS
• ENERGY STORAGE (ESI
- REGENERATIVE FUEL CELLS
- Nt H2 BATTERIES
- ENERGY STORAGE WHEELS
• ES CHARGE/DISCHARGE ELECTR0NICS
• COND[TIONING/REGULATION/INVERTERS
ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
• CONTROL MOMENT GYROS (CMGs)
• CMG ELECTRONICS
THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM
• RADIATOR AND GIMDAL DRIVES
• HEAT EXCHANGERS, LINES, AND
AMMONIA
• PUMPS AND VALVES
REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM
TIME FROM IOC (YEARS)
5 10 15
100% (a)
100% (a)
1DO'/, (a)
100% (a)
100;', (a)
100% (a)
100% (a)
100% (a)
100% (a)
100% (a)
100'/, (a)
100% (a)
25% (a)
100% (b)
100% (b)
100% (a) (b)
100% (a) (b)
25% (a), 100% (b)
100% (b)
100% (a)
25% (hi
100% (al
100% (a)
tOO% (a)
25% (a)
100% (a)
25% (a)
100% (b)
100% (b)
(b) 100% (a) (b)
(b) 100% (a) (b)
(b) 25% (a)(b)
100% (b)
25% (a), lOO% (b)
25% (al, 100% (b)
25% (a), 100% (b)
10% (a), 100% (b)
5% (a), 100% (b)
100% (a) (b)
25% (a) (b) 25% (a)(b)
25% (a)(b) 25% (a) (b)
25% (a)(b} 25% (a)(b)
10% (a) (b) 10% (a)(b)
5% (a) (h) 5% (a) (b)
I 100% (a) (b) 100% (a) (b)
NEGLIGIBLE VARIATION WITH ENERGY STORAGE TYPE
(a) = IOC HARDWARE
(b) = ADDED HARDWARE TO ACHIEVE GROWTH CONFIGURATION
on a
Trade Data Summary
The quantitative bases, requirements, assumptions, and ground rules for
establishing the trade data have been established above. A summary tabula-
tion of the mass of the interacting systems involved in the trade is
presented in Table 18. A more detailed breakdown is presented in Table 19.
TABLE 18.-MASS SUMMARIES FOR CANDIDATE ELECTRICAL POWER
AND INTERACTING SYSTEMS
SYSTEM MASS -- KG (LB)
ITEM
ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM (EPS)
• POWER GENERATION
• PROCESSING AND CABLES
• ENERGY STORAGE
REGENERATIVE
FUEL CELL
5,390
(11,890)
544
(1,200)
4,930
(10,960)
SUBTOTAL- KG 10.910
(LB) (24,050)
ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM (ACS)
THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM (TCS)
1,950
(4,290)
564
(1,244)
HARDWARE TOTAL -- KG 13,420
(LB) (29.580)
ANNUAL REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM
(RCS) PROPELLANT REQUIREMENT
(SOLAR ARRAY DRAG ONLY)
2,010
(4,440)
NI-H 2
] BATTERIES
4,940
(10,880)
536
(1,180)
4,640
(10,220)
10,110
(22,280)
1,950
(4,290)
753
(1,660)
12,810
(28,230)
1,840
(4,060)
ENERGY
STORAGE WHEELS
4,400
(9,700)
494
(1,090)
4,055
(8,940)
8,950
(19,730)
0
(0)
141
(311)
9,090
(20,040)
1,650
(3,630)
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These same data are presented more graphically in the bar chart of figure 21.
The bar chart data are for the IOC configuration. The data for the growth
configuration are double these values. Some observations may be made at this
point. The IPACS approach results in savings in virtually all the systems, and
has a pyramiding (compounding) influence on the savings in the other systems.
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Figure 21.- Comparison of system mass (IOC)
In fact, the mass savings in some of the other systems are appreciably larger
than the savings in the energy storage element itself. This is due to the
powerful influence of the relatively high energy conversion efficiency of the
I PACS concept (85%).
The life-cycle mass delivered to orbit is also of interest since the life-
cycle costing data wlll be based on these data. Figure 22 presents the
average annual hardware mass delivered to orbit during the post-lOC time
period. The data are based on the system servicing schedule developed above.
It may clearly be seen that the servicing and maintenance requirements of the
RFC and battery systems require more than twice the mass of the IPACS, to be
procured and delivered to orbit. This will clearly have a substantial impact
on the life-cycle costs.
The cumulative mass delivered to orbit including the IOC configuration,
growth configuration, and servicing is presented in figure 23. Again, the
I PACS mass delivered to orbit is appreciably less than for the other two
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systems. The solar array drag makeup propellant is in the same order of
magnitude as the hardware, but is not a major concern, since the propellant
and delivery costs are small compared to the hardware items. It is concluded
that the long life of the IPACS results in life-cycle mass savings that are
even greater than for the IOC configuration.
Life-Cycle Cost Trades
Having developed the system definition and engineering trade data in the
sections above, this section will develop cost estimates for the same
systems. The items to be costed include all the subsystem items that vary as
a function of the energy storage system variables, as discussed above. These
include the complete electrical power system, the control moment gyros, the
portion of the thermal control system needed to reject the excess heat from
these elements, the drag makeup propellant required for different solar array
sizes, the operational servicing and maintenance, and the transportation cost
for bringing these elements to the Space Station. The cost data are developed
for the initial Station (IOC) systems, the growth systems, and the maintenance
and servicing through the assumed life-cycle of twenty years. A list of some
of the more pertinent assumptions and ground rules employed in the study are
presented in Table 20.
TABLE 20.-COSTING ANALYSIS ASSUMPTIONS AND GROUND RULES
• All costing data presented in normalized form for relative
interpretation only (orginal calculations in 1984 dollars)
• Parametric pricing approach using primarily Shuttle orbiter
data base
• NASA CER's used for CMG's and launch costs
• Solar array and battery CER's from extended-duration orbiter
studies
• Life cycle assumed to be 20 years
• 90% Crawford learning curve used on changeout items
• Cost growth removed from orbiter CER's (design-to-cost
environment assumed)
• Complexity factors furnished by subsystem design specialists
Due to the sensitive nature of cost data and the wide variations in the
different costing bases employed in the industry, only normalized cost data
will be presented herein. Considerable effort has been made to develop the
data on common bases so that high accuracy is preserved for comparison on a
relative basis. The Shuttle orbiter cost data base is the primary one
employed and is based on actual program cost data. The solar array and
battery cost estimates were derived from Extended-Duration Orbiter study
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estimates. The CMGcost-estimating-relationships (CER's) employedare from
the NASAcost data base, and were corroborated with study estimates. The
I PACSCERwasderived in the study. A llst of someof the moredominant CER's
used in the study are presented in Table 21. The complexity factors estimated
by the various subsystemtechnical specialists are included. Again, every
effort wasmadeto develop the costing data on a commonbasis so as to obtain
a fair comparison.
TABLE21.-CER's FORSELECTEDCOMPONENTS
Component
Solar array blankets
Regenerative fuel cells
Nickel-hydrogen batteries
Energy storage wheels
Control moment gyros
Normalized*
CER
1.15
1.46
0.73
0.88
*Normalized to energy storage wheel
Cost of Initial Operational Configuration.-The system costs for the Station
initial operational configuration (IOC) are given in bar chart form in figure
24. The relative magnitudes of the contributing cost items can readily be
noted. It may be seen that the total IPACS cost is appreciably less than the
other two candidates. The costs appear to follow the same trends that were
evident in the mass breakdowns for these systems; i.e., the lower mass system
costs less.
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An interesting perspective regarding the IOCcosts maybe obtained by
examining the overall CER'sfor the three systems (or the _/kg) that resulted
from the analysis. Thesedata are presented in Table 22. It maybe seen that
the _/kg for each of the three systemsis somewhatcomparable, and that the
lower cost of the IPACSresults primarily from its lower mass. This was the
result of its higher round-trip energy recovery efficiency, and higher energydensity.
TABLE22.-SYSTEMCOSTESTIMATINGRELATIONSHIPS
Normalized*
System CER
Regenerative fuel cell system
Nickel-Hydrogen battery system
IPACS
1.152
0.895
Ii.oo*I
*CER's ($/kg) normalized to IPACS value
Growth, Maintenance, and Servicing Costs.-The average annual cost of the
three systems for growth, maintenance, and servicing over the assumed twenty-
year life-cycle are illustrated in figure 25. These cost data are normalized
to the I PACS average annual cost. The same trends that were apparent in the
IOC costs are also apparent here. To avoid complication in the figure, the
breakdown of the contributing subsystems is not given since it is very
similiar to the breakdown given in the IOC bar chart. The one exception to
this is in the maintenance and servicing of the IPACS units which is much less
than the other energy storage systems.
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Life-Cycle Costs (LCC).-The normalized LCC and IOC costs are given in
Table 23. Several different normalizations are used to give perspective into
the various cost aspects of these systems and for the growth/maintenance
scenarios that contribute to the LCC. A time-phased cumulative cost history
of these same data is presented in figure 26. Several observations may be
made from these data:
The life-cycle costs are much greater than the IOC costs, which
illustrates the need for LCC analysis to get a true cost perspective
for this type of problem.
The life-cycle costs of the IPACS are much less than either of the
two other systems, due primarily to the lower cost at IOC and a
much lower servicing cost.
TABLE 23.-NORMALIZED COST DATA
CANDIDATE SYSTEM
REGENERATIVE
FUEL CELL
NICKEL-HYDROGEN
BATTERY
IPACS
INITIAL
SYSTEM COST
(IOC) TOTAL LIFE-CYCLE COST (LCC)
1.70
1.26
8.51
5.43
3.64
2.34
I.49
LCC
IOC
5.01
4.31
3.64
NORMALIZED TO
IPACS COST
AT lOC
RELATIVE TO NORMALIZED
NORMALIZED IPACS TO
COSTS AT IOC IPACS LCC
Cost/Risk Considerations.-In a trade study of this type it is prudent to
consider the risks, both technical and programmatic, associated with each of
the candidate systems being considered in the trade. These risks may then be
weighed along with the cost data to reach a practical conclusion. Considerable
technology development remains for each of the three candidate systems, and
each is at a different level of engineering development. The risks will be
discussed on a qualitative basis since a quantitative cost/risk analysis is
beyond the scope of the current study. In all cases, a fall-back position is
available in the form of nickel-cadmium batteries. These batteries are tech-
nically mature, and could be substituted in the event of development problems
in the other candidates.
For the RFC system, the fuel cell technology is relatively mature, having
been used in the Apollo and Shuttle programs. The regenerative portion of the
system has seen some development for terrestrial applications (submarines).
It remains to develop and qualify the higher performance techniques needed for
the space application. The technical and schedule risks may be regarded as
significant considering the 1987 technology readiness need date.
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The NHB technology has been developed and flown for relatively low-energy
density and low cycle-life applications. It remains to validate the tech-
niques needed to achieve higher energy density, cycle efficiency, and cycle
life. The Power Systems Panel of the 1983 Space Station Technology Workshop
concluded that the NHB technology was not ready for Space Station. The
technical and schedule risks are moderate, but could be reduced to low by
accepting lower performance.
The IPACS technology has seen limited laboratory testing in the earlier
IPACS program (pp. 5-21 of ref. 15), and numerous other developments primar-
ily for terrestrial application. The development of this technology for
space application during the last decade has been quite modest, and the
developmental funding has been insignificant relative to the other two
candidates. The fundamental technology advances that now make an IPACS
concept much more attractive have occurred in three areas: composite rotors,
magnetic bearings, and motor/generator/electronics. These advances are
discussed in greater detail in the introductory section of this report. The
technology in each of these three areas has been independently tested and
validated in numerous situations. The remaining technology development is
to integrate the technology from these three areas into a single unit and
validate the combined system in the laboratory. The technical risk in
integrating these three technologies is no higher than the risk in develop-
ing an advanced CMG. An IPACS technology development program of sufficient
magnitude to provide laboratory proof-of-concept in the near future does not
currently exist. For this reason, the schedule risk must be regarded as
high, in light of the current IPACS development status and the assumed
1987 technology readiness need date.
A summary of the risk assessment is presented in Table 24. It may be
seen that the IPACS offers the highest schedule risk and the NHB system the
lowest. The principal problem with the IPACS schedule risk is due to its
immature design and the lack of any significant development program. This
schedule risk is deemed to be unacceptably high. However, IPACS cost
advantages are substantial, and it would be a preferred approach were it not
for the development schedule risk. Therefore, it is recommended that the
IPACS technology development be pursued so that it can support the needs of
future spacecraft.
TABLE 24.-RISK ASSESSMENT SUMMARY
System
RFC
NHB
IPACS
Risk*
Technical
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Schedule
Moderate
Low
High
*Risk scaling ranges from low,
to moderate, and high.
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CONCLUSIONSANDRECOMMENDATIONS
The system-level trade study has shownthe IPACSto result in appreciable
massand cost savings relative to competing systems (regenerative fuel cells
and nickel-hydrogen battery systems). This is true for the initial system,
the growth system, and the operational life of 20 years. The massand cost
savings are greatest over the life cycle due to the lower maintenancecost of
the IPACS. The massand cost savings occur in the energy storage, solar
arrays, thermal control, attitude control, drag makeuppropellant, mainten-
ance, and transportation items. Thesesavings are due primarily to the higher
energy conversion efficiency of the IPACSand attitude control system savings,
and only secondarily due to higher energy density. The study conclusions are
summarizedin Table 25 below.
TABLE25.-STUDYCONCLUSIONS
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION DEFINITION
• System- and component-level requirements developed for Space Station application.
• System trade studies indicate that a planar arrangement of five double-glmbaled IPACS
wheels is the preferred configuration for initial Station.
• Integration of energy storage wheels and attitude control functions ([PACS) is preferred
over independent systems, and offers appreciable cost and weight savings.
• Spherical, large-angle magnetic bearing design concept developed in thls study is attractive
alternative to more traditional mechanical gimbaling--offers savings in welght and power.
Concept is very attractive for other applications, such as momentum storage/transfer equip-
ment, and its development should not be tied solely to IPACS applications.
SYSTEM-LEVEL TRADES
• IPACS offers appreciable cost and mass savings relative to competing energy storage systems.
This is primarily due to higher energy conversion efficiency (85% vs. 67% for Nil[ 2 batteries
and 55% for regenerative fuel cells)--lncl_ides savings in solar arrays, energy storage sys-
tem, thermal control, draR makeup propellant, servicing, and transportation.
• Llfe-cycle costing data indicate that the virtually unlimited life of the IPACS (>20 years)
makes a major reduction in the operational servicing costs relative to the NiH 2 batteries
and regenerative fuel ceils (typical lifetime of flve years).
• Savings include smaller solar array size, energy storage mass, reduced thermal control
sizing, less drag makeup propellant, and less operational servicing (equipment changeou=
and crew time).
• Technical risks in IPACS development are small.
• IPACS technology deve]opment program that will meet Space Station technology need date
(1987) does not presently exist.
ROTOR DESIGN ANALYSIS
• Thln-wall annular rotor is preferred shape.
• Boron epoxy is preferred existing material.
• Fllament-wou_id layup.
• ConFervatlve stress derating procedure
employed (106 fatigue cycles alld 1.56
safety factors).
MAGNETIC SUSPENSION
• Spherical, large-angle magnetlc bearing employing Lorentz force is feasible--provldes til_
angles up to approximately 20 degrees.
• Bearing losses (including torquing and orbit rate precession) less than one percent of
delivered power.
ENERGY CONVERSION
• MOSFET power semiconductors preferred circuit approach.
• Permanent magnet irnnless (PM rotating back-iron) motor generator selected.
• Roundtrip energy conversion efficiency of 85% is feasible.
INTEGRATED COMPONENT ANALYSIS
• 22 Wh/kg energy density is achlev_ble with conservative design, current materials, and
circuitry (include_ attitude control capability),
• Proiecte_nenr-term materlals ;idvallces and le_ conservative safety factor (with lab
test experience) can double available energy density.
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An advancedIntegrated Power and Attitude Control System (IPACS)design
concept employing a thin-wall annular composite rotor, a new spherical large-
angle magnetic bearing, and highly efficient motor/generator/circuitry has
been developed. Conservative system energy densities of 22 Wh/kg (i0 Wh/ib)
and round-trip energy recovery efficiencies of 85%are feasible using current
materials, circuitry, and conservative design practices. Newcomposite
materials nowemerging can potentially double the energy density.
A system-level trade study indicates that the IPACSapproach can result
in substantial life-cycle cost and masssavings relative to regenerative fuel
cell (RFC)or nickel-hydrogen battery (NHB) systems. This is primarily due to
higher energy recovery efficiency and muchlonger operational life.
A spherical large-angle magnetic bearing design concept has been developed
that is an attractive alternative to the more traditional mechanical gimbal
and single-axis torquer systems. The bearing permits appreciable weight and
power savings in the IPACSapplication, as well as in other spacecraft
momentumtransfer attitude control system and pointing system applications.
The three basic technology areas required for an advancedIPACS(composite
rotors, magnetic bearings, and highly efficient motor/generator/electronics)
are nowmature and ready for this application. It remains to perform a
laboratory validation of an IPACSthat integrates these three proven technol-
ogies into a single system.
An IPACStechnology developmentprogramof sufficient magnitude to meet
the SpaceStation technology readiness need date of 1987 does not presently
exist. Thelack of an IPACSdetailed design concept and laboratory test data
for an engineering model unit precludes its serious consideration by the
Electrical Power Systemcommunity. It is the major recommendation of this
study that an appropriate technology development program be established that
will make this technology available I both for future manned and unmanned
spacecraft applications. Table 26 presents a more detailed summary of
recommendations for the development of this technology.
TABLE 26.-RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
• Perform further design optimization and laboratory demonstration of the advanced IPACS
concept developed in this study.
• Perform early laboratory demonstration of subscale magnetically suspended composite rotor to
demonstrate high-energy storage density and conversion efficiency.
• Perform further design trades and optimization of the large-angle spherical bearing approach
Its potential utility in other momentum storage equipment dictates that its development pro-
ceed independent of the IPACS technology development.
• Power conversion electronics efficiency advances highly desirable (dominant loss item).
• Investigate thermal control techniques for motor/generator (conventional conduction paths
non-existent).
• Develop safe touchdown bearing design approaches and validate through testiilg.
• Rotor-to-hub attachment structure poses design challenge.
• Perform rotor dynamics investigations and develop necessary design guidelines to assure
robust stability.
• Define preferred design approaches for reconfiguring system after one and two wheel failures.
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APPENDIX A
ROTOR DESIGN ANALYSIS
by
Patricia A. Burdick
Introduction
The flywheel rotor is a key component of the proposed IPACS design because
the system's overall performance is strongly dependent upon its storage capa-
city and interfacing compatibility with other hardware. It is desirable to
specify a rotor configuration most suitable for the application of interest,
which first necessitates understanding how various design factors influence
the performance level. The end goals of this study are, therefore:
• To investigate the factors of rotor design
• Ultimately to reach conclusions about "best" designs for the
IPACS application
It is noted that "best" design here is defined as that which allows high
integrated system performance with acceptable developmental risk. As commonly
encountered, tradeoffs are likely among the various measures of performance;
thus, more than one design may meet IPACS needs.
Approach.-The work effort is divided into two areas, reflecting the two
primary factors of rotor design. First, potential rotor materials are evalu-
ated to determine relative merits and the state of associated technology. The
scope of this study emphasizes modern high-performance fibrous composites,
including those with metal matrices. Degradation of mechanical properties due
to fatigue is also considered. The concluding remarks identify areas of
necessary development.
Secondly, attention is given to rotor profile to determine the effect on
storage capacity of various parameters used to describe the flywheel's geometry.
Emphasis is placed on those profiles, both solid and annular with variable
thicknesses, suitable for fibrous composites. Computations include only those
stresses induced by rotation; other dynamic and environmental effects are
addressed in the concluding section as important future concerns.
In general, conclusions and recommendations are based largely on results
from the materials and profile studies. However, findings from other flywheel
research programs are also reflected, as much useful information has been gen-
erated by government and private agencies in recent years. In addition, the
final section discusses component scaling to meet the IPACS requirements
introduced in the next paragraphs. Parametric rotor scaling data are
developed in a form that is suitable for use in Appendix E (Integrated
Component Design Trades) for final component sizing.
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Design Criteria.-Three different sources were used when establishing
IPACS design criteria:
Source
NASA/Ro ckwel I
Composite materials
industry
• Draper Laboratory
Type of Criteria
Basic performance: energy, momentum,
service llfe, and volume constraints
Fabricatlon: limitations in part
geometry and process reliability
System integration: operating speeds,
dimensional s=ability, and geometry
preferences.
Basic performance requirements are considered the primary measures, with other
criteria serving as necessary guidelines.
Materials
Although development of modern composites dates from the 1930's when glass
fiber production began, so-called "advanced" (structural) composite technology
is considered by many to coincide with the introduction of boron filaments
(around 1960, refs. 50, 51). Carbon fibers, available since 1959, were first
used when phenolic resins in rocket nozzles; however, their first structural
uses came after improved pyrolysis methods resulted in "high-modulus" products
(1965). At this same time, the DuPont Corporation marketed aramid fibers
under the Kevlar trademark. Thus, moving into the 1970's, the primary
reinforcing fibers fell into one of three basic categories (ref. 51): boron-
based, carbon/graphite, and organic (aramid). That decade saw extensive
development of these fibers (such as coatings to improve matrix capability),
reinvestigation of experimental fibers (such as alumina), and the intorduction
of new reinforcements (e.g., silicon-carbide filaments). Table 27 contains a
list of primary reinforcements, enabling a comparison of their respective
material properties.
TABLE 27.- COMPARISON OF FIBER PROPERTIES
Fiber
I. Boron
2. HS-Graphlte
3. Aramid
4. S-Glass
5. Silicon Carbide
6. Alumina
Diameter
(.m)
100-200
100-280
15
I0
140
20
*Also used: ref. 63 and 64
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Specific
Gravity
1.44
2.49
3.04
3.90
Tensile
Strength
(MPa)
3516
3103
3792
4137
3447
1379
Tensile
Modulus
(CPa)
400
234
128
87
427
379
Source of Data*
AVCO
Hercules, Inc.
(AS fiber)
Dupont & Co., Inc.
(Kevlar_ 49)
Owens-Coming
Fiberglas, Inc.
(S-2 Glass®)
AVCO
Dupont & Co., Inc.
(Fiber FlX_)
When combined with a suitable matrix, fibrous reinforcements have distinct
advantages over common isotropic materials (refs. 52, 53), including:
High specific strength and stiffness resulting in sizeable
weight and/or performance improvements
Synergistic ability which combines the assets of constituents
while suppressing flaws (thus frequently surpassing predicted
properties based on simple mixture rules.
Performance "tailorability," allowing optimal structure design
heretofore not possible.
Versatility due to the essentially infinite combinations of
materials available to the intelligent designer.
A major consideration in achieving these benefits is selection of the
matrix, which fal{s into one of three categories: polymeric (e.g., epoxies),
metallic, and ceramic (refractory). The first two classes are appropriate
for structural use, with polymeric-matrix composites (PMC's) receiving much
attention in the past two decades (refs. 52, 54). In contrast, metallic-
matrix composites (MMC's), such as reinforced aluminum, were investigated
under aerospace auspices in the 1960's but not fully developed due to severe
fabrication difficulties (refs. 51, 53). However, at present, there is a
resurgence of interest backed by government funding and much improvement in
these latter materials is occurring (refs. 55, 56, 57).
Composites in Flywheel Design.-When used in flywheel components, fibrous
composites are attractive for several reasons. In addition to high specific
properties and fiber-placing ability, these materials fail in a benign mode
when excessively stressed (refs. 20, 58, 59); this non-fragmentable disinte-
gration compares favorably with the dangerous manner observed in metallic
components and is discussed more extensively later. These perceived
advantages resulted in various technical investigations, many in the U.S.
under government auspices (refs. 58, 60). One such program was organized by
the Department of Energy. It commenced in the mid-1970's and emphasized
fiber-reinforced resins (ref. 61). Although limited in focus, the program
(through 1981) resulted in much useful information concerning material and
rotor designs. A summary of these designs is presented in Table 28. Results
of the DOE program aided in establishing a list of viable flywheel materials
(Table 29) for this study. In addition to PMC's, metal-matrix types are
included; these materials have become attractive due to recent technical
advances in MMC fabrication processes (refs. 51, 55) not developed at the
time of the DOE study. The properties in Table 29 may not represent very
new improvements in the materials listed, but do reflect accepted nominal
values. Also, use of moderate properties lends conservatism to the study's
results, as discussed later in this report.
Titanium, beryllium, and particulate MMC's were also initially considered.
However, in discussions with M. Mittnick of AVCO's Specialty Materials
Division in Lowell, Massachusetts, and from reference 62, it has been con-
firmed that titanium still presents severe compatibility problems to designers,
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TABLE 28.-SUMMARY OF DOE ROTOR PROGRAMS
Developer
Brobeck
Garrett
Hercules
Rocketdyne
LLNL
LLNL
General Electric
OCF/Lord
AVCO
API,
Desisn Description
Multi-material/rim with
tension-balanced spokes
Multi-material/rim with graphite/
epoxy hub
Uound, contoured rim
Wound rim with overwrap and AI
twin-disk hub
Tapered, laminated disk
Quasi-isotropic disk
Alpha-ply, laminated disk with
graphite epoxy rlm
Laminated SMC disk with graphite/
epoxy rim
Radlally/clrcumferential|y
reinforced disk
Sub-clrcular rim on four-spoked
A1 hub
Materials
G-Glass/
Epoxy
Aramid/
Epoxy
(graphite/polysulfone)
X
X
(S-Glass/polyester)
X
j (Metglas®) l
Graphite/
Epoxy
Maximum
Energy
Density
(Wh/kg)
63.7
79.6
37.5
36.2
62.6
67.3
56.4
27.8
70.6
24.5
Note: Based on informations from Reference i0
TABLE 29.-AVERAGE PROPERTIES OF FIBER-REINFORCED COMPOSITES
Static
Specific Tensile
Fiber/Matrlx Gravity Strength
(MPa)
PMC
I. Boron/Epoxy 2.02 1324 (69)
2. HS-Graphlte/ 1.52 1448 (62)
Epoxy
3. Aramid/Epoxy 1.38 1379 (28)
4. S-Glass/Epoxy 1.99 1558 (41)
MMC
5. Boron/Alumlnum 2.63 1413 (139)
6. HS-Graphite/ 2.i5 621 (21)
Aluminum
7. HS-Graphite/ 1.94 690 (21)
Magnesium
8. Silicon Carbide/ 2.91 1517 (ii0)
Aluminum
9. Alumlna/Aluminum 3.32 552 (190)
10&-Cycle
Tensile
Strength
(MPa)
1062 (55)
869 (37)
965 (19)
310
690
310
586
896
414 (145)
Tensile
Modulus
(GPa)
Poisson' s Rat ioii!
207 (21)
131 (9)
76 (6)
.21 (.02"
.25 (.02)
.34 (.02"
.30 (.02")(8) 55 (21)
(68) 207 (131)
(I0) 200 (24)
(18) 276 (28)
(66) 207 (I17}
214 (145)
.23 (.12)
.24" (.12")
.27 (.13")
.26 (.t5)
.24"(.12")
) !,
Note: Values in parentheses indicate direction normal to fiber axis.
* Indicates estimated values
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rdue to fiber degradation at the high fabrication temperature involved.
Beryllium is attractive for its high specific properties, but its toxicity is
a serious deterrent (ref. 51). Aluminum-matrix composites offer similar and
reliable properties. The latter (particulate) class (e.g., silicon carbide-
aluminum and beryllium-titanium) is still highly experimental, and preliminary
property data do not indicate suitability for rotor usage (ref. 57). Thus,
these materials were eliminated at an early stage. Propery data in Table 29
are based on published values as well as those from contacts made within the
composites industry. A summary of these sources is contained in Appendix B.
Both static and derated (fatigue) properties are given for comparison, with
the latter estimated in many instances due to insufficient data.
Materials Comparison.-Different rotor materials can be compared by assum-
ing a common geometry and loading, and calculating measures of performance.
A simple annular flywheel of uniform axial thickness (equal to the outer
radius) is chosen for several reasons.
It is a convenient profile allowing straightforward calculation of
maximum speed, given a material's mechanical properties. Also,
displacement at the inner radius can be determined as an indication of
dimensional stability. Refer to Appendix B for details.
The results can serve as baseline checks for later computations
involving more complicated profiles.
It is a suitable geometry for fibrous composites, which can be wound
to place maximum strength in the circumferential direction. (Many of
the DOE prototypes used this principle.)
Derated material properties are used in calculations to reflect a 106-
cycle lifetime. Once determined, the maximum rotational speed possible for
each material can be used to calculate energy and momentum-storage quantities
as defined below:
• Energy per mass, em = KE/M
• Energy per volume, e v = KE/V
• Momentum per mass, h m = H/M
• Momentum per volume, hv = H/V
Where: KE = total energy stored, M = rotor mass, V = rotor volume, and H =
total momentum stored. These and other measures (to be discussed) are
ultimately used to rank the materials.
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Results.-Table 30 contains calculated performance quantities for each
material. The data are for an annular rotor with an inner to outer radius
ratio of 0.7. These values form the basis for a relative comparison of
material attributes. To rank the materials (relative to each other), a set of
four pertinent categories was established.
• Energy storage (e m and e v used)
• Momentum storage (h m and h v used)
• Dimensional stability (displacement values used)
Technology readiness (subjective measure of materials state of
development).
TABLE 30.-MATERIALS STUDY--RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS
Material
i" Boron/EpoxyHS-Graphite/
Epoxy
Max Tip
Speed
(mlsec)
76 5
795
Maximum Speed,
R = .305 m(12.0 in) e m e v h m
(rad/sec) (Wh/kg) (kWh/m 3) (Nms/kg)
2510 60.6 122.0
2608 65.3 97.6
2103 42.6 61.0
1147 12.6 24.4
1770 30.2 79.3
1140 12.6 30.5
1682 27.1 54.9
1916 35.3 103.7
1219 14.3 48.8
3. Aramid/Epoxy
4. S-Glass/Epoxy
5. Boron/Aluminum
6. HS-Graphite/
Aluminum
:7. HS-Graphite/
Magnesium
8. Silicon Carbide/
Aluminum
9. Alumina/Alumlnum
641
350
539
347
513
584
372
h
v
( KNms/m 3 )
Displacement
at r = R
t
(m x 10 -2 )
173.5
180.1
145.5
79.4
122.6
78.9
353.9
274.6
201.4
158.7
323.4
183.1
1.09
2.03
1.96
0.23
0.I0
0.23
116.4 225.8
132.5 384.4
84.5
0.36
0.15
280.7 0.05
Note: Details of calculations are contained in Appendix B
It is not clear at this time which attributes should govern a selection for
the IPACS design; therefore, all categories were weighted equally. Table 31
lists the ratings, with low numbers assigned to attributes of high storage
capacity, low displacement, and high state of development. A total rating was
obtained by simple summation. To view these final values, consider a moderate-
performance material receiving average ratings in each category; the total in
this case would equal:
5+5+5+5+5+2=27
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TABLE31.-MATERIALSTUDY--FINALRATINGS
Material
i. Boron/Epoxy
2. HS-Graphite/
Epoxy
3. Aramid/Epoxy
4. S-Glass/Epoxy
5. Boron/Aluminum
6. HS-Graphtte/
Aluminum
7. HS-Graphlte/
Magnesium
B. Silicon Carbide/
Aluminum
9. Alumlna/Alumlnum
(i)
Energy Storage
(e m ) (e v )
2 1
1 3
3 5
B g
5 4
9 B
6 6
4 2
7 7
(2)
Momentum Storage
(h m ) (h v )
2 2
1 5
3 6
8 9
5 3
9 B
6 7
4 i
7 4
(3)
Dimensional
Stability
(4)
State of
Technology
Rating System
(1), (2), l through 9, with I - highest storage value
(]): 1 through g, with I = lowest displacement value
(4)z Subjective rating with I - available materials
2 - materials in developmental stage
] - new materials in experimental stags
(5)I Total * sum of ratings (I) through (4)
(5)
Total
Rating
15
2O
26
40
2O
41
34
16
2B
Thus, materials with ratings below this average are considered the most
attractive rotor candidates. Aramid/epoxy and alumina/aluminum fall into
the "moderate" class; however, four materials have noticeably lower final
ratings: boron/epoxy, HS-graphite/epoxy, boron/aluminum, and silicon carbide/
aluminum. Later computations will emphasize materials of this latter class.
Rotor Profile
Energy or momentum storage devices have been in use for centuries, result-
ing in extensive study of optimal profiles (refs. 58, 59). These analyses
assumed use of metallic materials, with well-established and isotropic
mechanical properties. In contrast, the study of composite-material rotors
is relatively new, despite the perceived potential for great performance
improvement over isotropic counterparts (refs. 20, 60). The newness of
advanced composites is one reason for past research inactivity: these
materials in many cases still lack a satisfactory level of reliability and
property data (refs. 50, 51). However, their very nature is also a drawback,
for inherent anisotropy requires more complex analytical models and techniques.
Although much progress has been made in developing mathematical tools (refs. 53,
63), the fiber-matrix interactions which so strongly influence material
behavior are still not fully understood.
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Focus of Study.-One goal of the previously mentioned DOE program was to
establish analytical tools appropriate for composite rotor design. These
methods were employed by the various participants, resulting in a number of
different prototypes (refer to summary in Table 28). The program helped to
identify potential advantages and drawbacks of these different types, which
can be generally categorized as solid (R i = 0) or annular (R i > 0). Candidates
from both categories should be considered when beginning an investigation of
rotor shapes. Those suitable for composites include: (solid) laminated disks,
with uniform or variable(axial) thickness; and (annular) filament-wound rims,
with uniform variable thickness. Figure 27 illustrates these two basic types.
As demonstrated in the DOE program, "hybrid" geometries are also possible by
combining the two types; however, these many combinations are considered
outside the scope of this work. Indeed, given time and budgetary constraints,
it is desirable to narrow (rather than widen) the focus of this study. This
is accomplished by comparing solid and annular classes in a qualitative manner.
Ideal exponential disk
Truncated exponential disk
Truncated conical disk
Flat disk
Ideal thin ring
I
I
I
I
T _ ,_--..._..._--'
t(_=) I t(huo}
i
I
I ' I
I
tF----_.
Thin-_allrim F/A i F//4
Thick-wall rim
I i to-d-¸
_////////A , _////////A,
=.d. I
Figure 27.-Solid and annular rotor shapes
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Solid composite rotors are commonlyfabricated using ply lamination or(MMC)casting methods. Brush-type designs are radially reinforced with contin-
uous fibers, while "quasi-isotropic" disks use continuous or choppedfibers to
approximate uniform properties in the plane of the rotor. The literature
indicates that these rotors do not fully utilize fiber strengths (refs. 59,65).
The first fail prematurely due (mostly) to unevenstress along the fiber, while
the second sacrifice the high directional properties that make fibrous compos-
ites attractive. Axial thickness is a salient concern, as thick sections may
suffer from incomplete cures, internal flaws, and high void content (ref. i0).
Non-destructive testing techniques, continually sought to aid in quality veri-
fication, are complicated by the multiphase nature of the material (ref. i0).
Variable profiles are obtained by shapedmolds and/or subsequentmachining;
the first is a convenient and time-saving feature if possible, while the second
mayresult in damagedsurface fibers. Shaft attachment is achieved with hubs
either elastomerically or mechanically adhered to the rotor surface (ref. 20).
Problemshave arisen whenusing these methods, resulting in premature rotor
failures during testing, and this area is identified as needing muchdevelop-
ment (ref. 66).
Construction of the second (annular) class of composite rotors may employ
filament winding, a technique developed for both polymeric and metallic
matrices. FromTable 28, it is seen that one-half of the DOEdesigns fall
into this category. Variable profiles can be precisely formed during the
winding process, making subsequent griding operations unnecessary. Also, any
desired pre-tensioning can be included during fabrication, and is considered
an effective way to improve stress distribution and radial stability (ref. i0).
Radially thick parts are feasible using "stepped" cure procedures or nested
rim concepts (refs. 66, 67), while large axial dimensions are possible by
drawing on demonstratedcomposite-pipe technology. Woundcylinders constructed
using these techniques are reported to utilize their weight very efficiently
for storage (ref. 65). Shaft attachment for annular designs is commonly
achieved via a spoke-hub system which mayor maynot be part of the original
winding mandrel (refs. 20, 65, 67).
Twoother factors are relevant to this comparisonof solid and annular
designs. First, the Draper Laboratory has investigated the suitability of an
annular shape in an energy-storage/attitude-control system (ref. 18); the
available interior region makespossible convenient and efficient integration
of rotor and adjacent hardware. A secondrelevant factor involves the IPACS
system of interest. Large-scale energy requirements, possibly resulting in
large rotor dimensions, makeless attractive any fabrication methodslimited
at this time to small-scale components. Theseconsiderations, along with
previous comments,influenced the decision to emphasizeannular geometries in
this study; this class of rotors appearsbest to utilize both the advantageous
attributes of composites, through circumferential fiber placement, and the
highly developed techniques of filament winding.
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Parametric Investigation.-An annular geometry is described by specifying
the inner radius (Ri), outer radius (R), and the variation of axial
thickness (t) with radial position [i.e., profile t(r)]. The following
parameters are useful:
• Radius ratio, _ = Ri/R
• Slope of profile, m = m(r)
The rotor profile can be dependent on radial position in either a linear
or nonlinear manner. As a first step, linear functions are considered (i.e.,
m(r) = constant). More complex profiles are possible as extensions of this
preliminary work. Figure 28 shows schematically the various shapes of
interest. In the following text, descriptive terms "flared, ....annular," and
"conical" correspond to positive, zero, and negative slope values,
respectively. These values of m are varied between practical negative and
positive limits, while those of _ range between 0.i and 0.9.
AXIS OF ROTATION
T _ PROFILE t(r)
APER
t(Ri) (0 ° )
(LINE OF SYMMETRY)
I Ri
Definition of Parameters:
R = outer radius
R i = inner radius
= radius ratio, Ri/R
m = slope of profile = tan -l (angle of taper)
t(r) = rotor profile (i.e., variation of axial thickness
with radial position)
Note: For a linear profile, t(r) = m r + ro (m = constant)
Figure 28.- Definition of parameters
describing rotor geometry
The first goal in the profile study is to determine the effects made on
performance by the m and _ parameters; trends thus observed will aid later
when possible I PACS designs are investigated. A parametric study was
completed using the following procedure:
As previously described, energy and momentum quantities were expressed
in terms of rotor geometry and rotational speed.
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Q For various m and _ values, energy (and momentum) terms were
calculated as explained in Appendix B.
Results were plotted as functions of m and _ to indicate the
effect of each parameter on storage capability.
Graphical results can use a variety of forms. Figure 29 is one example,
illustrating the relationship between energy density and rotor geometry for
different rotational speeds. It allows several observations concerning the
significance of geometry parameters.
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Figure 29.- Energy density as a function of
radius ratio and profile slope
at several rotational speeds
Effect of Radius Ratio.-The upward-sloping curves in figure 29 indicate
that energy density increases with radius ratio. Thus it appears that high
values of _ will result in the most storage capability. From a materials
viewpoint, "thin-wall" geometries are well-suited for filament-wound
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composites, as they have reduced stresses in the weakest (radial) direction
compared with "thick-wall" counterparts. Fabrication problems are also
minimized.
Effect of Profile Slope.-Figure 29 also shows that (for each rotational
speed) curves corresponding to negative, zero, and positive m values
converge at high radius ratios. Thus, when using the attractive "thin-wall"
geometry, the effect of rotor shape on performance is greatly diminished and
selection of profile brings other factors (e.g., cost and ease of fabrication)
into more prominence.
If relatively thick-walled rotors are considered, the most advantageous
profile slope is not unique. It depends on the type of operating situation
which exists for a given application. For example, if the condition is
speed-limited (such as when bearing capabilities constrain system operating
speed), then "flared" geometries yield highest storage density. Figure 29
corresponds to this case, and illustrates the observation: at each rotational
speed, the positive m curve lies above the other two. Intuitively, "flared"
shapes have the greatest moments of inertia and thus yield highest storage
values if speed is specified.
In stress-limited situations, the most appropriate shape is that which
allows highest rotational speed for a given stress level. To examine this
case, a method was developed to relate speed and stresses induced by
rotation. Appendix B contains a description of these speed-stress computa-
tions. Results therein show that negative-slope (conical) profiles have
the greatest speed capability, given a stress-level constraint. Once again,
this observation is intuitive: conical shapes concentrate mass at the
interior region where maximum stresses occur.
It is important to note that while storage densities increase with some
m and _ values, the total energy and momentum stored may decrease due to
differences in mass and volume. Each design must be examined to ensure that
all performance requirements are satisfied.
IPACS Rotor Sizing
The following conclusions, established in the preceding text, are employed
in the rotor sizing.
Four composite materials appear particularly attractive for IPACS
usage, considering performance potential and state of development.
These are boron/epoxy, graphite/epoxy, boron/aluminum, and silicon
carbide/aluminum.
Annular geometries appear best suited to utilize the attractive
attributes of composite materials, and are emphasized here. In this
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category, thin-wall (high-alpha) designs offer performance and
fabrication advantages.
Using available theoretical and finite-element techniques, maximum
speedscan be related to geometryand material properties, and form
the basis for sizing computations.
A numberof tradeoffs exists as parameters are varied, making necessary
the examination of individual designs to ensure that performance
levels are met. Designs can be evaluated using the sizing procedure
described below.
Rotor Sizing Procedure.-One of the ultimate objectives of this entire
rotor design study is to evaluate potential material/profile combinations
meeting specified requirements. The IPACS rotor design requirements are
approximately:
Energy storage per wheel, KE = _20 kWh (5-wheel system)
= _15 kWh (6-wheel system)
Momentum storage per wheel, H = _140 kNms (5-wheel)
= _120 kNms (6-wheel)
A (system) design lifetime of 105 cycles
• A (system) volume appropriate for Shuttle transport
The penultimate requirement is reflected by using derated strength
properties to determine maximum allowable speeds. As indicated earlier (Table
29), 106-cycle fatigue values were determined for use in earlier
calculations; available fatigue data commonly correspond to this length of
run-out. Also, 106-cycle properties give conservatism to the reported
results, as will be discussed.
The first two requirements incorporate anticipated circuit losses in the
IPACS design, but do not include derating factors for safety purposes. In
accordance with common aerospace practice (ref. 7), maximum speeds are thus
reduced an additional amount; that is, maximum operating speed = 0.80 (maximum
stress-limited allowable speed). The implications of speed-derating will be
discussed subsequently.
Two materials are chosen to illustrate the sizing procedure: (i) boron/
epoxy, due to its high performance rating relative to other material candi-
dates; and (2) boron/aluminum, to allow a comparison between PMC and MMC
performance using a common reinforcement. The following steps are used:
i. Maximum allowable speeds are determined for each material, as
explained in Appendix B. These are derated to yield maximum
operating values. Each material is thus characterized by a
final tip speed operating limit which is a strong function of
radius ratio.
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2, A maximum operating speed of 8,000 to 12,000 rpm is chosen to reflect
energy conversion system design preferences. A minimum operating
speed of 4,000 to 6,000 rpm (50 percent speed variation) is selected
as the desired minimum based on motor/generator performance consider-
ations).
, Maximum speeds from step 1 allow calculation of maximum radius values
as a function of _. Once again, an assumption of inner-radius height
equal to R is made as a convenient starting point. Axial height need
not be constrained for filament-wound parts (as wound-pipe technology
has demonstrated), and gives leverage advantages in bearing operation.
4. Corresponding volume, mass, energy, and momentum quantities are calcu-
lated as functions of _, based on expressions developed earlier; refer
to Appendix B for computational details. Energy and momentum can be
plotted as functions of geometry parameters to indicate rotor designs
meeting the specified requirements. If necessary, the initial oper-
ating speed is modified and the procedure repeated.
Sizin$ Results.-Maximum allowable speeds for annular boron/epoxy and
boron/aluminum rotors are reflected in the tip speed operating quantities,
plotted as a function of _, in figure 30. It is seen that the tip speed
term decreases after _ = _ 0.5-0.6. This trend is generally observed for
composite rotors, and indicates the point at which radial stresses become
dominated by those in the tangential direction (refs. 58, 45). Use of
TIP SPEED
(M/SEC)
800 -
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5OO
400 -
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O.'25 o.5o o175 _.'oo
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Figure 30.- Tip speed versus radius ratio
for boron-reinforced annular rotors
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values in this high range emphasizesthe great tangential strength of
filament-wound composites. In contrast, isotropic materials showa uniform
decrease in tip speedvalues as _ increases; their high radial strengths are
neither required nor well used in thin-wall rims where radial stresses are
minimized.
Radius, volume, mass, energy, and momentumquantities are calculated for
boron/epoxy and boron/aluminumrotors for various operating speeds; partial
results are tabulated in Appendix B and are based on the expressions and
assumptionsdiscussed there. For illustrative purposes, stored energy and
momentumfor a 10,000-rpmoperating speedare graphed as functions of _ in
figures 31 and 32, respectively; values correspond to an annular profile,
with the five-wheel performance requirements also shown. Figures of this
type are particularly convenient in scaling computations, as obtainable
rotor performance can be easily comparedwith required levels. For example:
Figure 31 indicates that annular boron/epoxy rotors with 0.6 < _ < 0.8
will meet 5-wheel I PACScriteria using a i0,000 rpmoperating speed,
while corresponding boron/aluminumrotors do not showsufficient
storage capability.
Figure 32 indicates that the momentumrequirement is generally
satisfied if sufficient energy storage is achieved.
By lowering the operating speed (thus increasing the allowable radial
dimension), higher energy and momentumstorage is obtained. This increase in
performance is achieved at the expenseof compactness(as volume and mass
increase) and fabrication ease (as wall thickness increases). Tradeoffs of
this type, as previously mentioned, are commonin engineering practice and all
factors must be considered whendetermining the most suitable IPACSrotor
design(s). The parametric sizing results given here are utilized in the
Integrated ComponentDesign Analysis section for final rotor sizing.
Basedon the work completed in this study, the following observations are
made. First, several composite-material rotors have high performance
potential, particularly thin-rim designs requiring high circumferential
strength. Filament winding is one fabrication technique which has reached a
high state of developmentand is very suitable for rim-type rotors with any
chosenprofile. Wall thicknesses must be limited or accommodatedby stepped
consolidation, but axial length is not as crucial a concern. Thus, this
particular configuration appears suitable for applications with large storage
requirements (leading to large rotor dimensions).
Stress Deratlng Procedure and Impact on Energy Storage.-The second
observation concerns the large degree of conservatism included in this study.
Performance estimates should be viewed while noting the following:
Properties of materials candidates used in calculations do not reflect
recent technical developments in composite technology. Projections of
future fiber and composite strengths (such as included in reference
20) indicate tremendous improvements in performance which would
translate to higher rotor storage capabilities.
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As previously mentioned, these moderate properties were derated to
a level lower than the 105-cycle lifetime specified. More data
were available for 106-cycle tests and these values were used in
calculations.
A 0.80 derating factor was applied to the calculated maximum speed,
rather than strength, of each material when determining storage
quantities.
This last point in particular deserves clarification, as the method of
applying derating factors strongly affects performance estimates and its
importance is easily overlooked. To begin, use of derating factors is a
common practice in engineering design; indeed, it is a necessary one for
developing technologies such as the flywheel storage and composite materials
of interest here. However, the manner in which these factors are applied can
vary, as does the degree of conservatism which results. For example, in this
study, the maximum operating speed for a given rotor design was determined by:
maximum operating speed = 0.80 (maximum allowable speed). Noting that
KE = 1/2 I_ 2 , this practice, in effect, derates the total energy to 0.64 of
the maximum amount. Similarly, the maximum rotor stresses are reduced to
0.64 of the maximum allowable value. A less conservative approach is to apply
the derating factor to material strength instead of rotor speed. Noting
that _ is proportional to w 2, this method results in: (maximum operating w 2)
= 0.80 (maximum allowable w2). Thus, total energy stored is derated by the
same (0.80) amount.
To illustrate the derating procedure, consider the constant-thickness
annulus used in the materials study. Boron/aluminum is chosen as the example
material and the same computational procedure is employed. The various
derating steps and corresponding energy storage are summarized in Table 32.
TABLE 32.- STRESS DERATING
KE at Stress
Wma x w max Derat ing
Derating Step Basis of Wma x (rad/sec) (kWh) I(% of Yield
I. No derating
2. Fatigue considered
3. Derating factor
applied:
(a) Strength x 0.80
*(b) Speed x 0.80
Yield strength (1413 MPa)
Fatigue strength--106 cycles
(690 MPa)
Fatigue strength x 0.80
Fatigue strength x 0.64
2531
1770
1582
1416
(1770 x 0.80)
7.46
3.65
2.91
2.33
100
49
39
3L
The asterisk indicates the method employed in this study. Comparison of
3(b) with 3(a) shows that the manner by which derating factors are applied
does affect performance estimates. Note that energy storage 3(b) is the
lowest in the table, well below the value corresponding to underrated yield
strength. Thus, the technique amployed herein yields very conservative
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results. The need to establish clearly the degree of conservatism appropriate
for a given application is discussed further in the following Conclusions and
Recommendationsection.
Conclusions and Recommendations
The following conclusions are drawn regarding rotor material selection,
rotor shape, and fabrication method:
I. Four composite materials appear to be particularly attractive for
IPACS rotors. These are boron/epoxy, graphite/epoxy, boron/aluminum,
and silicon carbide/aluminum.
. An annular rotor shape is preferred and is best suited to utilize
the anisotropic properties of composite materials. Thin-wall
designs offer high performance, and can employ simple, proven
filament-winding fabrication methods.
Be Conservative stress derating procedures have been employed. Rotor
energy densities twice those indicated in this study are estimated
to be possible using more advanced materials and less conservative
stress derating (achievable with laboratory testing experience).
The following issues are recommended for future investigations:
lo It is important to maintain an awareness of the improvements in
those using aluminum and magnesium matrices), and fabrication
processes (such as composites casting) which are continually
occurring. These developments will affect the performance levels
which can be achieved using composite rotors. As previously
mentioned, it is anticipated that improved properties of these new
material systems will result in appreciably greater storage
capabilities than those presented here. In fact, materials with
approximately 80% greater strength than those used herein became
available a few months after the study completion.
o Simplifying assumptions deemed appropriate for this preliminary study
(given in Appendix B) should be examined before more detailed analyses
are commenced. Also, computation of composite-rotor storage capa-
bility is limited in accuracy by the lack of available data,
especially that pertaining to high-cycle fatigue properties. Designs
based on present data and a reasonable degree of conservatism can be
used with confidence; however, this information must be viewed with
the possible sources of inaccuracy kept in mind.
. The degree of conservatism appropriate for rotor designs in space
applications should be specifically determined. Much derating of
maximum performance values was included in this preliminary study and
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results should be viewed accordingly. Less conservative practices may
be more appropriate, including: less fatigue derating (although this
area is susceptible to inaccuracies due to the dearth of composites
data); use of current properties which credit materials with recent
technical improvements; and, application of derating factors to
material strength rather than maximum rotor speed, since energy
storage is proportional to specific strength in a linear manner.
Salient issues such as shaft attachment (i.e., hub design), dynamic
instabilities (such as whirl and critical-speed locations) and
temperature effects must be reviewed before any design reaches a final
stage. While outside the scope of this present study, the information
herein forms a basis for further evaluations incorporating these
design concerns. Finite-element analytical techniques, such as those
employed here, are particularly appropriate for this type of work.
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APPENDIX B
ROTOR DESIGN CALCULATIONS AND MATERIALS DATA SOURCES
by
Patricia A. Burdick
Valuable information concerning the state of composites technology was
obtained from members of the composites community, where much active develop-
ment is taking place. Contacts of particular value are included in Table 33.
TABLE 33.- MATERIALS DATA SOURCES
Source
i. ALLIED CHEMICAL
Parsippany, NJ
2. AVCO, Lowell, >_
3. _MMRC, Watertown, _
4. DUPONT & CO., INC.
Wilmington, DE
5. DWA COMPOSITE
SPECIALITIES, INC.
Chatsworth, CA
6. DYNAMET TECHNOLOGY
Burlington, _
7. EXXON ENTERPRISES
Fountain Inn, SC
8. FMI, Biddeford, ME
9. HERCULES, INC.
Southfield, MI
i0. IMT, INC., Handover, _
Ii. MCI, Columbus, OH
12. MIT MATERIALS
PROCESSING CENTER
Cambridge, }_
13. OWENS-CORNING
FIBERGLAS, INC.
Granville, OH
14. TECHNIWEAVE, INC.
E. Rochester, NH
15. UNION CARBIDE CORP.
Danbury, CT
Type of Information Supplied
Materials
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Fabrication
X
X
X
X
Literature _
X
X
X
X
Meeting
X
PRECEDING P,AGE BSAN_ N.OT, F_
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Calculation Details
Theoretical Maximum Speeds.-A relationship between geometry, speed, and
material properties must be established before maximum rotor speed can be
determined. In the case of a constant-thickness annulus (0.0 < & < 1.0), a
closed-form expression is available based on theoretical development (ref. 70)
2
{w )2 = i 8 ) (i) {a ) ( 1 ) <BI)
r R-z (3 + _r _ r l- =
4 (i) i
(w)2 = IR--'TC3 + v 8 p e i - ve)a. 2
B ) ( o" I (B2)
1 + (3 + v
O
Ri
where: _ = rotational speed & = R
O = tensile strength R = outer radius of rotor
V = Poisson's ratio Ri = inner radius of annular rotor
0 = material density
and subscripts rand @ refer to the radial and tangential directions, respectively.
In the case of a simple annulus, calculation of radial displacement u(r)
(due to rotational stresses) is also straightforward (ref. 70). At the inner
radius:
u(Ri) p_2R38E= [(_ +
r
+ (3 + v r)
vr) (i - v r) ( 2 + l)a
(I + Vr)_- (i - v2_c_ 3]
r
(B3)
where E = tensile modulus.
Development of Energy and Momentum Expressions.-It is useful to relate
energy and momentum quantities to rotor geometry, speed, and material properties;
that is,
energy (KE) = f[R, t(r), _,0], and
momentum (h) = f[R, t(r),_0].
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where: R = outer radius
t(r) = rotor profile
= rotational speed
0 = material density
Note that:
M = o'V
i
KE = _ I_2
H = I_
(B4)
where M = mass, V = volume, and I = momentsof inertia. KEand H are total
stored energy and momentum,respectively.
Thus:
KE we I
e = -- -- -- --m M 2 OV
H Ih =-- = t0--
m M pV
2h =--e
m m m
(B5)
where e = energy density, and h = momentum density.
m m
With geometry parameters as defined in figure 28, and a linear profile
t(r) = m.r + r o (with m = constant), expressions for inertia I and volume V
are derived (ref. 71):
R 3
I = 4_p fR. r • t(r) dr
i
V
%-
since R. = sR.
i
fRR. r • t(r) dr
1
(i - 4)]
¢1 - 2)]
.(B6)
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Using equations (B6) in em and hm expressions yields:
Am + B
e m -- (_R)2 [Cm + D ]
-- (2) (_RI2[_m + B 2hm _ D] : (_)em
I a 5
where: A = _0 ( - 5_ + 4)
i p;RiI
i 3
C = -_(_ - 3a + 2)
t (R i )ID = (i - a 2 ) R
Also:
KE KE KE
ev = V-- = (M/--p) = P(M--) =
h = p(h )
v m
1(B7)
P(em); and, similarly I(B7cont. )
It is perhaps useful to relate these developed expressions into the
commonly used concept of rotor shape factor. In the literature (such as
refs. 20, 58, 59),
KE (_)--= e = Km m
where: K = flywheel shape factor, a measure of how efficiently a rotor
geometry uses rotational stresses
- material specific strength
The concept of shape factor is relatively straightforward for isotropic
materials (refs. 20, 60). However, in the case of anisotropic composite
rotors, it is convenient to separate K into two parts, say
K=KI " K2
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where KI dependson geometry only, while K2 dependson other effects including
material properties, so:
em = KI • K2 (_j
Now, from equations (BT),
em = (_R)2 • CI
where CI is the developed expression which depends only on geometry parameters;
and,
(_R) 2 = C2(_)
from equations (BI) and (B2), where C2 is a function of geometry and material
properties. Together
= C2(_) • Ci
em
P
or, in the above form,
em = Ci • C2 (_)
Thus, the developed expression in (B7) can be thought of as a portion of the
total shape factor for annular-type composite rotors; that is, the portion
depending only on rotor geometry.
Parametric Computations.-To evaluate the effects of geometry (m and
parameters) on rotor performance, expressions (B7) are incorporated into a
simple computerized algorithm. Defining ERATIO = em/(_R) 2, the procedure and
necessary input are shown in figure 33. Sample output values in Table 34
pertain to an inner-radius height equal to the outer radius; that is
t(R i) = 0.5R. The ERATIO values allow calculation of energy and momentum
quantities given specified values of rotor speed (_) and radius (R).
em = ERATIO • [_ x R] 2
hm = (_) ERATIO • [_ x R]
2 (B8)
Volumetric (ev, hv) and total (KE, H) quantities require further specification
of material density, 0:
ev = em " [0]
h v = h m • [p]
KE = em • [0"V] (B8 cont.)
H = h_ [p-V]
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(nm TIMES)
PROCEDURE
SPECIFY: t(Ri)/R
s0, '._, n=
mo, _m, nm
I
INITIALIZE o:=s 0 ]
I
I
_1 WRITE =
I
CALCULATE A, B, C, D _-_
I
INITIALIZE m = m0 I
COMMENTS
--t(Ri)/R = AXIAL THICKNESS TO RADIUS RATIO
==, RADIUS RATIO, Ri/R:
s 0 = INITIAL VALUE
_, = INCREMENT SIZE
n= = NUMBER OF INCREMENTS
m = SLOPE OF PROFILE t(r):
m0 = INITIAL VALUE
_m = INCREMENT SIZE
nm = NUMBER OF INCREMENTS
m
B
A, B, C, D = COEFFICIENT, WHERE:
A = (=5 _ 5_ + 4)/20
B = [(1 -=4)/4] • t(Ri)/R
C = (=3 _ 3c= + 2)/3
- D = (1 _=2). t(Ri)/R
ERATIO
I WRITE m, ERATIO
I
I
INCREMENT = 1
I
STOP
_ ERATIO --- em/(_R) 2= .Am+B
Cm + D
Figure 33.- Flow chart for parametric computations
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TABLE 34.-SAMPLE OUTPUT: PARAMETRIC COMPUTATIONS
ERATI0
m = -0.4 m = 0.0 m = +0.4
0.I
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
5.694 x 10 -5
6.736
8.240
10.181
12.547
7.008 x 10 -5
7.567
8.678
10.465
12.564
7.502 x 10 -5
7.984
8.955
10.469
12.581
Note: Values based on assumption that total height = outer radius;
i.e., t(R i) = 0.5R
Slope (m) and radius ratio (s) defined in figure 28
rWh.sec2_
Units of ERATI0 are t_)
Maximum Speeds for Variable-Thickness Geometries.-A method is needed to
determine maximum speed given a rotor's material properties and geometry. The
basic problem is one of estimating stresses induced by rotation and comparing
these values to the defined strength of the rotor material, However, rotor
profiles which differ from a constant-thickness disk or annulus will lead to
complicated theoretical expressions requiring numerical solutions. The process
in these cases is time-consuming and requires much iteration (ref. 70). An
attractive alternative is stress calculation using finite-element analysis
(FEA) (references 65, 66); it can be easily adapted to any geometry and yields
results with very satisfactory accuracy. The latter technique is employed
here, with previous calculations (pertaining to the constant-thickness annulus)
providing a means for checking the validity of this approach.
Six finite-element models were used to establish trends in relative stress
levels. For each, the outer radius and total axial height at the inner radius
equaled 0.229 m (9.0 in.). Using parameters as defined in figure 28, the
models can be described as follows:
Geometry m c_
Conical -0.& 0.2 = 0.046/0.229 (= 1.8/9.0)
0.7 = 0.i60/0.229 (= 6.3/9.0)
Annular 0.0 0.2
0.7
Flared +0.4 0.2
0.7
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An available finite-element program allows computation of stresses induced
by rotation. In addition to geometry definition, material properties must be
specified. Radial and tangential stresses plotted as a function of speed allow
comparisonwith material (fatigue) strengths, thus determining approximate
maximumspeedsfor eachmaterial geometry.
To illustrate, consider boron/aluminumwith properties as given in
Table 29. Using the annular (i.e., constant-thickness) geometries, stresses
were computedfor several different speeds; the corresponding graphs are shown
in figure 34. Also indicated are maximumradial and tangential strengths for
this material. Comparisonallows maximumspeeds to be estimated.
"w at (o r) max
r
-_ at (o 8 ) max
0.2 13,000 rpm 24,000 rpm
0.7 37,000 23 ,000
= tangential:
c
- _- O. 7
o:i / _= 0.2_
i maximum radial stress
0°
------_ = 0.7
-":.:
ROT_TiON_.L _._E-D ,.,.r=="_,., _I0 s
Figure 34.- Stress versus rotational speed for boron/aluminum
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For each model, the lowest speed is used as the maximumvalue, and indi-
cates which stresses (radial or tangential) are the limiting quantities. Thus,
limitin$ stress _max
0.2 radial _ 13,000 rpm
0.7 tangential _ 23,000 rpm
Note that, for _ = 0.7,
(_R) = (23,000 x _0) radsec
= 552 rad'm/sec
• (0.229 m)
which is close to the theoretical value (539 rad • m/sec) shown in Table 30.
Repeating the procedure for conical and flared profiles gives the follow-
ing results for the -0.4 < m < +0.4 range investigated:
• Thick-wall geometries are limited in their operating speed by
radial stresses, while thin-wall rotors are limited by those
in the tangential direction. The latter is a desirable con-
dition for composite rotors with circumferential reinforcement.
• For _ = 0.2, different shapes yield different stresses (and
corresponding maximum speeds). Conical shapes have the lowest
stresses at each speed, thus giving higher maximum speeds than
the annular and flared shapes. This result agrees with intui-
tive expectations: the conical profile has mass concentrated
at the interior region where maximum tangential and radial
stresses occur (ref. 70).
• For _ = 0.7, stresses and maximum speeds are approximately
equal for all profiles.
The first and third observation above will be used to simplify the sizing
calculations, as explained in the following section.
IPACS Sizin$ Calculations.-Energy and storage calculations based on
relationships developed in the previous sections are incorporated into a
simple sizing algorithm. The procedure and required input values are
described in figure 35. Sample output is contained in Tables 35, 36,
and 37 for boron/epoxy and boron/aluminum using:
t (R i) = R
m = -0.4 (conical), 0.0 (annular , and +0.4 (flared)
System operating speeds = 8,000 Table 35), i0,000 (Table 36),
and 12,000 (Table 37) rpm.
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]
I
(nmat TIMES) J
(no TIMES) J
eOEFINEO IN FIGURE 33
PROCEDURE
SPECIFY: _3,-_,nanmat
INITIALIZE ,', = =0
=[
READ: _:t(Rii/R:m J J
I
READ: (P)I'-- (P)nmat Jj
i
(ERATIO)I, -- (ERATIO)na I(VRAT10)I,- (VRATIOIn_
1
I
WRITE MATERIAL NUMBER J
I
I
.I I
I
I
I+
(_R)d - (_RI"SF F
J CALCULATE R, V, M, KE, H I--
I
J WRITE R, V, M, KE, H J
|
I
i
INCREMENT ,- I
t
t ,.,T,ALIZB='_I
I
STAID
COMMENTS
nmat = NUMBER OF MATERIALS
- SYSTEM OPERATING SPEED
'_(Ri)/R, m
_- MATERIAL DENSITY
VRATIO = 2=(Cm + D) -= V/R 3
ERATIO, C, O
I
(_R) d - DERATED (_R)
m
((,JR) " CHARACTERIZING SPEED/
GEOMETRY PARAMETER
B
SF - FACTOR OF SAFETY,
COMMONLY O.SO
V" VRATIO" (R) 3
M=p'V
KE • ERATIO " [(oJRldJ 2. M
H - [2Jr_I • KE
Figure 35.- Flow chart for scaling calculations
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TABLE 35.-SCALING CALCULATIONS (OPERATING SPEED = 8,000 RPM)
Boron/Epoxy Boron/Alumlnum
m R V M KE H R V M KE H
D.5 -0.4 .508 .239 482.0 7.16 61.6 .490 .215 566.3 7.86 67.6
0.0 .508 .307 619.5 9.70 83.3 .490 .277 727.9 10.6 91.4
+0.4 .508 .375 757.3 12.2 105. .490 .338 889.8 13.4 115.
}.7 -0.4 .729 .544 1098.9 41.9 360. .513 .190 499.7 9.44 81.1
0.0 .729 .623 1258.4 48.7 418. .513 .218 572.2 ii.0 94.4
+0.4 .729 .702 1418.6 55.6 477. .513 .245 645.0 12.5 108.
0.9 -0.4 .706 .201 406.4 17.8 153. .498 .070 184.9 4.03 34.6
0.0 .706 .208 419.4 18.4 !58. .498 .073 190.8 4.16 35.7
+0.4 .706 .218 440.9 19.4 167. .498 .076 200.6 4.38 37.6
Note: Units are: radius (R) = m; volume (V) = m3; mass (M) = kg;
total energy (KE) = kWh_ total momentum (H) = KNms.
Calculations assume total height equal to outer radius R.
TABLE 36.-SCALING CALCULATIONS (OPERATING SPEED = i0,000 RPM)
¢I m
.5
0.7
0.9
-0.4
0.0
+0.4
-0.4
0.0
+0.4
-0.4
0.0
+0.4
Boron/Epoxy
R V M KE H
.406 .122 247.1 3.67 25.3
.406 .157 317.6 4.97 34.2
.406 .192 388.3 6.27 43.1
.584 .279 563.4 21.5 148.
.584 .319 645.2 25.0 172.
.584 .360 727.4 28.5 196.
• 564 .103 208.4 9.14 62.9
.564 .106 215.0 9.45 65.0
.564 .112 226.1 9.94 68.4
Boron/Aluminum
R V M KE H
• 391 .Ii0 290.4 4.03 27.7
• 391 .142 373.2 5.46 37.5
.391 .174 456.2 6.88 47.3
.411 .097 256.2 4.84 33.3
• 411 .112 293.4 5.63 38.7
• 411 .126 330.7 6.43 44.2
.399 .036 94.8 2.06 14.2
.399 .037 97.8 2.13 14.7
.399 .039 102.9 2.25 15.4
Note= Units and assumptions as listed in Table 35
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TABLE 37 .-SCALING CALCULATIONS (OPERATING SPEED = 12,000 RPM)
).5
.7
.9
-0.4
0.0
+0.4
-0.4
0.0
+0.4
-0.4
0.0
+0.4
Boron Epoxy
R V M KE H
.338 .071 142.8 2.12 12.2
.338 .091 183.6 2.87 16.5
.338 .iii 224.4 3.62 20.8
.488 .161 325.6 12.4 71.0
.488 .185 372.8 14.4 82.6
.488 .208 420.3 16.5 94.3
.470 .060 120.4 5.28 30.3
.470 .062 124.3 5.46 31.3
•470 .065 130.7 5.75 32.9
Boron/Aluminum
R V M KE H
.328 .064 167.8 2.33 13.3
.328 .082 215.7 3.15 18.1
.328 .I00 263.6 3.98 22.8
.343 .056 148.0 2.80 16.0
.343 .064 169.5 3.25 18.6
.343 .073 191.1 3.71 21.3
.330 .021 54.8 1.19 6.8]
.330 .022 56.5 1.23 7.06
.330 .023 59.5 1.30 7.43
Note: Units and assumptions as listed in Table 35
Computations were simplified by considering two salient points presented
in the previous section: (i) thin-wall geometries are particularly advan-
tageous for composite rotors, and (2) rotor profile does not strongly affect
maximum speed capability at these high _ values. Thus, for illustrative
purposes, only high _ values (0.5 to 0.9, inclusive) were used; and, in this
range, maximum speed was assumed to be a function of this sole parameter.
The parametric scaling data presented in Tables 36 and 37 are used in
Appendix E (Integrated Component Design Trades) for final rotor sizing.
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APPENDIX C
MAGNETIC BEARING DESIGN ANALYSIS
by
James R. Downer
This task was directed toward determining the most promising magnetic
bearing system for a Space Station IPACS. The decision was based upon deter-
mination of the weight, volume, and power consumption characteristics of
several magnetic bearing options under given assumptions. A viable five-
degree-of-freedom (5-DOF) baseline magnetic bearing system could be made from
either a homopolar attraction type, or a Lorentz force type, large-angle
magnetic bearing. In terms of weight and power consumption, neither of the
two candidates shows marked superiority, and it is felt that with continued
development, either candidate could be successfully employed for a Space
Station IPACS having an angular freedom requirement less than about I0 °.
When control issues are added to the decision-making process, the selection
is pushed toward the Lorentz force type magnetic bearing due to its reduced
destablilizing effects that are characteristic of magnetic bearings. In
addition, for an IPACS that requires more angular freedom (i0 ° to 20°),
Lorentz force bearings show a distinct superiority in terms of weight and
power consumption. During ground testing, the weight of the rotor will be
supported by a flat-faced armature electromagnet whose attractive surfaces
have spherical shapes. The remainder of this section discusses the assump-
tions that were made, the options that were examined, and the results that
were obtained. Reference 78 contains more details regarding the design and
fabrication of large-angle magnetic bearings.
Assumptions
In an IPACS, the magnetic bearing performs the functions of rotor support,
center-of-mass positioning, vibration isolation, torquing and, possibly,
torque measurement. Of all the components of a flywheel energy storage system,
the magnetic suspension is the most heavily influenced by other components and
system configuration. This is particularly true for an IPACS where the atti-
tude control of a spacecraft is performed by having the flywheels act as
double-gimbaled control moment gyros, which are gimbaled by the magnetic
suspension. The magnetic suspension must allow the rotor sufficient angular
freedom (precession and nutation) in order to transfer the required angular
momentum between the flywheels and the Space Station. In some IPACS configur-
ations, the magnetic suspension must also allow sufficient angular freedom to
reconfigure the IPACS wheel array to a new nominal momentum vector orientation
in the event of wheel failure. A configuration of the latter type has the
benefit of not requiring the shutdown of a working counterrotating wheel
following the failure of its counterpart. Additionally, a configuration such
as the planar six-wheel orientation, discussed in the Integrated Components
Design Trades section, does not acquire the penalty of mechanical gimbals.
C->-
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It wasassumedthat the IPACSwould be tested on Earth, but that a second-
ary suspension system could be used to support the weight of the flywheel rotor
if a ground testing requirement tended to drive the primary suspension design.
Evenwhenground testing was assumedto occur with the nominal spin axis of
the IPACSrotor aligned with the local vertical, the weight and powerconsump-
tion of the 5-DOFmagnetic bearing options that were examinedwere driven by
the ground test requirements. However, a lifting magnetdesigned only to
support the weight of the rotor on Earth can be madequite light and power
efficient (ref. 79, 86).
The magnetic suspension is required to exert control torque on the Space
Station and to precess the flywheels at the SpaceStation orbit rate. The
flywheels, however, are allowed to operate on touchdownbearings during some
severe maneuvers(emergencyoperations).
Parametersfor the magnetic bearing study were obtained from the results
of preliminary sizing calculations. Projection from these values to the final
design specifications is the focus of the Integrated ComponentsDesign Trades
section. Theseparameters are given in Table 38. Twobaseline systemswere
examined, corresponding to the five- and six-wheel planar configurations.
The five-wheel planar configuration requires a crude single-degree-of-freedom
mechanical gimbal for reconfiguration following a wheel failure, while the
six-wheel planar configuration can be reconfigured by tilting the remaining
wheels within their magnetic bearings. Themechanical gimbal used in the
five-wheel planar configuration is used for reconfiguration only. The large-
angle magnetic bearing provides gimbaling for the purposes of attitude control.
TABLE38.-ASSUMPTIONSFORMAGNETICBEARINGSTUDY
Parameter
Rotor mass (kg)
Rotor angular
momentum(kNms)
Angular freedom
required (degrees)
Force to accelerate
rotor at 0.I g (N)
Maximumcontrol torque(Nm)
Torque to precess
rotor at 0.065°/s (Nm)
Planar Configuration
Five Wheel
510
140
500
300
160
Six Wheel
400
120
15
390
300
140
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Magnetic Bearing Options
Magnetic forces can be exerted either through the attraction of
ferromagnetic bodies in a magnetic field, or the Lorentz force. The
generation of force by these two mechanismsis discussed in detail below.
Ferromagnetic attraction forces are producedwhenthe energy stored in a
magnetic field is transformed into mechanicalwork through relative
displacement of the bodies. This is stated mathematically as (refs. 83, 87,
90):
= (_wm)
where,
f
_W
= m i
ax
= attractive force vector
+ ___Wm j + _Wm k
_y 8z
W m = magnetic energy
In well-designed magnetic circuits (little energy stored in non-useful
paths) and where iron flux paths are not significantly saturated, a useful
approximation can be made. All magnetic energy that can become available for
performing useful mechanical work can be assumed to be resident in the air gap
separating the magnetic suspension from the suspended body.
A particularly useful gap geometry (parallel surfaces) and its force (f)
to flux density (B) relationships are shown in figure 36. These relationships
assume that the air-gap length (G) is small compared to the other two system
dimensions (t, w). _o is the permeability of free space (ref. 83).
B2
y fx20fy - 2/.z0
%//' I,,
----_" Y B 2
fz- 2# 0
Figure 36.- Forces of ferromagnetic attraction
tG
vvt
wG
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The attraction forces result from the tendency of the bodies in the
magnetic field to align themselves in such a way as to minimize stored energy.
The primary attraction force (fy in fig. 36) results from minimizing energy by
closing the air gap. The secondary attraction forces (fx, fz) result from
minimizing energy by aligning the pole faces (i.e., reducing fringing)
(ref. 90 ).
Lorentz forces are generated by the interaction between an electrical
current and a magnetic field. The Lorentz force is stated mathematically
(ref. 90) as
f -- (J x B) V
where,
J = current density vector
B = flux density vector
V = volume where fields interact
Using attractive forces to suspend a rotor that is to have a fixed spin
axis is the current state of the art for magnetic bearing designers in the
United States, Europe, and Japan. The C. S. Draper Laboratory (CSDL) has
employed a Lorentz force suspension with modest angular freedom in the design
of a Combined Attitude, Reference, and Energy Storage (CARES) system for
satellite applications (ref. 18).
The commondenominator in conventional magnetic bearing designs is that
forces are exerted in a pattern of cylindrical symmetry about the nominal
spin axis (with a bias force usually along the spin axis to support the rotor
weight in terrestrial applications). A large-angle magnetic bearing, however,
requires that forces be exerted in a spherically symmetrical pattern about a
point at the center of mass (CM) of the rotor. In order to exert these
forces, several magnetic circuit and coil geometries suggest themselves.
Among these, three alternatives (two attractive and one Lorentz) were studied.
Schematic drawings of the three bearing alternatives are shown in figures 37,
38, and 39. All of the alternatives have the capability of providing five-
degree-of-freedom actuation (force along all three axes and torques about the
two radial axes).
The two attractive alternatives are similar in that they are both flux-
biased bearing systems. This type of design has a higher gain than a non-
biased design and is more nearly linear. Both employ two wound, four-pole
disks on the stator. The two attractive alternatives, however, differ in the
manner through which the biasing magnetic field is maintained. The first
alternative utilizes a heteropolar field maintained by current in control
coils wound on the salient poles. The second alternative utilizes a permanent
magnet to produce the bias field. The permanent magnet is shown as part of
the rotor, but it could also be incorporated in the stator structure if
stresses due to rotation are a concern.
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The Lorentz force alternative consists of two rotors that contain axially
oriented permanent magnets and sufficient core material to yield approximately
spherical magnetic fields in the air gaps. Each stator consists of a thin
shell containing four control coils as is shown in figure 40.
Figure 40.- Five-degree-of-freedom
Lorentz force magnetic bearing stator
Study Methodology
The methodology employed in this study was to analyze the performance
characteristics of each magnetic bearing type, and evaluate the weight and
power scaling as the nominal spherical radius of the bearing varies. This
approach shows the weight penalty that must be paid for decreased power
consumption, or conversely, the power consumption penalty for reduced weight.
Attractive Bearings
A great deal of information regarding attractive magnetic bearings can be
obtained through analysis of the case of a magnetic field with flux density
(B_), maintained between parallel opposed flat plates of cross-sectional area
(A_ separated by an air gap of length (G), which is small in comparison to
other system dimensions. If leakage, fringing, and iron reluctance are
ignored, these forces are given by the following (refs. 83, 86, 87):
B2A F 2 p
- 9__ _- ___q
2u 0 2 G
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where_
_o
F
Pg
= permeability of free space
= magneto-motlve force (MMF) = Ni, where N = number of turns
i = current
= gap permeance
= _o A
G
The force equation may be linearized about some nominal air gap length (Go)
and flux density (Bo) as follows:
Since f = f(i, G)
_f
6i+_
G--G o
B, =B
g o
6G
G=G o
B = Bo
g
= K _i - K 6G
s u
where,
Bo2A
K =
u _oGo
NBoA
K -
s Go
Analysis of an actual bearing is accomplished by taking into account the
number of attractive surfaces, as well as their direction and lumping these
into equivalent bearing parameters (Ku, Ks).
6f = -Ku(6G) + Ks(6i)
= -eKu(6G ) +_Ks(6i)
where,
= factor accounting for bearing geometry and is equal
to 2 for most terrestrial application
When this bearing interacts with a rotor of mass (M), application of
Newton's law produces the following differential equation for the position (x)
of the rotor.
d2x
f = M d--fT
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The rotor position is defined as increasing as the air gap closes
_x = -_G
The linearized differential equation about a nominal rotor position (Xo)
becomes
d 2
K (_x) + K (_i) = M_-_ (_x)
U S
d2 (6i)
M_-_(6x) - Ku(_X) = K s
Taking the Laplace transform and rearranging shows that an unstable plant
results such that
K
_(s) = sMse - K
U
The stabilization of this plant implies a minimum closed-loop system
bandwidth given by the following (ref. 84):
K _B2A
_2 U O
o M _oMGo
The minimum bandwidth of a given piece of hardware is determined by the
nominal (or bias) flux density. Selection of the bias flux density is,
therefore, critical to the magnetic bearing design.
For terrestrial energy storage flywheels, where it is desired that the
suspension consume zero power to support the weight of the flywheel rotor, the
bias flux density is sized to support the rotor mass against gravity
(refs. 84, 88)
B_A
Mg = 2---_
_2 = 2g/G
O O
The bias flux may then be provided by permanent magnets such that there is
ideally no power consumed to support the rotor weight (ref. 88). The minimum
bandwidth is then constrained by the air gap length.
In space, however, the minimum bias flux density is one-half of the maxi-
mum flux density (Bmax). This is the flux density that is required to produce
the maximum force for which the bearing is designed (fmax)"
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_B2 A
max
f
max 2_ °
B
O
ax i ax
fmax
K =
min 2 G o
Since the largest forces that the bearing must produce are typically those
associated with the maximum required control torque (300 Nm), a larger bearing
(and, therefore, lever arm) reduces the maximum force. The minimum bandwidth
may then be made arbitrarily small. This increases robustness of the closed-
loop system to uncertainties in the plant due to such effects as structural
compliances and high-order suspension dynamics (e.g., unmodeled lags induced
by iron losses, refs. 84, 89). A reduction in bandwidth, however, implies a
reduction in performance in terms of command following and disturbance rejec-
tion. In flux-biased suspensions, the stabilizing and destabilizing constants
are related as follows:
k 2 = N2k P
s u g
A reduction in minimum bandwidth, therefore, implies increased control
effort (and, therefore, power consumption) for a given bearing or the use of
a large bearing (increased performance) to maintain a given level of power
consumption.
In order to use an attractive magnetic bearing in a large-angle configur-
ation, the attractive surfaces on the rotor and stator can be shaped to
approximate concentric spheres.
Figure 41 shows the forces acting on the rotor of a large-angle attractive
magnetic bearing. The inward radial force (fa) causes the unstable effect
that was discussed above. The tangential force (fb) results from the same
mechanism as that which governs solenoids, reluctance motors, and passive
magnetic bearings; that is, the tendency of magnetic systems toward a config-
uration of minimum reluctance. If the air-gap length is small in comparison
to other physical dimensions, the forces may be approximated by assuming that
the interacting surfaces are nearly parallel flat plates (refs. 80, 84). The
previously discussed attraction force equations are evaluated for a spherical
geometry.
f = --B2A = --B2wew_ = k B 2
a 2_ ° 2_ ° a
BZw@G
fb = = kbB2
2_ o
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where
A -- cross-sectional area of the bearing pole which is
= wew _
Figure 41.- Forces in a 5-DOF attractive magnetic bearing
w e = length of the pole in the azimuth direction which is
= @ro cos yf
O = angular extent of the stator pole in the azimuth direction
we = length of the air gap in the elevation direction, which is
= Yoro
Yo = angular extent of the air gap in the elevation direction
yf = angular location of the center of the air gap (see fig. 41)
r = nominal spherical radius
o
Figures 42 and 43 show how the coils wound on the salient poles should be
excited to produce the required forces and torques for the alternatives shown
in figures 37 and 38, respectively.
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Figure 42 (a) shows how the biasing field is produced by the heteropolar
bearing.
Figures 42 (b) and 43 (a) show how a radial force (fr) in the positive
x-direction is exerted on the rotor. The poles on the "negative x-side" of the
stator are excited to produce an increased flux density (Bo + Br) while those
on the "positive x-side" are excited to produce a reduced flux density
(Bo - Br) with all other poles having the bias flux density. By summing the
force contributions of each of the magnetic bearing poles, the radial force
is calculated.
fr = 8(k a aos yf - _ sin yf)BoB r = KrBoB r
Figures 42(c) and 43(b) show how an axial force (fz) in the positive
z-direction is exerted on the rotor. For the heteropolar bearing, the top
poles are excited to produce a reduced flux density (Bo - Bz) while the lower
poles are excited to produce an increased flux density (Bo + Bz). For the
homopolar bearing, the poles are excited to produce alternately increased
(Bo + B z) and reduced (Bo - Bz) flux densities. By summing the force contri-
butions of each of the eight magnetic bearing poles, the axial force is
calculated.
fz = 16 (k a sin yf + kb cos yf)BoB z - heteropolar
= KzlBoB z
fz = 4(k a sin yf + kb cos Yf )B2z - homopolar
B 2
= Kz2 z
Figures 42 (d) and 43 (c) show how a torque (T) about the positive y-axis
of the rotor is exerted. The poles on the top, negative x-side and bottom,
positive x-side are excited to produce an enhanced flux density (Bo + Bt).
The top, positive x-side pole and the bottom, negative x-side pole are excited
to produce a reduced flux density (Bo - Bt). By summing the moment of the
force contributions of each of the eight magnetic bearing poles, the torque
is calculated.
T = 8_BoBrr ° = KtBoBtr o
Therefore, with the exception of the case of a homopolar magnetic bearing
in axial force mode, the forces exerted by the flux-biased attractive magnetic
bearing are linearly related to the changes in the air-gap flux density. The
excitation in each coil (MMF) that is necessary to produce the required control
flux densities are given by the following when iron permeability can be
assumed to be large.
i01
BG
F = Ni = o__o_ (Heteropolar)
o o _o
BG
F = Ni = r (Homopolar)
r r _o
F+ = Ni + =
r r
F- = Ni- =
r r
(B ° + Br )G
_/O
(B ° - Br)G
_/O
(Heteropolar)
BG
F = Ni = z (Homopolar)
z z _o
F+ = Ni + =
Z Z
m
F = Ni =
Z Z
(B ° + Bz)G
_/O
(B ° - Bz)G
_/O
(Heteropolar)
B G
F = Ni = -it (Homopolar)
t t _o
(B ° + Bt)G
_/O
(B ° - Bt)G
_/O
(Heteropolar)
The power consumption of an attractive magnetic bearing is primarily
composed of copper loss in the coil windings and core losses in the rotor.
The copper loss is produced by the control currents in the windings; the core
losses are produced by the changing magnetic field in the rotor as it spins.
The copper loss is readily calculated from the coil excitation. Each turn
of wire has a cross-sectional area (Aw) and an average length (_). The number
of turns that can be fit into an area (Ac) is given by the fill factor (nw).
NA w = r_A c
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The resistance of each coil (Rc) is given by
R = ON£ = 0£ N 2 = N2r
c Aw qwAc c
Physically, the variable r c represents the result if all of the turns of
the coil were in parallel rather than series (i.e., if a single turn of a Litz
wire bundle were used).
The power consumed in the coil bundles to produce radial force (Pr),
axial force (Pz), and torquing (Pt) can then be evaluated.
P = 4N2r i 2 = 4r [l G ]i2 f2
r c r c [_oKrBoJ r
4rI o12P = 4N2r i2 = _ G fz (Homopolar)
z c z Kz2
P = 4r [I G ]12 fz (Heteropolar)
z c [ _oKzBo J z
Pt = 4N2rci_ = 4rc
In addition, the heteropolar magnetic bearing design has an additional
copper loss due to the establishment of the bias field by current in the
bearing windings. Since the fields producing the radial, axial, and torquing
forces are fixed to the stator of the magnetic bearing, no core losses are
produced in the stator as the rotor spins (in a centered position). However,
the rotor core material sees an alternating ma=_netic field at the shaft
rotational frequency for the case of the homopolar bearing used in either
radial force or torquing mode, and at twice the shaft rotational frequency for
the case of a homopolar bearing in axial force mode or the case of a
heteropolar bearing in any mode. In addition, there are losses as the shaft
spins for a heteropolar bearing. The additional copper and spinning losses of
the heteropolar bearing were the eventual cause of its being dropped as a
viable candidate. These core losses are not readily computed analytically,
but they may be evaluated by using manufacturers data sheets or empirical
relations derived from them (ref. 80). The total core loss for carbon steel,
for instance, is estimated by the following emprical formula (ref. 80). Pure
sinusoidal excitation is assumed.
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P = 2.8 _1.4 (6B)1.7
where
P = total core lost (W/m3)
= excitation frequency (r/s)
_B = peak flux density (T)
The weight of the five-degree-of-freedom attractive magnetic bearing does
not lend itself to direct mathematical optimization becauseof the unique
geometry involved. Weight reduction is most easily accomplished through the
use of engineering judgment in terms of material selection and shaping. Less
core material can be employedby selecting a material that has a relatively
high saturation flux density, such as VanadiumPermendur. By removing
unnecessary core areas (literally cutting corners) and operating the remaining
core material near saturation for the largest excitation that is anticipated,
a reduction in core material can be readily accomplished.
Permanentmagnetselection is key to reducing this componentof the bearing
weight. To produce a given air-gap magnetic field, the amountof permanent
magnet that is required is inversely proportional to the energy product of the
magnet. To achieve maximumenergy product, the length and cross-sectional area
of the magnetmust be chosen so as to provide the proper balance of magnetizing
force and flux to the magnetic load (ref. 85).
The largest contribution to increased magnetic bearing weight is the large
angle required to transfer angular momentumbetween the IPACSrotors and the
spacecraft. While magnetic bearings of relatively modestangle capability can
be madequite light, there is a weight penalty for shaping the magnetic bearing
attractive surfaces into portions of concentric spheres with the required
angular freedom.
Lorentz Bearings
As with attractive magnetic bearings, a simple model of a Lorentz force
bearing can be used to gain a great deal of insight. Consider a loop contain-
ing N turns of a wire which is operating at a current density (J). Each turn
has a uniform cross-sectional area (Aw) and an average length (_). Along a
portion of the coil of length (_u), a magnetic field with flux density (B) is
perpendicular to the current flow. The magnitude of the resulting Lorentz
force can be expressed as
f = NA_ JB
WU
The power (P) consumed in order to produce this force is given by
P = 0NA %J2
W
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where,
P = resistivity of the wire
The numberof turns is constrained by the fill factor (r_) and the total
available area for conductors (Ac).
After somemanipulation, the relationship between the force capability and
the power consumption of a Lorentz force bearing can be expressed as
f2 nw£2uA c B 2 V 2 B 2
= _ cu
P £ p V p
C
( gu ) 2 B2
_ V
c p
wher e,
Vcu - useful conductor volume = _Aci u
V c - total conductor volume = nwAci.
This last equation gives a measure of the performance of a Lorentz force
bearing. In designing a coil, the performance of the bearing is extremely
sensitive to the fraction of the total copper volume that can produce useful
force.
As with attractive magnetic bearings, the weight of the magnetic circuit
required to produce the needed magnetic field must also be considered. The
same engineering judgment regarding magnet circuit design applies to this
bearing type as well. The Lorentz force design is less sensitive to the perm-
anent magnet operating point than the attractive design, since higher air-gap
flux density rather than optimum flux density is important to magnetic bearing
performance.
Sizing Results
Through the use of the equations that were derived in the preceding pages,
and through iterative tailoring of the magnetic bearing geometry, scaling
studies were performed. The power consumption and mass properties of the
magnetic bearing candidates were assessed as the size of the magnetic bearing
(measured by the nominal spherical radius) was varied. The power consumption
in each of the following magnetic bearing operational modes was evaluated:
(i) radial force (maximum rotor linear acceleration); (2) axial force (maximum
rotor linear acceleration); (3) torque (to precess rotor at orbit rate); and
(4) torque (maximum control torque). The total bearing mass was also evaluated
since this quantity will determine the acceptability of the bearing.
Based upon the results of these preliminary analyses, the heteropolar
attractive magnetic bearing was dropped from further consideration due to
excessive rotor core losses. The two surviving designs were examined for each
of the IPACS configurations of interest (5- and 6-wheel planar). The Lorentz
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and homopolarattractive magnetic bearings were found to have roughly comparable
weights and power consumptionfor the relatively modest 9° angle required for
the five-wheel planar configuration. For the six-wheel planar configuration,
however, the 15 ° of required rotor angular freedom places a severe penalty on
the attractive bearing (roughly, a factor of two over the Lorentz-type bearing).
Lorentz Force Bearing.-Figures 44 (a) and (b) show the manner in which the
power consumption and mass of a Lorentz force magnetic bearing for the five-
wheel configuration scale with the nominal spherical radius of the bearing.
Since the power consumed to exert the maximum required control torque is large
in comparison to other power consumption components, it was used in the power
versus bearing mass tradeoff that is shown in figure 44(c). Figures 45 (a),
(b), and (c) present the equivalent information for the six-wheel configuration.
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Figure 44.- Lorentz force magnetic bearing sizing
(5-wheel planar configuration)
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Figure 45.- Lor_ntz force magnetic bearing sizing
(6-wheel planar configuration)
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In order to determine the overall efficiency of the IPACSenergy storage
function, somemeasureof the standby powerconsumption of the magnetic bear-
ings must be determined. For the Lorentz force magnetic bearings the standy
loss consists of joule (12R) losses only. The joule losses result from
exerting sufficient torque to precess the angular momentumof the IPACSrotor
at orbital rate. Figures 46 (a) and (b) showthat even this severe definition
of standby loss results in losses of less than one percent of the normal power
delivered by each rotor; (c) and (d) of this figure showthe tradeoff between
standby losses and bearing mass.
(a) 5-Wheel Planar Conl:icjuration
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Figure 46.- Lorentz force bearing standby losses
Table 39 shows the baseline designs for Lorentz force magnetic bearings
for the two IPACS configurations of interest. For roughly equivalent power
consumption during maximum control torquing, a six-wheel configuration
magnetic bearing has a mass that is 64 kg (141 ib) greater than that of a
flve-wheel configuration bearing.
ACtractlve Bearln_.-In a large-angle attractive magnetic bearing, the
air-gap length is readily used as an optimization parameter. For small air
gaps the rotor core losses will dominate because of the high flux density
components that are required to perform torquing. At large air gaps, the large
excitations in the stator windings to drive flux across the gap will result in
large copper losses. There is a minimum, as is shown in figure 47. In all
subsequent calculations, the air-gap length of all attractive magnetic bearings
has been optimized for minimum power consumption during maximum control torq-
uing.
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TABLE 39.-BASELINE LORENTZ FORCE MAGNETIC BEARING
FIVE-WHEEL PLANAR CONFIGURATION
TOTAL WHEELS 5
WHEELS IN FAIL-OPERATIONAL MODE 4
AVAILABLE ENERGY PER WHEEL (KWH) 14.8
ROTOR PARAMETERS
ROTOR MASS (KG) 51]
MAXIMUM ANGULAR VELOCITY (RPM) IO,000
MAXIMUM ANGULAR MOMENTUM (NMS) 140,OOO
ANGULAR FREEDOM REQUIRED (DEGREES) 9.0
LORENTZ FORCE FIVE-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM BEARING
WITH 9.0 DEGREES OF ANGULARFREEDOH
NEODYMIUM-IRON-BORN PERMANENT MAGNET
MAXIMUM ENERGY PRODUCT (KJ/KG) 280
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 7.47
PERMEANCE COEFFICIENT 1.1
DIMENSIONS OF MAGNETIC SUSPENSION (CM)
NOMINAL SPHERICAL RADIUS
AIR GAP LENGTH
ROTOR SPHERICAL RADIUS
STATOR SPHERICAL RADIUS
BEARING LEVER ARM
PERMANENT MAGNET OUTER RADIUS
PERMANENT MAGNET INNER RADIUS
PERMANENT MAGNET LENGTH
BEARING MASS (KG)
26.2
1.27
26.8
25.5
52.3
19.4
22.8
5.1
ROTOR 'IRON 83
PERMANENT MAGNET 36
ROTOR TOTAL 119
STATOR IRON 0
WINDINGS (8 COILS) 20
NONMAGNETIC STRUCTURE 0
STATOR TOTAL 20
TOTAL BEARING 138
LOADS ON MAGNETIC SUSPENSION
FORCE (N)
MAX. ACCELERATION 500
TORQUES (NM)
NOMINAL PRECESSION TORQUE 136
REQUIRED TORQUE ON SPACECRAFT 300
SIX-WHEEL PLANAR CONFIGURATION
TOTAL WHEELS 6
WHEELS IN FAIL-OPERATIONAL MODE 5
AVAILABLE ENERGY PER WHEEL (KWH) 11.8
ROTOR PARAMETERS
ROTOR MASS (KG 386
MAXIMUM ANGULAR VELOCITY (RPM) 8,700
MAXIMUM ANGULAR MOMENTUM (NMS) 120,0OO
ANGULAR FREEDOM REQUIRED (DEGREES) 15.O
LORENTZ FORCE FIVE-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM BEARING
WITH 15.0 DEGREES OF ANGULAR FREEDOM
NEODYMIUM-IRON-BORON PERMANENT MAGNET
MAXIMUM ENERGY PRODUCE (KJ/KG) 280
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 7.47
PERMEANCE COEFFICIENT I.I
DIMENSIONS OF MAGNETIC SUSPENSION
NOMINAL SPHERICAL RADIUS 23.6
AIR GAP LENGTH 1.27
ROTOR SPHERICAL RADIUS 24.3
STATOR SPHERICAL RADIUS 23,0
BEARING LEVER ARM 47.2
PERMANENT MAGNET OUTER RADIUS 18.2
PERMANENT MAGNET INNER RADIUS 22.4
PERMANENT MAGNET LENGTH 5.5
BEARING MASS (KG)
ROTOR IRON 36
PERMANENT MAGNET 25
ROTOR TOTAL 61
STATOR IRON O
WiNDiNGS (8 COILS) 13
NONMAGNETIC STRUCTURE 0
STATOR TOTAL 13
TOTAL BEARING 74
LOADS ON MAGNETIC SUSPENSION
FORCE (N)
MAX. ACCELERATION 378
TORQUES (NM)
NOMINAL PRECESSION TORQUE 159
REQUIRED TORQUE ON SPACECRAFT 300
AIR GAP FLUX DENSITY (TESLA) 0.70 AIR GAP FLUX DENSITY (TESLA) 0.70
POWER CONSUMPTION DURING VARIOUS
SCENARIOS (WATTS)
RADIAL POWER (MAX. ACCELERATION) 71.3
AXIAL POWER (MAX. ACCELERATION) 35.6
TORQUING POWER
(NOM. PRECESSION RATE) 82.8
TORQUING POWER (REQUIRED TORQUE) 402.1
POWER CONSUMPTION DURING VARIOUS
SCENARIOS (WATTS)
RADIAL POWER (MAX. ACCELERATION) 152.0
AXIAL POWER (MAX. ACCELERATION) 76.0
TORQUING POWER
(NOM. PRECESSION RATE) 111.8
TORQUING POWER (REQUIRED TORQUE) 399.0
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Figure 47.-Attractive magnetic bearing scaling
of power consumption with bearing air-gap length
(Five-wheel planar configuration)
Figures 48 (a), (b), and (c) show the scaling of power consumption and
bearingmass, as well as the tradeoff between maximum control torquing power
consumption and bearing mass for the five-wheel planar configuration.
However, when a design study is attempted for a six-wheel planar configuration,
it becomes obvious that acceptable bearing mass and power consumption are not
attainable. Figure 49 shows how the mass of a large-angle attractive magnetic
bearing scales with the amount of required angular freedom. Even for bearings
with only 12 degrees of angular freedom, the bearing mass is much larger than
for the Lorentz bearing.
The standby losses for an attractive magnetic bearing consist of the
copper and core losses that occur in precessing the rotor at orbit rate and
the additional core losses due to constantly magnetizing and demagnitizing a
part of the rotor as it spins at an extreme angle of tip. The standby losses
are shown in figure 50. They are somewhat higher than the Lorentz force
bearing, but still only about 1.1% of the total nominal rotor power output.
Consideration must also be given to the control of an attractive magnetic
bearing. The minimum bandwidths of the bearings examined for the five-wheel
planar configuration are shown in figure 51. These frequencies are all
probably in a range where flexible modes of the Space Station are present and
will, therefore, make control of the bearing difficult. Figure 52 (a)
presents the classical lead-lag solution for controlling an attractive
magnetic bearing plant. A poor design in terms of gain and phase margin
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Figure 50.- Attractive magnetic bearing scaling of standby loss with
spherical bearing radius (Five-wheel planar configuration)
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results from trying to cross the system over below the minimum bandwidth fre-
quency as is shown by figure 52 (b). A properly compensated plant is shown in
figure 52 (c). Additional problems can result from such effects as structural
resonances and unmodeled lags. The manner in which each of these effects can
compromise system stability is shown in figures 53 and 54, respectively
(ref. 84 ). By examining the way that minimum bandwidth and high frequency
+20
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o -40
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Figure 53.- Performance reduced by structural flexibility
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atterLuation scale with flux density and bearing permeance, it can be shown
that an octave lowering of the minimum bandwidth and a i0 dB increase in
attenuation at high frequency can be obtained only at the expense of a tenfold
increase in power consumption.
Conclusions and Recommendations
The large-angle attractive magnetic bearings are competitive in terms of
mass and power consumption with large-angle Lorentz force magnetic bearings
for an angular freedom less than about i0 °. However, the difficulties
involved with controlling the inherent instability of the attractive bearing
plant swing the design decision in favor of the large-angle Lorentz force
bearings. For bearings requiring large amounts of angular freedom, the
Lorentz force bearing is the preferred candidate due to its lower weight and
power consumption.
The large-angle magnetic bearing design concept developed herein
represents a significant departure from existing magnetic bearing design
practice, and it is recommended that its development be pursued through
further design study and laboratory validation.
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APPENDIX D
POWER CONVERSION DESIGN ANALYSIS
by
Richard Hockney and Laura Larkin
The power conversion system is the interface between the flywheel rotor
and the spacecraft power bus. As such, it must perform the following
functions:
• Bidirectional energy conversion
• Flywheel speed control
• Power bus regulation
For flywheel systems to be viable, the efficiency of the first of these
functions must be extremely high. This level of efficiency has recently been
made possible by technology improvements in both machines and semiconductors.
The other parameters which impact the selection of the candidate system are
weight, reliability, and feasibility. Electronics weight is primarily a
function of dissipated power, so that it will be minlmal for a high-efflciency
system. Also, since the power conversion system weight will be on the order
of 10% of total system weight, a machine which carries a moderate weight
penalty for its higher efficiency will have negligible impact on net energy
density. Machine reliability is not considered an issue in the selection
process and electronics reliability is discussed when appropriate. The
tradeoffs leading to selection of the system with the highest efficiency are
described, and the overall efficiency calculated. Finally, the technological
advancements required for feasibility are assessed.
The following approach was taken to achieve this task:
i. A baseline configuration was chosen, including voltage and power
levels.
. The electronics configuration options were studied and analyzed to
determine the maximum efficiency option and the constraints it imposed
on the machine interface.
3. The machine types were traded off against one another under the
constraints of the rotor/bearing interface.
The above results were then combined to produce the candidate system.
Baseline Configuration
The power conversion system must perform the interface between the
spacecraft's fixed voltage dc bus and the variable speed flywheel rotor.
There is a class of machines which operate over variable speeds with fixed
 RECEDINQ NOT
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frequency and/or fixed voltage excitation; woundfield synchronous and doubly
fed machinesare examples. The field losses in these machinesare knownto
becomeprohibitive whenthey are operated over the 2:1 speed range required
here (ref. 72). In addition to their detrimental impact on system efficiency,
these losses typically occur on the rotor and creat problems in both heat
transfer and power transfer across a high-speed rotating inerface. The remain-
ing machineclasses will require variable frequency, variable voltage excita-
tion, and the options for the electronics are limited to two. The excitation
can be producedin a two-step process, variable voltage from a dc-to-dc
converter, and variable frequency from a square-waveinferrer as in figure 55
(a); or a single-step pulse-width modulated (PWM)inverter as in figure 55 (b)
can be utilized. The fundamental differences are twofold: first, the square-
wave inverter requires a machinewith square-waveback EMF,and the PWM
inverter requires sinusoidal back EMF;second, the dc-to-dc converter can have
only low-bandwidth control over net inverter current, whereas the PWMinverter
can have very high bandwidth control of each phase current. The latter is
seen as the distinction which dictates the choice of configuration: if the
system is to be insensitive to commutationfaults due to noise, loss of synch_
ronization, or line transients, it must have rapid control of machine phase
currents. Thus, PWMis the logical choice.
FIXED DC
VOLTAGE
O
O
DC-TO-DC
CONVERTER
VARIABLE
D'CVOLTAGE
SQUARE-WAVE
INVERTER
O
O
(a) Two-Stage Interface
FIXED DC
VOLTAGE
O
O
PWM
INVERTER
0
0
0
(b) Single-Stage Interface
Figure 55.- Electronics options
Also required for the loss and sizing calculations were the baseline
power and voltage levels. The preliminary estimates of 75 kW power and five
storage units resulted in a delivered power-level baseline of 15 kW. The
rough bounds on bus voltage (150 V < VBU S < 400 V) led to a baseline choice
of 300 volts.
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Electronics
The goal of this analysis was to determine the most efficient semiconductor
device configuration for a PWMmachinedrive system. Losses in semiconductors
employedin this type of system are of two types: switching loss, which is a
result of the finite transition time from the on state to the off state; and
conduction loss, which is generated by the finite voltage drop in the on state.
The devices eligible for inclusion in this study are shownin Table 40, along
with their salient characteristics (ref. 73). Since it was knownapriori
that the switching losses of MOSFET'swould be significantly lower than either
bipolar junction transistors (BJT) or silicon controlled rectifiers (SCR)(ref. 74), the conduction or on-state losses were calculated first.
TABLE40.-SEMICONDUCTORYPES
CHARACTERIST ICS SCR BJT FET
"ON" LOSS
SPEED
DRIVE
POWER CAPACITY
I x vo
SLOW
LATCH
VERY HIGH
I x vD
FAST
CURRENT
HIGH
12 X RD
VERY FAST
VOLTAGE
MEDIUM
The model used to calculate per pha_e conduction losses is shown in
figure 56. An interesting result of this system configuration is that there
is a value of machine inductance (L_) above which the machine cannot deliver
15 kW to the bus. This is true because as the machine inductance increases,
the increased voltage drop across it requires that the phase voltage (V_)
decrease. This, in turn, requires an increase in the phase current (I_) and
produces a larger voltage drop across the inductance and so on. Eventually,
150V <
V D = diode forward voltage drop
VSW = switch forward voltage drop
K = back-EMF constant
w m = machine angular frequency
A = peak phase current
Figure 56.- Loss model
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Kirchoff's voltage law can no longer be satisfied, and the machineoutput power
must drop off. Curves of maximummachine inductance are shownin figure 57 as
a function of bus voltage and full speed of the machine.
P = 15 kW, 4-POLE MACHINE
1000
400
200
I
o +, ,_, I
15
FULL SPEED (krpm)
800
x 600
.it
Figure 57.- Maximum machine inductance
vs. full speed and bus voltage
The conduction loss is found by multiplying the current in each device
times the voltage across the devices times the duty cycle of its conduction
(_SW or 6D).
PC = 2(VswI_6sw + VDI_6D)
The models used to find VSW and V D for each device are shown in figure 58.
This loss was computed over an entire charge or discharge cycle as a function
of machine inductance. The results for the zero inductance case are listed
in Table 41 as a percentage of per-phase power.
FET t R o = 0.025 f2 $CR (_ Vsw = 2.25 V
BJT
V T = 1.8V DIODE (_
R E = 0.01
V D = 1.0 V
Figure 58.- Device models
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TABLE 41.-TOTAL CONDUCTION LOSSES
Motor
Generator
WITH L_ = 0
FET BJT
2.1% 2.5%
1.3% 1.6%
SCR
2.4%
1.5%
As is apparent, _LLe losses are comparable. Unfortunately, the number of
devices per switch for each type is not. At this power level only one SCR is
required, three BJT's are required, and 15 FET's are required to carry the
per-phase current. The ramifications of this fact will be discussed later.
It should be noted that properly implemented paralleling will actually lead to
a reliability improvement, since each switch will be capable of withstanding a
single-device failure with only minor degradation of its derating factor.
The switching loss calculations were performed on the basis of approxima-
tion shown in figure 59 (ref. 75). Thus,
PS = VCCIctvIfsw
where fSW is the PWM switching frequency. This frequency is determined by the
machine inductance such that the peak high-frequency current ripple is 10% of
the low-frequency, per-phase RMS value. This loss as a percentage of per-phase
power, integrated over an entire charge and discharge cycle, is plotted in
figures 60 and 61 for the FET case, along with the conduction loss and total
IC
/
/I
f_ VCC
I. .I
Figure 59.- Inductive turn-off
energy approximation
VCC = off-state voltage
VCE = on-state voltage
IC = on-state current
tVl = on-to-off transition
time
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loss as a function of machine inductance; tVl was taken as 600 ns. Since a
BJT can be expected to be three to five times slower, the total loss in the
generator mode would be at least 15%; clearly too high to be considered
further. The SCR would be even slower. Thus, the semiconductor of choice is
the MOSFET with a total loss in the generator mode of approximately 5% and in
the motor mode of 3%. As is apparent from the figures, the optimal machine
inductance is approximately 250 _H; this dictates a switching frequency of
19 kHz by the peak current-ripple relationship stated above.
% LOSS
300
200
100
0
0
7.8
5.2
2.6
PCOND
f PTOTAL _ 3% MIN
100 200
L (/_H)
J
! I
3O0
Figure 60.- Per-phase electronics loss
(Motor, P = 11.4 kW)
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Figure 61.- Per-phase electronics loss
(Generator, P = 15 kW)
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Motor/Generator
A flywheel energy storage system requires a very high efficiency motor/
generator to transfer energy bidirectionally between the spinning flywheel and
the electrical bus to be advantageous over a battery system. This machine must
operate as both a motor and a generator over the anticipated 2:1 speed range of
the flywheel. For spacecraft applications, weight and volume of system compon-
ents are critical factors to allow lightweight and relatively small (launchable)
satellites. For a motor/generator, this translates into a high-efficiency
machine.
This selection analysis assumed parameters compatible with Space Station
specifications. The primary considerations in the choice of machine type were
copper loss, iron loss, and side-loading forces (acting to pull the rotor
toward the stator) which would act as disturbances to the magnetic suspension.
Of secondary concern were level of integration with other system components and
machine complexity. Current and advanced motor/generator technology was
reviewed and evaluated for this application. This thorough literature search
yielded the original candidate machines which are listed below along with a
qualitative description of attributes.
Tv___e
• PM reluctance
• Wound-field
synchronous
• Induction
• Conventional
synchronous
permanent
magnet (PM)
• Ironless/
rotating
backiron
Advantages
• No field windings. PM's
are stationary.
• Can control voltage by
changing field strength.
Disadvantages
• Potential large side forces.
Voltage is a function of
speed only.
• Power used to generate field
is lost. Rotor and stator
copper loss.
• Has simple, rugged design. • Inherent rotor losses. Hard
to remove heat from rotor.
Large side forces. Rotor
and stator copper loss.
• No field windings. • .Magnets typically rotate;
potential large side forces.
Voltage is a function of
speed only
• Minimizes hysteresis and
eddy current losses.
Low side force. Readily
available high-energy
product magnets.
• More complex mechanically.
Voltage is a function of
speed only. Expensive
magnets..
The permanent masnet (PM) reluctance machine is a synchronous device that
uses the generated electrical force to align the rotor axis with that of the
stator. The rotor typically consists of teeth and slots for windings while
the stator contains PM's or windings to induce a magnetic field. Iron losses
occur in the rotor along with eddy current and copper losses in the windings.
This type of machine is mainly used for low output devices such as phonographs
and was dropped from further consideration due to, in general, a low power
factor and relatively low efficiency (ref. 72 ).
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The wound-field synchronous machine works on the principle of Faraday's
law of electromagnetic induction, and generates electromotive force (emf)
through the relative motion of conductors and magnetic flux. A synchronous
machine is comprised of a magnetic field structure carrying a dc excited
winding and the armature, often a three-phase winding. Almost all modern
machines have stationary armatures and a rotating field structure. The
rotating field is connected to an external source through slip-rings (or
brushes), or brushless excitation provided by rotating diodes. The wound-
field synchronous machine is capable of providing good voltage regulation,
but was discarded due to the high flywheel speed required (>20,000 rpm) for
a satellite application. At this speed, slip-rings would not be reliable
and the excitation frequency for rotating diodes would be too high.
The induction machine operates on the basis of the interaction between
the induced rotor currents and the air-gap fields. It generally consists of
a rotor mounted on bearings and a stator separated by an air gap. The
stator consists of a core made up of punchings (or laminations) carrying
slot-embedded conductors (armature windings). Alternating current is supplied
to the stator windings and the currents in the rotor windings are induced
by the stator currents. Copper losses occur in both the rotor and stator.
To reduce core losses, the working flux density must be kept small. This
imposes a conflicting requirement on the load current since the torque is
directly proportional to the flux density. However, because of its simple
and rugged design, the induction machine is the most common machine in use
today (ref. 76).
The conventional (or synchronous) PM machine is similar to the wound-
field machine except that the field is generated by PM's. The efficiency is
higher than a wound-field synchronous machine due to the elimination of the
field electrical loss. Also, with the advances in PM technology, such as
the improved availability of high-energy density product Samarium Cobalt
(SmCO), high field fluxes resulting in a small machine are now readily
obtainable. Loss mechanisms include core (hysteresis) loss and winding
copper and eddy current losses.
The ironless stator/rotating back-iron PM machine utilizes the large air
gaps and high field fluxes available from high-energy product magnetic mater-
ials. In this type of machine, the magnetic portions of the magnetic circuit
are on the rotor (all rotate); the stator contains only copper and structural/
thermal support. Thus, the "ironless" refers to the stator. This eliminates
the hysteresis and eddy current losses in the iron portions of a conventional
synchronous brushless PM machine and results in a higher efficiency motor/
generator (refs. 77, 78).
The five machine candidates described above were pared down to those
shown in Table 42. This table shows the three machines chosen for further
evaluation along with qualitative information on machine losses, side-loading
forces, complexity in fabrication, torque values, and type of feedback
control.
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TABLE 42.-MACHINE TYPES
PM
B R USH LESS
COMPLEXITY
PM
"IRONLESS" INDUCTION
TORQUE KI KI KI 2
IRON MED VERY LOW LOW
LOSS
COPPER 12Rw 12Rw 12(Rs + R R)
SIDE-LOAD YES NEGLIGIBLE YES
FEEDBACK POSITION POSITION SPEED
MED HIGH LOW
K = TORQUE CONSTANT
I = PER-PHASE
CURRENT
RW = PER-PHASE
RESISTANCE
RS = STATOR RESISTANCE
RR = ROTOR RESISTANCE
Machine choices were to be further reduced by calculating the side-force
negative spring constant for each machine. This is the force which acts to
pull the rotor toward the stator and is, therefore, unstable and must be
counteracted by the magnetic suspension.
Motor side-loading forces are radial forces due to the radial flux between
two cylinders. The radial force, FR, is described by (ref. 76):
i Fa2 dPFR = _ dxx
where
Fa = magnetomotive force
dP
d-_ = spatial derivative of the permeance between the inner and
outer cylinders (rotor and stator)
The permeance of two cylinders of differing radii wholly within on another
and eccentric is described (ref. 79) as:
2_ _P = loge[l + a(l + + i)]
where
a = (g2 _ x2(/[2r(r + g)]
= axial length
g = nominal gap
r = inner radius of larger cylinder
x = offset from nominal gap
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The magnetomotive force, Fa, can be expressed in terms of the flux in the
radial gap, _.
F =!
a P
and the flux may be expressed in terms of gap flux density, B, and gap area, A.
= BA
Substituting the derivative of the permeance and the expression for the
magnetomotive force into the original equation allow evaluation of the radial
force.
Once the radial force is found, the equivalent radial spring constant, kr,
is calculated by differentiating this radial force with respect to x,
dF R
k = ---
r dx
Analysis of this permeance and magnetomotive force produced the following
equation for the spring constant:
B21 (2r + $)
k =
r 2_0g
where
B = air gap flux density (Tesla)
1 = machine axial length (m)
r = radial distance to the air gap (m)
g = air gap length (m)
_0 = permeability constant of free space (N/A 2)
The results of this analysis, using parameters from existing machines
and assuming a 455-kg flywheel (compatible with Space Station requirements),
are shown in Table 43. An unstable frequency of 150 rad/s is sufficiently
high to rule out the indiction machine since it would place a bandwidth
restriction on the magnetic suspension system which is much greater than that
dictated by momentum control considerations (ref. 81). While techniques
exist to stabilize the side-force of an induction machine, they have been
shown to require operation in the high-slip region; i.e., the low efficiency
region of operation for this type of machine (ref. 82).
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TABLE43.-MACHINESIDE-LOAD(15 kW)
Induction Machine
PM"Ironless"
Conventional PM
Spring Constant
ii x 106 N/m
Negligible
285 x 103 N/m
Natural Freq.
(m = 455 kgm)
154 rad/s
<0.i rad/s
25 rad/s
The losses in both the rotating back-iron (ironless) PMand conventional
PMmachinesmust nowbe evaluated. Thus, the copper volume and 12R loss as a
function of current density were calculated for an ironless machine given the
interface requirements (voltage, speed, etc.). Using the volume of copper,
the eddy-current loss (Pe) was calculated through the derivation presented in
ref. 80.
Pe = (ZfBpT)2 V60
where,
B = peak flux density
P
f = electrical frequency
T = copper wire diameter
V = copper volume
O = copper resistivity
These losses were integrated over a full charge and discharge cycle, and the
total results are shown as a percentage of total power in figures 62 (A) and
(B), respectively, for a machine whose minimum speed (_min) is 6,000 rpm.
The total loss for the conventional PM machine was then calculated by adding
the eddy-current and hysteresis losses of the iron to those of the copper.
These data are also shown in figures 62 (A) and (B). As is evident, the
loss of the conventional machine is approaching that of an ironless machine
at i07 A/m2; however, for high-reliability, long-life applications, the
recommended limit on current density is about 8 x 106 A/m 2 (ref. 76). There,
the conventional machine losses are significantly higher (5.0% versus 3.4%,
and 5.5% versus 3.8%). Despite the fact the "ironless" machine has thermal
and mechanical characteristics which are inferior to those of the conventional
machines, the 50% higher losses of the latter dictate that it occupy the
"fall-back" position should developmental problems occur with the higher
efficiency "ironless" machine.
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The design of a 15-kW, 6K-rpm-minimum-speedrotor is shownin figure 63;
its weight is calculated at 26.4 kg. The ironless stator would fit in the
air gap. Removingexcess back-iron material can reduce the overall machine
weight by "cutting corners" on the back-iron. In figure 63, this would mean
removing a triangular section from the lower-right and -left corners of the
back-iron. This area is shownas lightly shaded in the fiture. This reduces
the weight to 23.2 kg. Further weight reduction could be achieved through
future magnetic materials development. This study assumedthe use of samarium-
cobalt magnets. Neodymium-iron-boron("Crumax") magnets, with twice the
maximumenergy product of samariumcobalt, could reduce machineweight by an
additional 10%.
Scale--3: i" i
Mass = 26.4 kg
Current density (assumed) = 6 x 106 A/m 2
Magnets = Samarium Cobalt
_min = 6,000 rpm
P = 15 kW
r o
" _(_ap
r.
1
Scale--2:l
r. = 14.0 cm
z
Gap = 0.25 cm
r = 17.0 cm
o
b = 3.0 cm
I = 3.7 cm
t = 0.76 cm
c = 2.1 cm
Figure 63.- Design case--PM "ironless"/rotating
back-iron motor/generator
This design could be modified to allow magnetic suspension gimbaling.
A sketch of a spherical air-gap, ironless stator, PM motor/genrator is shown
in figure 64. Dimensions would be similar to the above design, but the
copper losses would be slightly higher due to the increased stator active
length.
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Figure 64.- Spherical air-gap, ironless stator,
PM motor/generator concept
Conclusions
The results of the preceding analyses may now be combined to produce the
baseline power conversion system and determine its efficiency. The power
semiconductor type is the MOSFET since it has the lowest switching loss and
comparable conduction loss. An added benefit is the minimal power required
to drive the device. The machine type is PM rotating back-iron since its
lack of iron losses makes it the more efficient of the low side-force devices.
The added benefit here is that the side-force is negligible, and represents no
interference with the magnetic bearing system. The system configuration is
the PWM inverter shown in figure 65, since this allows high-bandwidth control
of each phase current--a capability necessary for maintaining high power
factor commutation fault recovery. This approach also offers the advantage
of a single power stage, which simplifies system architecture and thermal
design.
The PWM frequency should be about 20 kHz for minimum semiconductor loss,
and the machine inductance should be about 250 pH for reasonable current
ripple and quadrature foltage component.
The cycle loss summary for this configuration is shown in Table 44. The
miscellaneous losses include power for the logic and drive electronics, and
stray machine and interconnect losses. The magnetic bearing losses and power
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Figure 65.- Baseline power conversion system
for orbit-rate precession are also included, so that the loss quotes are
representative of the complete energy storage system. The projected round-
trip efficiency of 85% substantially exceeds that of completing energy
storage systems and is a viable technology.
TABLE 44.-LOSS SUMMARY,
MOSFET-PWM DRIVEN PM-IRONLESS MACHINE
Loss Item Motor Generator
Semiconductor
Machine
Magnetic bearing
Miscellaneous
Total Loss
2.7%
3.4%
0.5%
0.3Z
6.7%
4.6%
3.8%
0.4%
0.3%
8.9%
Total round-trip efficiency = 85%.
Recommendations
There are two areas in which technology advancement would improve the
feasibility of the proposed power conversion system. The first is in tech-
niques for paralleling power MOSFET's. While discrete circuits have been
built which parallel up to ten MOSFET's, these typically have switching
frequencies in the vicinity of i to 2 kHz; an order of magnitude below what
is required here. While the operational degradation in these circuits at
higher frequencies may not be severe, it would be preferable to employ power
circuit hybridization techniques to parallel the devices in order to reduce
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parasitic effects. Commercialdevices currently exist (Motorola MTElOON06)
which parallel three devices in a power hybrid. The extension of this tech-
nology to six or even ten devices would certainly improve the chances for
success in utilizing so manydevices per switch in the proposed system.
The secondarea in which there is a perceived weaknessis in cooling the
copper in an "ironless" PMmachine running in a vacuum. (A 26-kWaxial air-
gap ironless stator PMmotor/generator built by AiResearch in 1983 (ref. 77 )
ran into thermal problems. Themachine required the manufacture of four
stators due to shorting causedby excessive heat.). Since the stator of this
device has no iron in it, the normal thermal conduction paths are nonexistent,
and other thermal control methodsmust be investigated.
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APPENDIX E
INTEGRATED COMPONENT DESIGN TRADE
by
Stephen R. O'Dea
The purpose of Appendix E is to use the parametric results of the preceding
appendices to design an overall IPACS unit that meets the Space Station system
requirements in a relatively optimized fashion. Appendix E is, therefore,
organized into: (i) a description of the requirements, design drivers, and
their impact on system design; and (2) a description of the scaling and trade-
offs that lead to design optimization.
IPACS Component-Level Requirements and Design Drivers
The overall IPACS system-level requirements are developed in the "IPACS
System Configuration Definition" section, and were summarized in Table 2. In
this same section the component-level requirements are developed for four-,
five- and six-wheel versions of the baseline planar array wheel configuration,
and were summarized in Table 14. They are predicated on the energy-balance
diagram efficiencies given in figure 19.
The most fundamental requirements that are design drivers in influencing
the IPACS component sizing and design are energy storage, bus power level,
momentum transfer, and redundancy. By considering the array configuration and
the redundancy requirement, the minimum number of wheels can be determined.
Although a four-wheel system meets the requirements, the selection of a five-
or six-wheel system seems better when other factors are included. Factors
favoring the minimum number of wheels include:
Potential for lower manufacturing cost
Potential for more momentum storage
Less complex control law
Fewer wheels required in the growth Station
Factors favoring a greater number of wheels include:
• Less oversizing for redundancy, especially for the initial Station
• Less design risk for smaller wheels, motors, and electronics
• Potential to accomplish attitude control in fail-operational (FO)
mode using only a magnetic bearing for systems of six or more wheels
A major design driver is the combination of momentum storage requirements'
and body rate. These requirements combine to increase bearing weight and
power consumption. That is because the momentum transfer requirement leads to
large wheel momentum and/or large bearing angles (which increases bearing
weight). Large momentum and body angular rates lead to high power requirements
to precess the wheels. If body rates were reduced by 30%, the control torque
requirement would then become the driver for bearing power.
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The interpretation of the FO requirement affects system efficiency. Current
calculation of efficiency is based on a 75% depth of discharge (DOD), which will
occur only under a failure condition. This is because the system is sized to
provide rated energy storage with one wheel failure. Under normal conditions,
a five-wheel system will have a DOD of 60% (62.5% for six wheels). Storage
efficiency would increase if it were calculated based on 60% DOD. In addition,
slightly higher energy density could be realized by changing the cyclic stress
levels. Alternatively, the remaining operational wheels could allow 10% higher
speed under failure conditions.
Finally, the maximum voltage impacts efficiency since the motor/generator
and the electronics losses are largely related to current.
Safety Considerations
The large amount of kinetic energy stored in a Space Station IPACS warrants
some consideration of the hazard associated with a rotor structural failure.
Some composite materials have been shown to fail much more gracefully than some
of the metallic materials; however, a failed rotor can still impose substantial
hazard. Although safety was not considered to be a major concern in the
current study, it is prudent to assess any design penalties associated with the
achievement of satisfactory safety. The approach employed herein for this pur-
pose is twofold: (i) to survey the results of the recent DOE contracts and
determine if any techniques were identified that were appropriate to the current
application; and (2) to try to conceive other safety techniques that might be
more appropriate to space application which was not considered in the DOE effort.
The DOE studies focused on terrestrial application of energy storage wheels,
and considered rotor failure containment as the primary safety approach. The
rotor failure containment approach requires a containment vessel whose mass is
large relative to the rotor mass, and would severely penalize the IPACS energy
density, hFail-safe" and "limited-failure" design concepts were also proposed
and tested by at least one of the contractors (refs. 68 or 69). Unfortunately,
these rotor design concepts are not readily adaptable to the thin-wall annular
rotor design concept selected in this study.
The safety design approach selected for this effort employs two techniques.
The first is to use conservative design margins so as to avoid all but the
most remote of failure mechanisms (such as a collision or meteoroid strike on
a wheel unit). Thorough ground testing of each IPACS unit is used to detect
conventional structural flaws. In addition, composite rotors generally mani-
fest a balance shift prior to failure, which is detectable with the magnetic
bearing instrumentation. The second safety design approach is to arrange the
wheel array, and its location, so that the shrapnel path from a failed rotor
(approximately in a plane perpendicular to the spin vector) does not intersect
habitable modules or critical structure. For the current Space Station concept
(figure 3), this is made somewhat easier by its large size which permits the
IPACS equipment to be located at a reasonably large distance from the habitable
modules.
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ComponentTradeoffs and Integration
To meet the IPACSrequirements in someoptimized (efficiency, weight)
fashion requires consideration of the characteristics of each of the previously
discussed subsystems (rotor, bearing, and power conversion). In many instances,
performance requirements or technology limitations dictated the form of the
solution (such as the type of motor and electronics), and the necessary trade-
offs could be done almost entirely within the subsystemdesign task. These
tradeoffs were discussed in the preceding appendices. Other areas, most
notably the rotor and bearing integration, required significant tradeoffs to
achieve _ _- that met often conflicting requirements, was lightweight and
with low losses. In addition, the attachment of the rotor to the bearing/
motor has associated tradeoffs. This appendix will be broken into three main
parts dealing with scaling of the subsystemsfor system optimization, system-
level model/optimization, and rotor attachment. Eachof these parts will be
further divided into more specific tradeoff areas.
Subsystem Scaling.-This section of the appendix describes the process of
taking the scaling results of the previous appendices and putting them in a
form suitable for use in the overall system model. The areas covered include
rotor and motor scaling and, in the case of bearing scaling, some tradeoff
issues as well.
Rotor Scaling.-It was decided to look at annular rotors with inside-to-
outside radius ratios (_) in the range from 0.75 to 0.85. The lower value
(0.75) was chosen because that is the point at which the flywheel stress
limit can safely be considered to be tangential stress. This is important
because tangential properties are better known and more easily controlled than
radial properties. The upper value (0.85) was somewhat arbitrarily assumed,
but represents greater than 95% of the "ideal" (_ = 0.99) energy density.
Values of _ > 0.85 will increase system volume and case weight. By examining
both figures 29 and 30 (Appendix A), this can be verified. Additionally, the
energy density at e = 0.85 is less than 8% greater than at _ = 0.75. For the
purpose of the design trades, the flywheel was assumed to be a constant mass
with an energy density of that of an _ = 0.80 rotor. At the conclusion of the
design trades this assumption will again be examined. Small changes in shape
(conical, flared) do impact energy density, but these changes involve studies
wholly within the rotor design task. The important parameters at system level
are speed (ratio of energy to momentum storage) and _. Changes in these affect
the radius-to-height ratio. Boron/epoxy was chosen as the rotor material
because of :
High energy density potential (18.6 Wh/ib) for the derated
rotor.
A relatively safe failure mechanism is predicted (compared
to isotropics). Failure mechanisms for metal matrix
composites (MMC) are not well known.
Acceptable radial growth (40% less growth than graphite/epoxy,
yet only 10% less energy density).
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Motor Scallng.-As the rotor speed increases, the mass decreases because
less torque is required to deliver the power. The motor mass increases with
increasing bearing tilt-angle because more iron and copper must be used in a
motor which sweeps through a large (>5 ° ) angle. This suggests a model of the
form
M = a = b8 + C/_
motor
where @ is the gimbal angle in degrees, and _ is the rotational speed in rpm.
For the design discussed earlier, the equation reduces to
Mmotor (kg) = 2 • 8 + 3.6 x 10s/_
Bearing Scaling and Dependence on Rotor Design.-The design of the rotor has
a very strong impact on the design of the magnetic bearing. It is obviously
critical to design the rotor so that it operates very close to its maximum
energy density. However, within this constraint, considerable variation in
speed and height/radius ratio (and, therefore, angular momentum) is possible.
The impact of rotor angular momentum on the bearing is large because:
(i) high angular momentum allows small gimbal angles, substantially reducing
bearing weight; and (2) low angular momentum allows lower precession torques
and, therefore, a much smaller power consumption requirement to precess the
wheels.
To address these issues quantitatively, the power versus mass characteris-
tic was plotted for two Space Station attitude rates, assuming a five-wheel
configuration. The curves are shown in figure 66. The left-hand curve shows
the intuitively obvious trends that, for a relatively fixed torque requirement
(control torque dominated), bearing mass increases with both increasing
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Figure 66.-Power vs. weight tradeoff for
different Space Station attitude rates
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angular travel and decreasing power consumption as shown in Appendix C. The
results of the right-hand curve require some explanation. When precessing at
four times orbit rate, the precession torque for high angular momentum wheels
(that need only small bearing tilt angles) can exceed the control torque
requirement, and thus become a major power/mass driver. In this case, there
is a tradeoff between bearing mass penalties cause by attempts to reduce power
consumption at fixed torque and those caused by the physically larger bearing
resulting from increasing angular travel. This tradeoff shows that there is
a minimum bearing mass configuration, which occurs with a bearing/rotor system
designed for 8 @ of tilt. In order to show how bearing mass scales with bearing
angle, figure 66 was replotted to yield figure 67.
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Figure 67.- Bearing mass vs. angular freedom trade
System Int eBration/Optimization
Bearing/Motor Integration.-There are several types of both motors and bear-
ings, which were discussed in their respective appendices. The selection of an
ironless PM motor and Lorengtz bearing was made partially based on the inter-
action between the motor and bearing. The most important interaction is the
effect of motor side loading on bearing stiffness, power consumption, and
bearing control bandwidth. The use of a conventional induction motor was
ruled out based on these considerations. The conventional PM machine would
have been acceptable from a bearing viewpoint, but was less efficient than the
"ironless" machine. Another possibility which was investigated was to integrate
the bearing and motor into a single subsystem. This, in theory, could be
accomplished with either a PM or wound field and appropriate control coils, or
with an induction machine driven so as to control side loading. Since the
"ironless" motor is the least massive subsystem, little was seen to be gained
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by the first approach. The use of a controlled induction machine would typi-
cally require more slip than would be desirable from an efficiency standpoint,
although weight reductions would be possible. This is an area where technol-
ogy advancements may make the concept attractive.
Rotor/Motor Integration.-As was discussed earlier, a rotor design for a
minimum radius/maximum speed would result in the lightest motor. Thus, in
finding the "optimum" described later in this section, the effect of speed on
motor weight was included.
Depth of Discharge (DOD).-In this study, DOD was taken as 75%. Given the
momentum transfer requirement and the emphasis on minimum system mass, this
choice is appropriate. For other applications, or for a Space Station with
different requirements, a different DOD may be appropriate. Qualitatively,
the considerations affecting DO_ are listed below. The advantage of higher
DOD is:
Minimum rotor mass which, given the charge/discharge
characteristics of Space Station, would also reduce
system mass
The potential advantages of lower DOD are:
• More momentum available at the _'discharged" condition
• Smaller motor mass, which in a system with higher relative
power levels would reduce system mass
• Greater charge/discharge cycle efficiency
Overall System Optimization.-To determine the optimum wheel momentum/speed
operating point requires knowing:
Basic system concept
Bearing power vs. momentum
Bearing weight vs. torque capability/power
Bearing weight vs. "gimbal" angle
Locus of maximum energy density for the rotor
Other factors, including effect on rotor critical speeds,
manufacturing, rotor radial growth, effect on motor weight
Location of various constraint boundaries, since many
"optimal" solutions are determined by constraints
The designs for the five- and six-wheel systems illustrate the importance
of the last point above, given the basic system concept reviewed below. The
design of the six-wheel system is driven almost entirely by the in-plane
momentum transfer and FO requirements, as the bearings must use their freedom
for both reconfiguration and momentum transfer. Since the designs for the
five- and six-wheel systems have significantly different results, they will be
described in separate sections that follow.
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IPACS Overall System Concept.-The basic concept is to use a large-scale
magnetic suspension as a limited 2-DOF gimbal. The reasons for baselining a
system that does not use traditional 2-DOF gimbals are:
• Gimbal structure and torque motors add substantial mass.
• If unlimited gimbal travel were used, the problems of transferring
power and heat in/out of the flywheel motor/generator and electronics
would be significant.
• Volume swept by the tangential velocity vectors is limited by the
"gimbai" travel, so the wheels could potentially be oriented such
that even if a rotor fractured, containment may not be necessary.
Because of the limited "gimbal" travel, only a fraction of the total wheel
angular momentum can be transferred along various Space Station axes. Flywheel
angular momentum requirements are, therefore, inversely related to available
magnetic bearing "gimbal" angle capability. Figures 68 and 69 relate the
angular momentum to rotational speed and bearing angle, respectively. These
figures are discussed further below.
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Figure 68.- Rotor angular
momentum at full speed vs.
maximum operating speed
Figure 69.- Rotor angular momentum
required to meet momentum transfer
requirements vs. bearing tilt angle
Six-Wheel System.-The conceptual advantage of the six-wheel system over the
five-wheel system is that it is possible to do both reconfiguration, after a
wheel failure, and subsequent momentum transfer using only the angular freedom
of the magnetic bearing. The reconfiguration step uses approximately 5.7 ° of
bearing travel. The impact of using this 5.7 ° for reconfiguration is that it
is a substantial reduction in the available travel and, therefore, drives the
rotor design to one of much higher momentum (lower speed). Figure 68 shows the
momentum versus wheel speed for two cases: 15 kWh (6-wheel), and 20 kWh
(5-wheel). Figure 69 shows the momentum required versus angle capability of
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the magnetic bearing. The actual magnetic bearing design is limited to about
15 ° of travel. Just to meet the momentum transfer requirement will require a
wheel angular momentum of 120K Nms, which results in a wheel speed of 8500 rpm.
The end result is a flywheel system that is slower (and heavier) than the
"optimum," but still potentially higher than a system requiring crude gimbals
for reconfiguration.
Five-Wheel System.-In the five-wheel system, reconfiguration after failure
is accomplished by a crude gimbal system, leaving the entire bearing travel
available for momentum transfer. In
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Figure 70.-Mass vs. maximum
operating speed for different
power penalties on
rotor precession
addition, because of the larger energy
storage per wheel, each wheel has more
angular momentum at a given speed than
in the six-wheel case. For the five-
wheel (failing to four) case, the
equations for rotor geometry, bearing
mass, and motor mass can be combined to
plot total system mass versus speed.
The results of these calculations are
shown in figure 70. The IPACS component
mass is broken down more accurately in
Table 45, based on a system operating at
i0,000 rpm. This value was chosen as a
reasonable compromise between the high-
and low-penalty design. The five-wheel
system is selected as the baseline ref-
erence configuration for the purpose of
this report, primarily because it has
fewer wheels and because the smaller
gimbal travel presents lower development
risk.
For the particular IPACS component
design reflected in Table 45, the rotor
energy storage capacity is 18.5 kWh.
The total energy storage capacity includ-
ing the bearing and hub structure is
19.2 kWh. The usable capacity consider-
ing the 75% DOD is 14.4 kWh. At _ =0.8,
the height/radius ratio equals 1.0, which is reasonably consistent with the
initial assumptions and trade studies. For _ = 0.85, the rotor mass would
decrease by nearly 20 kg, but the height/radius ratio would increase to 1.3,
causing a comparable increase in case weight. The energy density based on the
usable energy and the total mass of the system is 18.3 Wh/kg (8.3 Wh/Ib). It
should be noted that this energy density value is derived on a very conserva-
tive basis and includes a 64% stress derating factor, 106 fatigue cycle derat-
ing, and a conservative estimate of the stress bearing capacity of the selected
born-epoxy composite material. After a thorough examination of the performance
data, it is concluded that system energy densities in the range of 22 to 33
Wh/kg are feasible using the technology that exists at this time. The use of
new composite materials that are now becoming available (approximately 50%
improved stress-bearing capacity) will permit the achievment of energy densities
as high as 33 to 50 Wh/kg.
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TABLE 45.-IPACS COMPONENT MASS SUMMARY
(FIVE-WHEEL SYSTEM)
Item Mass (kg)
• Rotor
•Bearing
•Motor/generator
OElectronics
• Rotor Attachment
• Levitation Magnet
(for ground test)
• Case
Total
470
73
50
35
45
20
95
788
Rotor AttacP_ment.-It is necessary to design a structure that is intermed-
iate between the rotor and the motor/bearing structure. The reasons for this
include:
Momentum requirements demand a large rotor radius, while
weight considerations demand a small motor/bearing radius.
The rotor and the motor/bearing materials have different
stiffnesses, strengths, and thermal expansion coefficients.
There are many requirements associated with this intermediate structure,
including:
Stiffness sufficiently high to avoid, or at least minimize,
structural resonances in radial, axial, and tipping
directions.
Low enough interfacial pressure to avoid overstressing the
rotor.
Providing stable interfaces to materials with significantly
different thermal expansion coefficients and mechanical
properties.
Minimizing or eliminating changes in the position of the
center of mass.
Sufficient stiffness to effect momentum transfers at
the required control bandwidth.
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For the system described in the previous sections, somesimple calcula-
tions will indicate the difficulty of meeting the requirements. First, for
the resonant frequency to be above the frequency associated with rotor speed,
the spring constant, k, must follow:
k>_2M
k > 430 x 106 N/m
where m is the natural frequency and M is the rotor mass, for the 20-kWhwheel
operating at i0,000 rpm. The interfacial stresses, especially at the rotor
boundary, must operate safely below their fatigue limits. This implies a
maximumforce
F < OA < Oc(2_rih)_c
which, for the wheel described,above and for a maximum stress times usable
area of 70 MPa, yields
F < 7.0 × 106 N
which must be further reduced into effective force along each axis. The 70 MPa
is an estimate based on a range of epoxy yield strengths (300-1000 MPa) and
fractions of rotor area over which a good bond could be obtained (5%-20%).
For the differences in radial growth expected, about 1.5 cm, it appears these
constraints could be met, in theory. In practice, such a design would be
extremely difficult. A structure such as the one shown in the next section
might accomplish the attachment requirements. Whether or not it is necessary
(or even desirable) to have a magnetically suspended wheel operate below
critical speed, requires further study. Lastly, a boron/aluminum wheel could
easily be designed to have critical rotor speeds above the operating speeds,
but there would be a significant reduction (50%) in rotor energy density.
System Concept Definition
This section combines the results of the previous sections to present a
picture of the overall component concept. This is accomplished by creating a
drawing that represents one way that the subsystems could be arranged to form
the overall system. This concept is shown in figure 71, and is representative
of either a five-wheel (with the addition of a crude gimbal inStead of the
fixed base) or six-wheel system. The five-wheel configuration is the selected
baseline system. Its rotor has a diameter of 1.15 m (3.77 ft), and a height
of 0.573 m (1.88 ft). The maximum case diameter if 1.65 m. In this design,
the motor and bearing would have to be assembled in segments to form a roughly
cylindrical hub-like structure. The details of the attachment of the "spoke"
structure to this hub and the rotor were not considered. The ground testing
requirement would be met using an attractive-type magnetic suspension, which
could be of small enough mass (less than 20 kg) that it would remain with the
flywheel system permanently. The inner surface of the motor would provide
bearing area for touchdown bearings. The touchdown bearings were not examined
in detail and do represent a significant design challenge.
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Figure 71.- Advanced IPACS unlt design concept
This overall concept definition meets both the energy and momentum storage
requirements of the Space Station, with an electrical storage efficiency of
85% and energy storage density of 18.3 Wh/kg (21 Wh/kg excluding case),
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APPENDIX F
IPACS SIZING ALGORITHMS
by
Ronald E. Oglevie
The purpose of this appendix is to present IPACS sizing algorithms suitable
for incorporation in the NASA LaRC Model Synthesis Program, which is used for
mission/system tradeoff studies. These relationships provide estimates of the
iPACS component mass and volume requirements, and are suitable for system-level
trade studies. They are applicable to the baseline design concept presented in
this report, and the Space Station type application. Caution should be
employed in extending them to other applications.
The IPACS mass is given approximately by the expression
m = (_E + _P + _T) R (FI)
The first term reflects the mass of the items that scale as a function of rotor
size. The second term includes the mass items that are associated with the
motor/generator and electronics. The third term includes the additional mass
of the magnetic bearing required for control torquing. The numerical values
may be obtained from the following:
R = Redundancy factor (5/4 for the baseline system)
E = Deliverable energy storage required
P = Rated deliverable power
T = Maximum control torque required (300 N-m per unit for the
baseline system
= 4.53 kg/kW
= 0.243 kg/N-m
KE : 1/ED
ED = Energy density of the rotor and remaining mass items that
scale as a function of rotor size
Ff Fs
=
(F2)
() = Denotes value used in baseline system
O
O = Rotor yield limit, Oo 1062 NPa
0 = Rotor material density, 0o = 2020 kg/m 3
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Ff = Fatigue stress derating factor, Ffo = 0.802
F = 1/Safety Factor, F = 0.64
s so
(ED) ° = 22.5 Wh/kg
The last two terms in equation (Fl) are very sensitive to a number of
design parameters and assumptions, and are not appropriate for scaling over
large ranges, nor for designs or applications that are substantially different
than the ones described in this report. To avoid this difficulty, the second
and third terms of equation (FI) may be assumed to scale linearly with E, and
be lumped into the first term, which is clearly the dominant term. The
resulting equations are:
m = (_D) E (F3)
where ED is defined as before, equation (F2), but with (ED) ° = 18.1 Wh/kg.
The above expressions and numerical values yield the desired sizing for
IPACS mass. The simplified one [equation (F3)] is almost as accurate as
equation (FI), and avoids potential errors in the latter two terms of (FI).
The mass includes all hardware, including the rotor, bearing, motor/
generator/electronics, levitation magnet, case, and mounting structure. It
also includes the mass items necessary to perform the attitude control
function (replace the control moment gyros).
These algorithms may be used for parametric studies by varying the
different terms. Improved energy density through use of newer materials may
be estimated by varying the o, 0, Ff and F s factors. More optimistic perform-
ance can also be achieved by less conservative Ff and F s factors. The stress
design margins provided by these factors can realistically be reduced through
the improved confidence provided by laboratory testing, and more experience
working with the material. In addition, the (ED) o can be adjusted for
different system assumptions using more fundamental data given in other
appendices of this report.
The volume requirements for the baseline IPACS are given by
V=KE
v
where V = the rectangular volume containing the largest overall dimensions of
the IPACS unit, and
K = 0.177 m3/kWh of deliverable energy.
v
The above algorithms will provide IPACS sizing data that are valid for pre-
liminary design trades, and for systems that are similar to the one developed
herein for the Space Station. They contain the same levels of conservatism
that are embodied throughout the report, and are felt to be representative of
systems that are achievable with state-of-the-art engineering practices.
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